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ABSTRACT
Big data, generated from various business internet and social media activities, has
become a big challenge to researchers in the field of machine learning and data
mining to develop new methods and techniques for analysing big data effectively and
efficiently. Ensemble methods represent an attractive approach in dealing with the
problem of mining large datasets because of their accuracy and ability of utilizing the
divide-and-conquer mechanism in parallel computing environments.
This research proposes a machine learning ensemble framework and implements it
in a high performance computing environment. This research begins by identifying
and categorising the effects of partitioned data subset size on ensemble accuracy when
dealing with very large training datasets. Then an algorithm is developed to ascertain
the patterns of the relationship between ensemble accuracy and the size of partitioned
data subsets. The research concludes with the development of a selective modelling
algorithm, which is an efficient alternative to static model selection methods for big
datasets.
The results show that maximising the size of partitioned data subsets does not
necessarily improve the performance of an ensemble of classifiers that deal with large
datasets. Identifying the patterns exhibited by the relationship between ensemble
accuracy and partitioned data subset size facilitates the determination of the best subset
size for partitioning huge training datasets. Finally, traditional model selection is
inefficient in cases wherein large datasets are involved.
vList of Notations
Symbol Description
φ an ensemble of classifiers
φinit an initial ensemble
|φinit | the size of the initial ensemble
φRt an ensemble of classifiers where data subsets size equal Rt
acc(φ) the accuracy of an ensemble of classifiers
φFE full ensemble
φFS ensemble of classifiers that is constructed using the forward
search selection strategy
φSM ensemble of classifiers that is constructed using the proposed
selective modelling
∆acc(φRt i,φRt i−1) the difference between the accuracy of the two ensemble
φRt i and φRt i−1
N number of data subsets
M number of models within an ensemble of classifiers
accmin minimum accuracy of individual models
acc(M) the mean of the accuracy of individual models within an
ensemble
Rt the relative size of a partitioned data subset
Rtmax the maximum relative size of a partitioned data subset
Rtmin the minimum relative size of a partitioned data subset
Rtlow the lower boundary for the Rt value.
Rtstop the last Rt in the predicated curve.






C number of class labels for a dataset.
r the Pearson product-moment correlation.
rs the Spearman’s correlation coefficient.
IR(Rti,Rt j) the improvement rate in ensemble accuracy between Rti and
Rt j.
α initial step size.
β the number of successive Rt points that needs to be identified
before terminating the algorithm.
θ tolerance.
γ the percentage of the minimum number of models to be
checked before the termination criterion is applied.
π number of models to be added at each iteration.
Memmax the maximum available memory.
g growth ratio
g(φRt i,φRt i−1) the accuracy growth ration between the two ensembles φRt i
and φRt i−1.
I total number of iterations.
T required time to identify the relationship patterns.
Tp partitioning Time.
TTr training time.
Tee ensemble evaluation time.
Toth other times ( e.g. times required to access files and calculate
DF diversity).
T (φ) ensemble time




DF the Double-Fault Diversity.
CFD Coincident Failure Diversity.
SVM Support Vector Machine.
CVM Core Vector Machine.
MP Model Pool.
MSL Memory Safe Limit.
DP Data Subset Pool.
SM Selective Modelling.
MAM The Most Accurate Model.
FSoutRWC Forward Search without Removal of Weak Classifiers.
FSwithRWC Forward Search with Removal of Weak Classifiers.
SMwithRNK Selective Modelling with Ranking.




Training dataset A set of examples used for learning, that is to fit the parame-
ters of the classifiers [74].
Validation dataset A set of examples used to tune the parameters of a classifier
[74].
Testing dataset A set of examples used only to assess the performance of a
fully-specified classifier [74].
Ensemble of classifiers A set of classifiers whose individual classification are com-
bined to produce a single classification for a given problem
[41][99].
Big datasets Big datasets, in this research, are those that are impossible
to handle and process with the available computing environ-
ment because of the large volume of the datasets and the fact
that available data mining algorithms were developed under
the assumption that entire data are loaded into a computer’s
main memory.
Model pool A pool that contains all the models generated during the
modelling phase.
DP A pool that contains all the partitioned data subsets.
P1 relation pattern Refer to the relation pattern where acc(φ) decreases with
growing Rt, regardless of whether the decrease is continuous
or stops at a certain Rt and stabilises (see Figure 4.17).
P2 relation pattern Refer to the relation pattern where acc(φ)) increases with
growing Rt, regardless of whether the increase is continuous
or stops at a certain Rt and stabilises(see Figure 4.17).
ix
Term Definition
P3 relation pattern Refer to the relation where acc(φ) shows no Rt-induced
effects or an increase in Rt negligibly contributes to acc(φ)
(see Figure 4.17).
P4 relation pattern Refer to the relation where acc(φ) improves up to a particu-
lar Rt and then decreases (see Figure 4.17).
Tolerance The greatest range of variation allowed when the accuracy
of two ensembles are compared.
Partitioning Time Time required to partition the training dataset into N subsets
using Rt.
Training time Training (modelling) time is the time required to train the
data subsets to create a base classifiers by using the machine
learning algorithm.
Ensemble evaluation time The time required to evaluate an ensemble over the TS and
V datasets.
Ensemble time The summation of partitioning time, training time and en-
semble evaluation time.
Full ensemble An ensemble that constructed from all the available models.
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The rapid improvements in data storage technologies and communication infrastructure,
as well as the availability of reliable, efficient and affordable computing hardware,
have resulted in the exponential growth of data over the past several years. IBM
states that 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created from our daily activities [38], and
the International Data Corporation (IDC) estimates the amount of generated data
to increase by 40% a year in the next decade [96]. Massive data volumes are also
produced from simple everyday activities. Customer transactions at Walmart, for
example, total more than a million per hour [88]. Facebook handles more than 250
million photo uploads and the interactions of 800 million active users with more than
900 million objects (pages, groups, etc.) each day [88]. Furthermore, billions of people
around the world constantly use their smartphones and digital devices. Also, Internet
of things will be a reality in not far future and then the rate of digital data generation
will be even greater.
The availability of tremendous amount of data has made the term ‘big data’ a
commonplace in different fields of science research. A problem, however, is that no
formal definition of the term has been universally accepted by scholars. One of the
labels most frequently associated with big data is ‘3Vs’, which was conceived by
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Laney in 2001 [50] to describe the three main attributes of big data: volume, velocity
and variety. Later studies show that the 3Vs definition is insufficient to encompass all
the attributes of big data, hence the introduction of the designations ‘4Vs’, ‘6Vs’ and
‘32Vs’. These extended definitions are described in more detail in [89] and [104].
The availability of this enormous amount of data makes the process of analysing
such data a challenging task. As a consequence, researchers in the field of machine
learning and data mining were motivated to develop new techniques and methods to
analyse big data effectively and efficiently.
1.2 Motivation
Apart from the availability of big data, ensemble methods represent an attractive
approach that can be used to deal with the problem of mining large datasets. These
methods are appealing alternatives for two main reasons. Firstly, many studies have
confirmed that an ensemble of classifiers, such as bagging ([7]), boosting ([30]) and
random forest ([9]), outperform single base classifiers ([11]). Secondly, ensemble
methods can be implemented in parallel computing environments, such as [17, 62],
which are necessary to process big datasets.
This research focuses on the problems that arise when existing machine learning
algorithms are used to handle a single large training dataset. Dividing such a dataset
into smaller manageable data subsets often represents a rational solution that can
be implemented by using ensemble methods. The succeeding section discusses the
principal challenges that we are going to focus on in this study.
1.3 Problem Statement
Although using the divide-and-conquer technique represents a rational solution to deal
with a big dataset, adopting it as a means of building an efficient and effective ensemble
of classifiers raises several challenges. The first revolves around how data subset size is
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chosen when a huge training dataset requires partitioning. Is it necessary to maximise
the size of a partitioned data subset to deliver acceptable ensemble performance?
The second challenge emerges when model selection techniques are applied during
the ensemble construction process. Model selection is a well-known practice that is
aimed at choosing a smaller subset of models from a set that contains all available
models to enhance the prediction performance of a created ensemble. In the case of
large datasets, model creation on the basis of each available data subset and subsequent
model selection constitute resource wastage. This exhaustion of resources arises
from the fact that only some of the generated models are selected to formulate a final
ensemble prediction.
This study contributes to the resolution of the above-mentioned problems by
proposing a method for identifying the patterns of the relationship between the size
of partitioned data subsets and ensemble accuracy. Understanding these patterns is
expected to facilitate the selection of suitable sizes of partitioned data subsets. Another
approach, the selective modelling method, is put forward to minimise the time and
resources allocated to constructing an ensemble of classifiers from a huge dataset.
Also this method can be used as an alternative to static model selection when dealing
with very large datasets.
1.4 Research Questions
To address the research problems described in Section 1.3, the following research
questions are investigated:
Q 1: Does the size of partitioned data subsets affect ensemble accuracy?
Illuminating this issue necessitates an intensive experiment on whether the
size of partitioned data subsets and ensemble accuracy are related. If such
an association exists, an important requirement is to determine whether this
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influence can be characterised by certain patterns, which leads to the second
research question.
Q 2: Is it possible to categorise the patterns that underlie the relationship be-
tween the size of partitioned data subsets and ensemble accuracy?
The importance of categorising relationship patterns lies in its advancement of a
an improved understanding of datasets in terms of learning behaviour and its
informing of decisions regarding when it is appropriate or inappropriate to use
as much data as possible in building an ensemble.
Q 3: How can the aforementioned patterns be identified for big datasets?
After addressing the first two issues, a logical follow-up task is to develop
an algorithm that is able to identify the learning patterns that underlie the
relationship between the accuracy of an ensemble and the size of partitioned
data subsets used to induce an ensemble of classifiers. This algorithm should
also be helpful in deciding the best data subset size of a given dataset for use
when an ensemble is constructed.
Q 4: How are model section techniques used to build an efficient and effective
ensemble of classifiers when dealing with a big dataset?
All the previously identified questions focus on the problem presented by big
data that requires partitioning into smaller manageable subsets without taking the
number of subsets into consideration. The final question centres on the problem
that arises from a large number of data subsets as a result of partitioning a single
large dataset. Answering this question entails assessing the efficacy of existing
model selection techniques in dealing with numerous models. Subsequently,
there is a need to design and develop a novel model selection technique that can
efficiently and effectively handle a large number of models.
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1.5 Research Aim and Objectives
This research aims to provide efficient and effective methods that help to deal with
the problem of mining big datasets using ensemble of classifiers. To these ends, the
following objectives are pursued:
1. To empirically investigate and establish the relationship between ensemble
performance and the size of partitioned data subsets.
2. To categorise the patterns manifested by the aforementioned relationship.
3. To design and develop a method that identifies the patterns of the relationship
between ensemble performance and partitioned data subset size.
4. To design and develop efficient models selection method that can handle large
datasets efficiently without negatively affecting the ensemble performance.
5. To evaluate the proposed methods on benchmark datasets.
1.6 Research Methodology
As prompted by the nature of the research problem (see Section 1.2) and the defined
research questions and objectives, an appropriate methodology and adaptable platform
are essential to carry out the experiments for the identified research tasks. The divide-
and-conquer approach is adopted because it is a typical solution in cases wherein a
huge dataset cannot be loaded and processed in the main memory of a computing
facility. This approach can be applied in machine learning and data mining via
ensemble methods given that one of the approaches to create an ensemble of classifiers
involves manipulating training datasets. Section 3.2 describes in detail the framework
for the ensemble of classifiers adopted in this research. Our framework is run over
the high-performance computing cluster supported by the Research and Specialist
Computing Support Service at the University of East Anglia [UEA].
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As indicated in Section 1.1, there is no formal definition of big data has been
provided, hence it is important to delineate what the term means in the context of
this research. Specifically, big datasets, in this research, are those that are impossible
to handle and process with the available computing environment because of the
large volume of the datasets and the fact that available data mining algorithms were
developed under the assumption that entire data are loaded into a computer’s main
memory. This adopted definition of big data is similar to the definition proposed in
[27] and [89].
In addition, this chapter describes how the experimental results were statistically
evaluated and illustrates the main characteristics and pre-processing procedures that
had been implemented for the datasets . During the research period, 13 moderate-to-
big datasets were chosen from various dataset repositories to evaluate the proposed
methodologies. Variant dataset sizes were chosen due to the limited availability of
sizeable benchmark datasets within the machine-learning dataset repositories. It was
vital that manageable datasets be made available so that they could be loaded and
processed within the main memory to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the
proposed methods. The main characteristics and pre-processing procedures that were
implemented for the used datasets have been comprehensively described in Chapter 3.
1.7 Research Contributions
This reserach proposes the specific contributions :
1. Identifies and categorises the patterns manifested by the relationship between
ensemble performance and the size of partitioned data subsets (Chapter 4). A
pilot study for identifying and categorising these patterns was published in the
2013 IEEE International Conference on Big Data [24].
2. Proposes an algorithm that identifies the relationship between ensemble perfor-
mance and partitioned data subset size. The algorithm can also be used to choose
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the best size for partitioned data subsets in cases wherein large datasets are mined
(Chapter 5). This algorithm was published in the The 9th IEEE International
Conference on Big Data Science and Engineering (IEEE BigDataSE-15) [25].
3. Proposes a selective modelling method, to handle the problem of having large
number of data subsets efficiently. The generated ensemble using the proposed
method overcomes the performance of ensemble that is constructed from all the
available models and it required less time and resources (Chapter 6).
1.8 Outline of the Thesis
The structure of this thesis is outlined in this section.
• Chapter 1 introduces the study, with particular focus on the motivation, aims
and contributions of the research.
• Chapter 2 presents an overview of related literature. It describes current ensem-
ble methods and introduces some essential ensemble algorithms. The chapter
also discusses the studies that have extensively contributed to the data mining
field with a focus on mining large datasets.
• Chapter 3 describes the research methodology and design. Additionally, it
describes the datasets used in experiments, as well as the tools and software
employed in carrying out this work.
• Chapter 4 presents the empirical investigation of the effects of partitioned data
subset size on ensemble accuracy when huge datasets are handled.
• Chapter 5 details the proposed algorithm for identifying the learning patterns
that underlie the relationship between the accuracy of an ensemble of classifiers
and the relative size of data subsets.
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• Chapter 6 this chapter propose the selective modelling method, which is aimed
at minimising the time and resources required to construct an ensemble of
classifiers from a large dataset.
• Chapter 7 summarises the results, discusses the research limitations and high-
lights suggestions for future work.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE
2.1 Ensemble of classifiers
An ensemble of classifiers, a committee of classifiers and a multiple classifier system
all refer to a set of classifiers whose individual classification are combined to produce
a single classification for a given problem [41][99]. Fundamentally, the aim of using
an ensemble of classifiers is to generate more reliable and accurate classification than
that produced with single classifier-based methods. Dietterich [21] verified why an
ensemble can outperform single classifier-based approaches if it is properly constructed.
Other empirical studies, such as [7, 11, 30], have also confirmed the superiority of
ensemble performance over that of single classifiers.
The success of ensemble methods has inspired their widespread application in
different fields; Yu et al. [108] indicates that ensemble approaches are applied in
intelligent transportation systems [67, 111], bioinformatics [64, 84, 107], image and
video processing [2, 45, 85] and remote sensing [101, 116]. Ensemble methods are
also used in predictive toxicology [59], in which the toxicity of chemical compounds
is identified.
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2.2 How is an ensemble of classifiers created?
An ensemble of classifiers can be constructed in many ways. Common techniques [87,
p.279][41, 44] are summarised in the succeeding sections below.
2.2.1 Dividing a training set
Dividing a training set involves generating multiple data subsets from a single training
dataset, after which multiple classifiers are constructed from the multiple data subsets.
Data subsets are created using sampling and partitioning techniques. The division
approach is aimed at generating a set of classifiers characterised by diversity that
originates from the training of each classifier on different data subsets. One of the
most popular ensembles of classifiers that adopt this technique is Bagging [53].
Bagging, which is also known as bootstrap aggregating, was proposed by Breiman
[7]. It is grounded in the idea of creating multiple subsets (bootstraps) by repeatedly
extracting samples with replacement from the original dataset. In standard bagging, the
size of each bootstrap is equal to that of the original training dataset. Because sampling
is conducted with replacement, any training instance may appear in a bootstrap more
than once, whereas some training instances may not appear at all. On average, 37%
of training set instances do not appear in a bootstrap, especially with large datasets
[83]. After generating bootstraps, a base classifier model is built on the basis of each
bootstrap by using a decision tree learning algorithm. The final ensemble decision is
obtained by majority voting. The pseudo code for bagging is shown in the Algorithm
1.
After the introduction of Bagging in 1996, multiple ensemble algorithms have been
proposed on the basis of training dataset manipulation. Some of the most important
are summarised below.
• Bauer and Kohavi [4] in 1999 proposed wagging, which can be considered a
modified version of bagging. In this approach, sampling is replaced by instance
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Algorithm 1: Bagging algorithm. [87, p. 283]
for i = 1 to k do1
Create a bootstrap sample of szie N,Di.2
Train a base classifier Ci on the bootstrap sample Di.3
end4
C∗ (x) = argmax
y
∑i δ (Ci (x) = y)
5
δ (·) = 1 if its argument is ture and 0 otherwise.6
weighting. All instances are first set to a uniform weight. At each iteration,
Gaussian noise is incorporated into the weight of each instance, after which a
classifier is induced. The resultant ensemble is more diverse than that derived
from the original bagging method.
• Hothorn and Lausen in 2003 put forward double bagging [36], which is described
in [113] as follows. A bootstrap with a size equal to that of the original training
dataset is randomly drawn from the original training set. The extraction is carried
out using sampling with replacement. The set of instances that represents the
out-of-bag sample is then used to perform linear discriminant analysis (LDA).
The discriminant variables are calculated for each bootstrap and incorporated
as additional variables for building a base classifier. The process is repeated
multiple times, and the final design of an ensemble is produced by simple
majority voting. The authors demonstrated that this method can outperform
standard bagging.
• A bagging multitree was proposed in 2004 by [22] to reduce the training time
required in constructing an ensemble. This method begins with the construction
of a single structure (a multitree) that includes an ensemble of decision trees
obtained by bagging but without repeating the parts that are common to the trees.
The experimental results of [22] show that this method can exhibit performance
that is comparable to that of original bagging but completes ensemble creation
at faster speeds .
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• CeBag was developed by Wang and Lin in 2007 [100] as an extended version
of bagging that uses SVM instead of a decision tree as a base learner. The
experimental results confirm that CeBag can outperform single classifier-based
SVM.
• Gan and Xiao produced in 2009 a neural network ensemble [115] that presents
performance superior to that of bagging. The main principle that underlies this
method is the use of a K-means algorithm to generate different data subsets from
the original dataset. Classifiers that employ a neural network algorithm are then
constructed from each data subset, and the final prediction of the ensemble is
produced by majority voting.
2.2.2 Manipulating data distribution
Boosting typically involves the manipulation of data distribution. The first provable
polynomial-time boosting algorithm was proposed by Schapire [80], and the most
well-known boosting algorithm is AdaBoost, which was put forward by Freund and
Schapire [30].
AdaBoost is described in [29] as a process that depends on continual changes to
the distribution of a training set in an iterative manner. Instead of dividing a training
dataset, multiple classifiers are iteratively constructed from the entire dataset. At each
iteration, the new base classifier focuses on training instances that are incorrectly
classified in the previous iteration. The final ensemble prediction is made by weighted
voting, wherein each classifier’s prediction is weighted according to its accuracy on
the training datasets. AdaBoost [29] is the most popular algorithm that uses data
distribution manipulation in creating an ensemble of classifiers.
• Pasting small votes was put forward by [8] in 1999 as a variation of bagging
and boosting that can deal with large datasets and produce accuracy that is
comparable to that of AdaBoost.
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• SMOTEBoost was proposed by Chawla et al. [18] as a boosting alternative
that is designed to deal with highly imbalanced datasets. The experimental
results show that SMOTEBoost can outperform AdaBoost in predicting minority
classes.
• A new boosting method called AdaBoost.M1.ICV was proposed by Blagus and
Lusa in 2015 [57] as a modification to AdaBoost.M1. The authors empirically
demonstrated that AdaBoost.M1 can perform poorly in cases that involve high-
dimensional training datasets. The modified version exhibits performance that is
better or at least similar to that of AdaBoost.M1.
2.2.3 Manipulating input features
In manipulating input features, multiple classifiers are constructed from the same
training dataset as each classier is built using different parts of a feature space. Random
forest, which uses feature subspace techniques and is intended particularly for a
decision tree, was put forward by Breiman [9]. The word ‘forest’ here refers to a
constellation of many tree models that are constructed with no trimming or pruning
of fully grown trees [61, 114]. As described in [75], the random forest method is
based on the creation of multiple decision trees (classifiers). Each tree is constructed
from n instances, which are drawn from the original training dataset by sampling with
replacement. In each tree node, a splitting attribute is selected from a randomly chosen
sample of the training dataset’s attributes. Ensemble prediction is produced using
majority voting.
Through a practical experiment, Breiman [9] demonstrated that the accuracy of
random forest is as good as or sometimes better than that of AdaBoost; it also performs
at a faster rate than do bagging and boosting. His study also reveals that random forest
is robust to outliers and noise because it employs random inputs and random features.
Figure 2.1 presents the structure of the random forest method.
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Fig. 2.1 Random Forest [87, p.279]
2.2.4 Manipulating learning algorithms
In all the previously discussed approaches, a single type of learning algorithm is often
used to construct an ensemble, which is usually called a homogeneous ensemble.
By contrast, manipulating a learning algorithm produces an ensemble through either
the manipulation of a single learning algorithm to create different models from the
same training dataset or the use of multiple learning algorithms that are each adopted
to create a model from the same training dataset. An artificial neural network, for
example, can be manipulated to generate different models that are trained on the same
training datasets by changing its network topology or the initial weights of the line
between neurons [87, p.279]. The ensembles produced by multiple learning algorithms
are often called heterogeneous ensembles of classifiers.
Stacking, or stacked generalisation, is an example of an ensemble that uses different
types of classifiers [44]. Stacked generalisation was proposed by Wolpert [103] . The
main idea behind stacking is to use two levels of classifiers. The classifiers in the first
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level are trained on the original training dataset. The output of the learners in the first
level is then used to create a new dataset, which is employed to train second-level
learning algorithms. The end-product of this process is the final prediction of an
ensemble.
2.3 Factors that affect the performance of an ensemble
of classifiers
The accuracy of an ensemble is influenced by the following factors:
1. Diversity amongst base classifiers.
2. Accuracy of individual classifiers.
3. Number of models within an ensemble.
4. The decision-making strategy used.
5. Use of model selection strategies.
This section presents a brief discussion of the above-mentioned factors.
2.3.1 Diversity amongst base classifiers
Using an ensemble method to deal with a classification problem is aimed at classifying
a dataset as accurately as possible. An ensemble is a collocation of M models; thus, if
these models are identical, then the performance of the ensemble will be equal to the
individual performance of its base classifiers. Combining multiple models therefore
produces satisfactory results only when models are significantly different from one
another.
Figure 2.2 illustrates two ensembles, Ensemble A and B (examples proposed by
Wang in [98]). Ensemble A is constructed from three base classifiers, each correctly
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Fig. 2.2 Two Ensemble classifiers [98]
classifying two-thirds of a dataset and misclassifying the rest. All three models commit
identical mistakes, indicating that they misclassify the same instances of the dataset.
When majority voting is used as a decision-making strategy for the ensemble, two-
thirds of the dataset is correctly classified and one-third is misclassified. As a result,
using either an ensemble of classifiers or a single classifier exerts an equal effect on
classification performance.
Ensemble B is also built from three base classifiers. As in the previous example,
each base classifier correctly classifies two-thirds of a dataset and misclassifies the rest.
The difference between the base classifiers in the two ensembles is that in Ensemble B,
each base classifier makes a mistake that differs from those committed by the other
base classifiers within the ensemble. Each base classifier thus misclassifies a different
one-third of the examples from the dataset. When a majority voting strategy is used,
each instance of the dataset is correctly classified by two base classifiers; that is, the
entire dataset is correctly classified by the ensemble. These examples indicate that
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diversity plays a key role in the overall performance of an ensemble. Knowing how to
measure the diversity between the different models within an ensemble is therefore
important.
2.3.1.1 Diversity measures
Numerous methods of measuring diversity are presented in the literature. Kuncheva et
al. [48] summarises 10 such approaches, which are briefly discussed in this section.
This measures can be classified into pairwise and non-pairwise diversity measures:
1. Pairwise diversity measures. A we have a training set Z = {z1, ...,zn}. The
output of a classifier can be represented in an N-dimensional binary vector.
We can measure the diversity between classifiers for the binary classification
problem as follows:
(a) The Q statistics: This measure determines, whether two classifiers are





where N11N00−N01N10 can be calculated, as Table 2.1 shows.
The value of Q will vary between [-1,1]. The Q value is positive, if the two
classifiers predict the same example correctly. The Q value is negative if
they make a wrong prediction in different examples.




Correct (1) N11 N10
Incorrect(0) N01 N00
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(b) The correlation coefficient p. The correlation between two binary classifiers
can be calculated as follows:
Pi,k =
N11N00−N01N10√
(N11 +N10)(N01 +N00)(N11 +N01)(N10 +N00)
(2.2)
P has a similar sign to Q.
(c) The disagreement measure. “It is the ratio between the number of obser-
vations on which one classifier is correct and the other is incorrect to the




N11 +N10 +N01 +N00
(2.3)
(d) The double-fault measure. This measure is used to “form a pairwise
diversity matrix for a classifier pool and subsequently to select classifiers
that are least related" [48]. It is calculated by taking the ratio of the




N11 +N10 +N01 +N00
(2.4)
2. Non-pairwise diversity measures.














,L− l (z j)} (2.5)
where
• N = the total number of classified examples.





= the number of classifiers from D that correctly recognize z j
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• D = a set of classifiers.









L− l (z j)) (2.6)
(c) Measurement of interrater agreement K. “A static developed as a measure
of interrater reliability can be used when different rates (here classifiers)
assess subjects (here zj) to measure the level of agreement while correcting










L− l (z j))
N (L−1) ρ¯ (1− ρ¯) (2.7)
(d) Generalized diversity (GD). This measure was introduced by Partridge and
Krzanowski in 1997 [70]. This measure computes the probability of two
classifiers, making similar decisions (correct or incorrect). This measure












• L =the number of classifiers.
• pi = the probability that Y = iL
• Y = a random variable expressing the proportion of classifiers ( out of
L) that are incorrect on a random drawn object x.
The GD value is varies between 0, which mean the two classifiers are
independent, and 1, which means the two classifiers are identical.
(e) Coincident Failure Diversity. This measure is a modified version of GD,
and it was proposed also by Partridge and Krzanowski in 1997 [70]. Equa-
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tion 6.1 shows how to calculate the coincident failure diversity.
CFD =







L−1Pi if po < 1
(2.9)
These aforementioned diversity measures have been classified by Bian and Wang
in study conducted in 2006 [6] into three groups in term of similarity as follow:
1. Dis, KW and E
2. GD and CFD
3. DF , Q,P and k
Although extensive experimental studies on these diversity measures were con-
ducted by [46, 48, 77, 76, 82], the researchers did not find a strong correlation between
them and Acc(φ ) on all the examined datasets. Other studies, such as [43], put for-
ward new diversity measures, but in most cases, no single measure exhibited a strong
correlation with ensemble accuracy.
2.3.2 Accuracy of individual classifiers
A typical recommendation is that each individual classifier within an ensemble should
exhibit performance greater than that of a random guess [99, 41]. The accuracy of
a random guess equals 1C , where C is the number of class labels in a classification
problem (e.g. The random guess for a binary classification problem is equal to 12 ).
2.3.3 Number of models within an ensemble
The size of an ensemble is also critical to accuracy and can be determined on the basis
of three factors suggested by [58]:
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• Desired accuracy: Some researchers argue that a specific number of classifiers
can improve the overall accuracy of an ensemble. [58, P974] summarises the
main findings of these studies as follows:
– Having 10 classifiers within an ensemble is sufficient to improve the
accuracy of the ensemble [35].
– The meta-learning approach was used to build an ensemble of an arbiter
tree with subsets varying from two to 64 and discuss the effects of the
number of subsets on overall accuracy [14].
– AdaBoost was run for 10 to 100 iterations. Performance continually
improved, even after 105 and 106 iterations [33].
– An empirical experiment on AdaBoost shows that ensemble accuracy
improved, even with a large number of classifiers (e.g. 25 classifiers) [68].
Most ensemble approaches assume that enhancing ensemble performance ne-
cessitates that each base classifier within an ensemble exhibits performance
that is superior to that of a random guess. However, some studies (e.g. [99])
confirm that the performance of an ensemble can be improved even if certain
base classifiers are less accurate than a random guess. This outcome is possible
only when classifiers are significantly diverse from one another and when the
number of models within an ensemble is increased.
• User preferences: Sometimes, user preferences affect the number of classifiers
that constitute a cohesive set of classifiers because ‘increasing the number of
classifiers increases the complexity and decreases the comprehensibility’ [58,
p. 975]. This phenomenon may be the factor that drives users who establish a
specific number of classifiers to avoid overfitting.
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• Number of processors available: "In concurrent approaches, the number of
processors available for parallel learning could be put as an upper bound on the
number of classifiers that are treated in paralleled process" [58, p. 975].
2.3.4 The decision-making strategy used
A fusion strategy used for an ensemble of classifiers is the process that entails in-
tegrating or combining the predictions of the individual classifiers to produce the
final ensemble output. Fusion usually refers to types of approaches that combine
the decisions of all the members of an ensemble. Conversely, ensemble selection
approaches combine only a set of available classifiers to produce the final ensemble
output. The most frequently used fusion strategies are described in this section, and
ensemble selection methods are discussed in 2.3.5.
Majority voting
Majority voting or simple voting is one of the simplest and most commonly used
ensemble strategies. Its idea is summarized as, when there is a need to classify an
input instance, each member of the ensemble (classifier) votes for one class label, and
the final class label is the one that receives the majority (half of the voter + 1)of the
votes [49].
Plurality voting
Plurality voting is similar to majority voting but does not require a final label to
receive more than half of the votes from ensemble members. The class label that
receives the highest number of votes is the final decision of the ensemble [117]. In
cases wherein binary classification is conducted, plurality voting is equal to majority
voting.
Threshold plurality voting is a generational plurality voting method proposed by
Xu et al. [106]. Here, a threshold determines the number of votes needed for a class
label to be considered the final decision of an ensemble.
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Weighted voting
Depending on the fact that the members of an ensemble often exhibit unequal
performance, a rational approach is to assign more power to stronger members. In
weighted voting, each classifier is assigned a weight, which often depends on their
performance; their weights are taken into consideration when calculating the final
decision of an ensemble [47].
2.3.5 Use of model selection strategies
Model selection, ensemble selection and ensemble pruning constitute the process of
selecting a small set of classifiers from a large pool of all available classifiers to produce
an efficient and effective ensemble [69]. Many researchers, such as [69, 79, 110, 31, 5],
presented different techniques for selecting an optimal set of classifiers that improve
overall ensemble performance. This process can be performed dynamically or statically.
Dynamic model selection is carried out by selecting a specific set of classifiers for
each testing instance. By contrast, static model selection uses the same selected set
of classifiers to predict entire testing instances. Fundamentally, static and dynamic
selection depend on the existence of a model pool that contains an entire set of available
models.
2.3.5.1 Static Ensemble Selection
Tsoumakas et al. [94] provided a taxonomy for ensemble selection methods. They
classified ensemble selection methods into four categories:
1. Search Based methods: This category includes all the methods that employ a
heuristic search in the space of available models. The most common search
approaches under this category are greedy search methods.
• Greedy search methods: under this category search an entire space of
possible classifiers, with the search going in two directions: forward and
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backward selection. In forward selection, a greedy search algorithm begins
with an empty ensemble, to which classifiers are added in an iterative
manner. In backward selection, the algorithm starts with an ensemble that
contains all possible classifiers and then removes classifiers that do not
increase the performance of the ensemble. Adding and removing classifiers
is performed using the selection (or evaluation) function. This method has
been adopted in many studies, including [69, 13].
2. Clustering based method: In this method, a clustering algorithm is used to
cluster a model space and then each cluster is pruned independently. The aim of
pruning each cluster is to increase diversity amongst the members of an ensemble.
[72, 52, 40] are examples of methods that use clustering-based selection.
3. Ranking based method: Selection methods that belong to this category start by
arranging the classifiers in a model pool according to some evaluation functions
(e.g. accuracy, diversity, etc.). The top k classifiers are then chosen to produce
the final ensemble output. [56, 60] are methods that implement arrangement in
selecting classifiers. Selecting the best classifier is a special case of this method,
where k=1.
4. others: This category encompasses any method that does not fall into any of
the previous categories.
2.3.5.2 Dynamic Classifier Selection
Dynamic classifier selection is based primarily on selecting a set of classifiers that
classify each data instances in a testing dataset. This feature means that a pool of
models is searched before any testing instance is classified to find a suitable set of
classifiers that predicts the probability of correctly classifying that instance.
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Alceu et al. [10] comprehensively reviewed different dynamic classifier selection
methods. Figure 2.3 illustrated a suggested taxonomy for dynamic classifier selection
methods ([10]).
Fig. 2.3 Taxonomy of dynamic classifier selection methods proposed by [10]
.
As indicated in Figure 2.3, dynamic classifier selection methods can be divided
into two main categories: individual and group-based methods. Individual methods
select models on the basis of the effectiveness of the models, whereas group-based
approaches choose models by combining the individual performance of a model
with other information related to an entire model group (e.g. overall diversity of an
ensemble). Each method and the studies that proposed dynamic classifier selection
methods are fully described in [10].
2.4 Mining large datasets
Large datasets are a natural result of our growing dependence on computer systems in
our daily lives. Organisations, such as Internet and email service providers, telecom-
munications enterprises, health research centres, companies that process credit card
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transaction data and airlines, store huge amounts of data in their servers. Storing and in-
tegrating these data are expensive processes that result in monetary and storage-related
losses for companies. Consequently, such enterprises are eager to explore different
ways of data handling, specifically to extract hidden or unknown knowledge that may
provide benefits to company operations. The vast amount of data and the rising need
to comprehensively examine such data motivate machine learning researchers to intro-
duce machine learning and data mining algorithms that can deal with massive datasets.
These algorithms can be useful in applications such as webpage categorisation that
involves dealing with gigabytes of data. Handwriting, face, and image recognition
tasks are other examples of classification that entail handling voluminous data.
When a data mining algorithm is applied to a large dataset, two important factors
should be considered: space and time. Despite rapid improvements in computer
hardware, the available main memory of a computer still fails to hold huge datasets for
mining, thus prompting the need to find data mining methods that deal with large data
in such a way without the need of that an entire dataset remains in the main memory.
In addition to the space problem, time (modelling and prediction time) is a critical
factor in dealing with very large datasets. "If the learning time does not scale linearly
(or almost linearly) with the number of training set instances, it will eventually become
infeasible to process very lager datasets” [37, p.346].
This section discusses the approaches that are proposed by researchers to accelerate
the mining of large datasets.
2.4.1 Speeding up the data mining process for large datasets
Algorithms that work in an incremental manner are necessary to reduce the time
required to build a model and ensure the feasibility of mining under a limited memory
and a large dataset size. In the fields of machine learning and data mining, many
approaches to speeding up these processes have been put forward. Some of these
approaches are as follows ([28]):
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• Sampling: According to [37], sampling is sometimes called the trivial approach,
which is grounded in the principle of building a classification model from a
subset of a training set. Researchers who introduced this approach argue that
the performance of a classification model often increases very slowly after the
model is trained by a significant number of training instances. If this is the case,
then verifying model performance is easily accomplished through observation
during a holdout test set for training sets of different sizes. This method therefore
sacrifices accuracy for speed.
• Distributed data mining: In many real-world applications, vast amounts of
data are available but are often geographically distributed in different sites.
International banking and health information centres, for instance, are located in
different regions or countries, and consequently, so are the data that are handled
by these companies. The classical data mining approach depends on a central
processing strategy. However, central data storage is ineffective and infeasible




– Data privacy and sensitivity
The idea of distributed data mining is to build a model from each dataset by
using any data mining algorithm, after which the results derived by algorithms
are combined. Figure 2.4 illustrates the topical architecture of distributed data
mining techniques. Distributed data mining focuses primarily on combining
various results for each dataset [58, p.998]. Model interaction and meta-learning
are examples of approaches used to combine the results of distributed data
mining.
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Fig. 2.4 The topical architecture of distributed data mining techniques [26]
• Parallel data mining: On massive datasets, which may be measured in ter-
abytes (even bigger), using traditional data mining algorithms with a single
processor is infeasible. Employing a single processor to build a model from
terabytes of data within an acceptable timeframe is very difficult. To address the
problems presented by the immense amount of data available and the limitations
of a single computer’s power, parallel data mining techniques are proposed as a
solution to tackle the problem of of the time needed for mining big dataset and
to reduce the computational cost of the data mining process.
• Ensemble approaches:
Bagging and boosting are two of the most popular ensemble calculation tech-
niques. Many researchers have confirmed that these techniques achieve better
accuracy than that accomplished with a single classifier over relatively small
datasets. For very large datasets, however, bagging and boosting are limited
in their effectiveness because they depend on sequential procedures that are
unsuitable for such datasets [17].
To solve the problem of sequential procedures, Lazarevic and Obradovic [51]
developed a distributed boosting algorithm for shared memory systems with a
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small number of processors that can deal with large datasets. The experiment
featured the examination of many datasets; the large set was a Cover Type data
that was obtained from the UCI repository and contains 581,012 instances with
54 attributes and 7 class labels [51]. "They achieved the same or slightly better
prediction accuracy than standard boosting, and they also observed a reduction
in the cost of learning and memory requirements for their data sets” [17]. As a
result of memory usage reduction, parallel boosting presents good acceleration
for Cover Type datasets [51].
Chawla et al. [17] proposed the DIvote and DRvote algorithms, which are
distributed versions of the Ivote and Rvote introduced by [8].In [17], eight
datasets were examined. The two largest datasets analysed were the Cover Type
and Protein datasets. The Cover Type dataset, was also used in [51], was divided
into 149,982 instances for a training set and 431,030 instances for a testing set.
The Protein dataset, also called the Jones dataset, was divided into 209,529 for
training and 17,731 for testing. The main result indicates DIvote as a promising
approach for very large data sets.
Peng et al. [71] put forward an approach that combines stratified random
sampling, MCLP classification and a majority vote ensemble as a means of
handling the problem of mining a massive dataset. Two different datasets were
used and introduced in the KDD classification cups of 1999 and 2004. From
the 1999 KDD dataset, 444,000 instances were used for training and 595,080
instances were employed for tasting. From the 2004 KDD dataset, 44,000
instances were used for training and 6,000 were adopted for testing. The core
findings show that the proposed approach outperforms standard stratified random
sampling on both datasets.
Another promising approach for mining large datasets is the ensemble of core
vector machine (CVM), which was proposed by Tsang et al [91] as an upgrade
to SVM. In [92], the ensemble version of CVM was used to classify two large
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datasets, namely, the usps and face datasets; these can be found in [90]. The
usps data set consists of 266,079 training patterns and 75,383 testing patterns
with 676 attributes and 2 class labels. The face training set consists of 346,260
training patterns and 24,045 testing patterns with 361 attributes and 2 class
labels. The experiment shows that incorporating orthogonality constraints into
the CVM ensemble generates a more robust performance than that achieved with
bagging based on SVM. Additionally, the CVM ensemble was 10–100 times
faster than the original SVM ensemble.
Another method for handling large datasets is described in by Tuv [97]. This
method is called the hybrid GTB-RF, which is a combination of a boosting
algorithm (gradient tree boosting) and random forest.
2.4.2 Computing frameworks that can deal with big datasets
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the increasing availability of data has driven the develop-
ment of several computing platforms that are developed to deal with the problem of
mining large dataset. Some of these platforms are described below.
2.4.2.1 Hadoop
Hadoop is a Java-programming framework that facilitates the mining of very large
datasets in distributed computing environment [63]. It is an open source software
sponsored by the Apache Software Foundation. Hadoop works on MapReduce, which
is a programming model developed by Google [81] for processing large datasets. For
data mining tasks, Hadoop provide a large library of algorithms that can perform
classification, clustering and regression. More information about this software can be
found on the Hadoop website [HAd].
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2.4.2.2 Spark
Spark was also sponsored by the Apache Software Foundation and is regarded as an
extension of software that works on the MapReduce model (e.g. Hadoop). One of the
main speed-related features of Spark is its ability to run computations in memory, but
the system also rapidly performs on MapReduce for complex applications running on
disk [42]. Spark can run a programme 100 times faster than Hadoop-MapReduce in
the main memory and 10 time faster on disk [Spa]. Spark also provides multiple APIs
in Java, Python and SQL, thus making it a highly accessible programme [42].
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the relevant literature for ensemble methods is reviewed starting by
illustrating the different ways to create an ensemble of classifiers. Then the main factors
that affect the performance of an ensemble of classifiers are dissected. Among these
factors, the most commonly used diversity measures are highlighted, and the methods
and techniques used for model selection are also reviewed. The main decision-making
strategies for the ensemble method are also summarised.
In addition to the ensemble methods literature, this chapter (see section 2.4) also
discusses the challenges which arise from the problem of mining big datasets in a
classification context and reviews the works that have been proposed by researchers in
order to solve some of these problems. Finally, this chapter concludes by describing
some computing platforms that can deal with big data.
CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes how the research is designed and the methods and tools used to
achieve the aim of this work. It also presents the datasets used to test our proposed
methods, as well as the main characteristics of the computing facilities, data mining
tools used in the experiments and the methods for evaluating the statistical significance
of the results.
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 delineates the manner by which
this study is carried out. Section 3.2 illustrates the reserach design and explains the
methods and algorithms used in our ensemble of classifiers, and Section 3.3 presents
the main characteristic of the datasets and the preprocessing steps that are implemented
on the datasets. Section 3.4 describes the statistical significance tests that are carried
out, and Section 3.5 provides the specifications of the computing environment in which
the experiments are conducted.
3.2 Research Design and Methods
As prompted by the nature of the research problem -mining large datasets-and the
defined research objectives, an appropriate methodology and adaptable platform are
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essential to carry out the experiments for the identified research tasks. The divide-and-
conquer approach is adopted because it is a typical solution in cases wherein a huge
dataset cannot be loaded and processed in the main memory of a computing facility.
This approach can be applied in machine learning and data mining via ensemble
methods given that one of the approaches to creating an ensemble of classifiers is to
manipulate training datasets (see Chapter 2).
Figure 3.1 shows the framework for an ensemble of classifiers that is constructed
from data subsets partitioned from a single training dataset. The framework entails
three principal phases: partitioning, modelling and combining. Each phase allows
for the use of different methods and requires the consideration of several issues in
designing our ensemble. The phases of the framework are described in detail below.
Fig. 3.1 Ensemble framework used in this Reserach
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3.2.1 Partitioning phase
The partitioning phase is aimed primarily at dividing a training dataset (Tr) into N
data subsets. Two approaches are commonly adopted to create different numbers
of small subsets from a single dataset: sampling and partitioning. Sampling can be
performed with or without replacement, and partitioning is normally employed to
divide an original dataset into a set of N disjoint subsets.Certain issues should be
taken into account before proceeding to partitioning. Possible main issues are listed as
follows:
• What data partitioning or sampling methods should be used?
• How do we choose a suitable subset size for partitioning a single training dataset?
• How many data subsets should be used?
In order to choose a suitable partitioning strategy for our ensemble, a pilot study
[24] is performed using 5 datasets from the 13 datasets mentioned in section 3.3. These
datasets include Adult, Cover type, IJCNN01, KDD99 and Web. The aim of this study
is to empirically investigate the effect of different partitioning methods and subset size
on ensemble accuracy in dealing with big datasets. In our pilot study, three commonly
used data partitioning methods are examined. These approaches include Sequential
non-overlapping partitioning, Round robin partitioning and Sampling without replace-
ment. The experimental results show that an ensemble of classifiers constructed from
disjointed datasets is preferable to other partitioning methods, results which are also
confirmed by a study conducted by Chawla [16]. The published version of the pilot
study is available in appendix B.1.
Depending on the results from our pilot study in this research, in cases wherein
sampling without replacement is unsuitable owing to the specific requirements of an
experimental design, a combined partitioning method (i.e. combination of sampling
with and without replacement) is adopted; otherwise, sampling without replacement
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is used to partition a single big dataset. The used combined partitioning method is
described in detail in section 4.3.3.
The second most important issue in this phase is the manner by which an appro-
priate size for partitioned data subsets is chosen. This matter is one of the predefined
objectives of our research. Such size selection is usually encountered in tasks wherein
a single large dataset requires division into smaller manageable data subsets. Should
a data subset be maximised or minimised? Resolving this problem first necessitates
determining whether data subset size affects the performance of an ensemble of classi-
fiers that is constructed from data subsets. These issues are investigated in chapter 4.
Following the investigation described in chapter 4, a method is proposed for identifying
the patterns of the relationship between the relationship between the relative size (Rt)
Rt and the ensemble accuracy acc(φ), as well as facilitating the selection of the best
data subset size for dataset partitioning. The method is detailed in chapter 5.
3.2.2 Modelling phase
The purpose of the modelling phase is to create models (classifiers) from the available
data subsets. Models are created by training these data subsets with a machine learning
algorithm that creates a homogeneous ensemble of classifiers. Multiple machine
learning algorithms may be employed to create a heterogeneous ensemble, but we
opt for a homogeneous ensemble because our research objectives do not cover the
investigation of the effects of using different machine learning algorithms on the
performance of an ensemble. Similar to partitioning, modelling necessitates the
examination of important factors:
• What is the suitable base learner to use?
• How many models should be created?
• Is constructing a model from each available data subset necessary?
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It should be noticed that determining the best base learner is beyond the scope
of this research. In the early stages of this reserach a variant of SVM, Core Vector
machine (CVM) [93], was used. However, it was clear that the CVM is very time
consuming and have not been efficient for dealing with big data. Thus the decision tree
learning algorithm is employed as the base learner given its efficiency and sensitivity
to changes in data inputs. More specifically, we use the C4.5 decision tree algorithm
[73] to produce a classifier from each dataset.
In this phase, our concern centres on the number of created models, particularly
when numerous data subsets are available, and the verification of whether creating
a model from each available data subset is necessary. The manner by which these
issues are addressed to is described in the next phase because they are related to model
selection methods.
3.2.3 Combination phase
The last phase in any ensemble method involves combining the predictions of all the
individual models created in the modelling phase. Several approaches are used to
combine classifier predictions, with some simply integrating the predictions of all
available models and others combining the predictions of a subset of created models.
The techniques that merge only the optimal subsets of available models are often called
model selection methods. A number of combination and model selection methods are
discussed in Chapter 2. The issues relevant to the combination phase are listed below:
• What is the appropriate fusion method to be used?
• Is using a model selection method necessary?
• What is the best model selection technique for ensembles that deal with large
datasets?
A common practice in ensemble approaches is to use model selection techniques
in the combination phase for the purpose of choosing an optimal subset from a model
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pool (MP) that contains all the models generated during the modelling phase. The
aim of model selection is to improve the performance of an ensemble by enabling
the selection of a set of models that can obtain best (or near the best)) ensemble
performance.
Both static and dynamic model selection methods depend on the availability of
MPs. In cases wherein a large number of data subsets are to be processed, creating an
MP involves considerable time and resources. This expensive task raises important
questions regarding the modelling and combination phases: Are training all available
data subsets and subsequently applying model selection techniques really necessary?
Do training all the data subsets and selecting only some of them to formulate the final
prediction of an ensemble translate to time and resource wastage? These questions are
investigated in Chapter 6 and a selective modelling method is proposed as an approach
that iteratively combines model creation and selection to save time and resources when
numerous data subsets are available. While majority voting is employed as a fusion
strategy.
3.3 Datasets and Pre-processing
Thirteen datasets are obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [54], the
KEEL Dataset Repository [1] and the LIBSVM Dataset Repository [15] for preprocess-
ing. Table 3.1 lists the main characteristics of the ‘raw’ datasets (i.e. before they are
subjected to preprocessing procedures) while Table 3.2 lists the main characteristics of
the datasets after applying the pre-processing procedures..
The preprocessing applied to the datasets proceeds as follows:
1. Creating testing and validation datasets
Some of the thirteen datasets are initially divided into training and testing
datasets while others comes as a single file as illustrated in Table 3.1. In the
cases where testing dataset is already provided, a validation dataset is created
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of Attributes No. of classes
Adult [15] 32,561 16,281 123 2
Census [54] 199,523 99,762 40 2
Connect4 [1] 67,557 NA 42 3
Cover Type [15] 522,910 58,102 54 2
FARS [1] 100,067 NA 30 8
HIGGS [54] 11,000,000 NA 28 2
IJCNN01 [15] 49,990 91,701 22 2
KDD99 [15] 4,898,431 311,029 127 2
Poker [1] 1,025,010 NA 10 10
Shuttle [1] 435,00 14,500 10 7
Skin [54] 245,057 NA 4 2
SUSY [54] 5,000,000 NA 18 2
Web [15] 49,749 14,951 300 2
by randomly selecting 20% of the instances in the training dataset. In situations
wherein a single dataset file is available, a testing dataset is first created by select-
ing 30% of the original file. The remaining 70% of the file is then divided into
two datasets that represent training and validation datasets, as described earlier.
The validation and testing datasets are created using the StratifiedRemoveFolds
filter, which is available in Weka [34]. Using this filter ensures that the generated
datasets are characterised by the same class distribution as the original dataset
as suggested in [117].
2. Selection of Attribute
Attribute selection technique is applied on the training dataset. The InfoGainAt-
tributeEval filter, which is available in Weka [34], is used to perform attribute
selection. All the attributes with score greater or equal to 0.01 were selected.
3. Balancing the training dataset
The class distribution in each training dataset is balanced by resampling the
instances of the minority class with the use of the SMOTE filler, which is also
available in Weka [34].
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4. Convert multi-class problem to binary-class problem
Multi-class classification problem involve assigning each of the data instances
into one of k classes [105]. In this reserach our multi-class datasets is out of our
reserach scope, so the multi-class dataset is converted into a binary class dataset
as follows:
• Connect4 dataset: The class attribute in this dataset [1] originally contains
three different classes. The class values indicate whether a player of
the connect4 6×7 grid game is going to win, lose or draw. To convert
this dataset into a binary classification problem, the data instances that
belong to the loss and draw classes are assigned a single class value called
‘loss_or_draw’.
• Shuttle dataset: The class attribute in this dataset is a nominal attribute,
and its values vary between 1 and 7. All instances that belong to the class
value that is not equal to 1 are joined under one class label. More details
about the original dataset and class values can be found in [54] and [1].
• FARS dataset: This dataset contains statistical data on car accidents in
the US in 2001. The class attribute contains eight nominal values that
describe the level of injury suffered. To transform this dataset into a binary
classification problem, the class attribute is transformed to describe the
existence of an injury. For further details on the original dataset, the reader
is referred to [1].
• Poker dataset: The class attribute in this dataset takes 10 different nominal
values that describe the poker hand obtained. To transform this dataset into
a binary classification problem, the class attribute is converted in a way
that describes whether a player’s hand can be recognised as a poker hand.
More details about the original dataset are found in [1].
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Table 3.2 Main characteristics of the datasets used in this reserach after applying the
preprocessing procedures
Dataset No. Training No. Validation No. Testing No. of
Instances Instances Instances Attributes
Adult [15] 34,536 9,768 16,281 60
Census [54] 245,389 59,859 99,762 31
Connect4 [1] 48,173 9,458 20,268 43
Cover Type [15] 366,037 156,873 58,102 39
FARS [1] 89,648 14,010 30,021 30
HIGGES [54] 5,390,000 2,310,000 3,300,000 28
IJCNN01 [15] 60,138 14,997 91,701 7
KDD99 [15] 1,361,892 1,469,530 311,029 47
Poker [1] 574,004 143,502 307,503 11
Shuttle [1] 54,331 8,700 14,500 10
Skin [54] 216,974 34,308 73,518 4
SUSY [54] 2,800,000 700,000 1,500,000 19
Web [15] 64,839 14,925 14,951 262
3.4 Method for Statistical Evaluation
Statistical significance and correlation tests are conducted when necessary (see Chap-
ters 4, 5 and 6). The statistical significance and correlation tests are discussed in
Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively.
3.4.1 Statistical significance tests
Statistical significance tests are generally used to assess the performance of a pro-
posed ensemble method against other methods, and test selection is determined by
experimental design. In this study, two different tests are used.
3.4.1.1 Wilcox’s signed-rank test
Wilcox’s signed-rank test [102] is a nonparametric test that can serve as an alternative
to a matched-pair t-test. The use of this test in the field of machine learning is described
in [39, p.233-238]. It can be used to compare two classifiers on a single or multiple
domains.
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3.4.1.2 Friedman test
The Friedman test [20] is a nonparametric test that is intended to compare multiple
classifiers on multiple domains. The analysis test depends on the rank of each classifier
on each dataset and not on accuracy. Because the test compares multiple classifiers on
multiple domains, its results indicate whether one should reject the null hypotheses
that no statistical difference in performance exists amongst classifiers. In the case of
rejection, we use the critical difference (CD) diagram, which graphically represents
overall performance; in the diagram, statistically similar classifiers are denoted by a
slid bar [20].
3.4.2 Correlation analysis
Correlation coefficient analysis is generally carried out to test the strength and direction
of the association between two variables. Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation
analyses are the two commonly adopted approaches to measuring correlation.
In this study, correlation analyses are conducted in two cases. It is used in Chapter
4 to determine whether Rt and acc(φ) are correlated. It is also used in chapter 6 to
find out whether an association exists between diversity amongst the members of an
ensemble and acc(φ). In both cases, Pearson’s correlation analysis is performed.
3.5 The Used Computing Environment
To carry out the experiments for the studies described in Section 3.2 and all the other
experimental procedures relevant to this work, the proposed framework is implemented
with a multithreaded Java application. We implement our own software because we
intend to propose new methods and algorithms, which necessitate finding an open
source data mining package that will enable us to modify or incorporate new features
into existing methods. WEKA [34], which is one of the most highly regarded open
source data mining tools, is very useful but cannot be directly used in our experiments
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given that it lacks a methods for measuring the diversity between models within our
ensemble. Additionally, it cannot take advantage of parallel computing facilities or
multithreading architecture. Nevertheless, because WEKA is an open source software,
it is embedded in our Java programme as a JAR file, thus ensuring that all the collection
of algorithms and methods available in WEKA are also accessible from our software.
Our Java application runs over the high-performance computing cluster supported
by the Research and Specialist Computing Support Service at the University of East
Anglia. More specifically, we run our application on a single computing node that uses
a dual 8 core Intel E5-2670 2.6 GHz processor system (16 cores) with 32 GB of RAM.
More information about the UEA high-performance computing cluster can be found
in [UEA].
3.6 Summary
This chapter describes the design of the research and illustrates the ensemble frame-
work (see Figure 3.1) that was adopted to achieve the aim and objectives of the research
that were defined in chapter 1.
Our ensemble framework consisted of the following primary phases: partitioning,
modelling and combining. In the partitioning phase, sampling without replacement
was used as a partitioning method while combined partitioning (e.g., combination
of sampling with and without replacements) was applied in the cases where it was
unsuitable to use sampling without replacement owing to the specific requirements of
the experimental design. While a decision tree was used as a base classifier , majority
voting was used as a fusion strategy during the modelling and combining phases,
respectively.
Finally, the chapter ends by describing the specifications of the computing environ-
ment that was used to conduct the experiments throughout the research period.
CHAPTER 4
HOW DOES DATA SUBSET SIZE INFLUENCE THE PER-
FORMANCE OF AN ENSEMBLE OF CLASSIFIERS?
4.1 Introduction
Nowadays, data from various digital media channels and activities can rapidly accu-
mulate to such a magnitude that even a hight performance computer system is unstable
to load such data into its main memory for analysis. This problem necessitates that
large datasets be divided into smaller manageable subsets to overcome the capacity
limitations of memory. ‘Big dataset’ is a relative term; in this research, it refers to any
dataset that cannot be loaded or processed with the available main memory. Although
many data partitioning strategies have been proposed, no study has systematically
examined how the size of a partitioned subset influences the performance of machine
learning and data mining methods. This chapter investigates empirically of the effects
of partitioned data subset size on ensemble accuracy [acc(φ)] when dealing with huge
datasets.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the problem
and the aim of the corresponding experiment. Section 4.3 illustrates the experimental
design, and Section 4.4 presents the experimental results. Section 4.5 ends the chapter
with a summary.
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4.2 Hypothesised Effects of the Relative Subset Size on
the Accuracy of an Ensemble of Classifiers
Mining a big dataset is a very challenging task for data miners. As discussed in Chapter
2, even though some studies put forward techniques for handling huge datasets (e.g.
[3, 55, 92, 17]), none of them analysed the influence of partitioned data subset size
on the performance of an ensemble during mining large dataset. The majority of
the literature on classifier ensembles (e.g. [23, 78, 109]) discusses the effects of
sampling size on acc(φ) but does not present experimental studies that demonstrate
the partitioned subset size effects on acc(φ).
Fundamentally, the relationship between the relative size (Rt) of partitioned data
subsets and acc(φ), if such an association exists, is expected to correspond to one of
the three hypothesised patterns depicted in Figure 4.1. P1 and P2 represent negative
and positive monotonic relationships between Rt and acc(φ), respectively, and P3
denotes a case wherein a very weak or no relationship exists between Rt and acc(φ).
Fig. 4.1 Expected patterns of the relationship between Rt and acc(φ)
This chapter aims to experimentally determine whether Rt and acc(φ) are related.
In cases wherein a relationship exists between Rt and acc(φ), the objective is to
categorise the patterns of the discovered relationship.
When dealing with big datasets, understanding the relationship between Rt and
acc(φ) is a critical requirement because one of the most frequently applied techniques
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for resolving memory constraints is the divide-and-conquer technique. Without such an
understanding, choosing the best size for partitioning a single large dataset is difficult.
A common solution in this case is to maximise data subset size, but a principal issue
is whether such maximisation is indeed necessary and achieves better results. This
chapter is intended to address this issue, with the experiment conducted to identify the
patterns of the Rt–acc(φ) relationship.
The main concern of this work is the pattern exhibited by the aforementioned
relationship and not the accuracy of the generated ensemble of classifiers. The perfor-
mance of the ensemble on each dataset is therefore excluded from the analysis and
discussion.
4.3 Experimental Design
With the goal of unravelling the patterns exhibited by the relationship between Rt and
acc(φ), a necessary requirement is to examine the effects of different Rt values on
acc(φ). To this end, varying Rt values are used to construct different ensembles of
classifiers, wherein the only difference between two generated ensembles is the size of
the data subsets employed to build the ensembles.
To gain a reliable investigation of the relationship, it is important to vary Rt values
while fixing all other factors that may influence acc(φ) see Figure 4.2.
The details of the experimental design and how the factors are fixed in the experi-
ment are described in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.1 Datasets
Thirteen datasets were used to determine the effects of Rt on acc(φ). Comprehensive
information on the datasets is provided in Chapter 3. Table 3.2 summarises the main
characteristics of these datasets.
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Fig. 4.2 Factors that may influence the performance of an ensemble of classifiers
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4.3.2 Experimental procedure and setup:
• The experimental procedure is applied to all 13 datasets.
• To obtain a reliable representation of the relationship between Rt and acc(φ)
(if such a relationship exists), the procedure is repeated 10 times for each
dataset. In each run, new training (Tr) and validation (V) datasets are created, as
described in Section 3.3. A separate testing dataset (TS) is used to evaluate all
10 ensembles created in the 10 the runs.
• Given that the experiment is aimed at ascertaining whether Rt affects acc(φ), we
use different Rt values ranging from a given minimum Rt (Rtmin) to a maximum
Rt (Rtmax), with a step size = 5%.
• For the 13 datasets, Rtmin is set to 1%.
• Rtmax depends on available memory of the computing system used. In our case,
the maximum available memory (Memmax) is 20 GB.
• Rtmax is set to 100% in all the datasets, except for the 3 bigger datatsets :HIGGS,
KDD99 and SUSY datasets.
• Because of memory constraints, the Rtmax values of HIGGS, KDD99 and SUSY
are 25%,34% and 40%, respectively.
• The following steps are performed in sequence as follows:
1. Tr is partitioned into N data subsets by using the partitioning method
described in Section 4.3.3. The size of each data subset is equal to Rt and
N = 101.
2. M models (classifiers) are induced using the j48 classifier, which is the
Weka version of the traditional c4.5 decision tree, where M = N.
3. The created M models are then evaluated over V and TS datasets..
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4. Build an ensemble with M models.
5. Majority voting is used to combine the predictions of the M models.
6. Rt is increased by 5%.
7. Steps 1 to 7 are repeated until Rt = Rtmax.
4.3.3 Partitioning Method
The experimental design in this study necessitates the observation of ensemble accuracy
[acc(φ)] at different Rt values and a fixed N. In other words, an essential requirement
is to vary data subset size without affecting number of created data subsets which is a
goal that cannot be achieved by simple disjoint partitioning. To address this issue, a
combined partitioning method is used. This combined method employ sampling with
and without replacement approaches as follows:
Fundamentally, Rt should be varied from Rtmin up to Rtmax, where Rtmin and Rtmax
are the lowest and maximum required Rt values. Both Rtmin and Rtmax are incorporated
into the experimental design. N should also be specified in the experimental design
and should be greater than or equal to ⌈ 1
Rtmin
⌉ to ensure that all the training instances
are taken into consideration in the partitioning process.
Any time N data subsets with a size equal to Rt need to be created, partitioning is
implemented in the following manner:
• If ⌈ 1
Rt
⌉= N, then sampling without replacement will be used to create N disjoint
data subsets.
• If ⌈ 1
Rt
⌉< N, then sampling without replacement will be used to create n disjoint
data subsets where n = ⌈ 1
Rtmin
⌉, and sampling with replacement will be used to
create the rest of the K data subsets where K = N-n.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the adopted partitioning method. For clarification, let us
assume that the experimental design necessitates the creation of nine data subsets from
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a single Tr, where the size of each subset is = 20% of Tr. In this case, N=9 and Rt=0.2
under the proposed combination method. Five data subsets are created using sampling
without replacement, and four are produced by sampling with replacement.
Fig. 4.3 Partitioning method
4.3.4 Evaluation Methods
In this chapter the accuracy is used as a performance measure, while Pearson corre-
lation coefficient is used to confirm whether there is a association between Rt and
acc(φ) when the existence of a linear relationship between Rt and acc(φ). In the case
of the absence of the linear relationship Spearman’s correlation.
4.4 Experimental Results and Evaluation
In this section the effects of Rt on acc(φ) are examined, and the empirical results for
the 13 datasets are presented. The findings discussed in this section are an average of
10 runs. The influence of varying Rt values on acc(φ) for each dataset is discussed
in Section 4.4.1, and the effects of Rt over all the 13 datasets are summarised in
Section4.4.2.
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The following notations are used as follows :
• acc(M): is the mean of the accuracy of individual models within an ensemble.
• r: is the Pearson product-moment correlation.
• rs: is Spearman’s correlation correlation coefficient.
• IR(Rti,Rt j) : is the improvement rate in ensemble accuracy between Rti and Rt j,





– Rti and Rt j are the Rt values that determine the period at which improve-
ment in accuracy is calculated. In the calculation, Rt j > Rti.
4.4.1 Effects of Rt on Acc(φ) for each dataset
4.4.1.1 Adult dataset
Figure 4.4 and Table 4.1 show that increasing Rt improves acc(φ) over both V and TS.
The figure also indicates that Rt and acc(φ) demonstration a nonlinear relationship
given that the improvement in accuracy is inconstant across all Rt values. The figure
confirms a monotonic relationship between Rt and acc(φ) over V and TS and reflects
two distinct behaviours between acc(φ) and Rt. These behaviours can divide the
curves into two sections thus:
• When Rt ≤ to 10%: Where acc(φ) sharply increases as Rt increases, where
IR(1%,10%) = 0.56%.
• When Rt > 10%: Where acc(φ) minimally increases and levels off with a
large Rt, where IR(15%,100%) = 0.02%.
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The results also show that acc(φ) outperforms acc(M). Although the performance
of ensembles is the focus of this chapter, a reliable and accurate acc(φ) helps to
build up the confidence in believing the relationship identified by the ensembles.
Furthermore, the ensembles consistently behave over V and TS for the entire range of
Rt, implying the remarkable constancy of V and TS. Therefore, V can be used to help
determine which Rt is the most appropriate size and select the set of models that best
facilitates final ensemble prediction if necessary.
Fig. 4.4 Relationship between Rt and Acc(φ) over V and TS for the Adult dataset
The statistical evaluation of the relationship
Given the consistent behaviour of the ensembles on V and TS (Figure 4.4), the sta-
tistical analysis for the Adult dataset and all succeeding datasets reveals the analytical
results on TS only. The complete statistical analysis results for all datasets over V and
TS can be found in Appendix A.
We begin our analysis by calculating the correlation between Rt and acc(φ) at Rt
≤10% and Rt >10% by using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Then, the correlation
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between the entire ranges of Rt and acc(φ) is calculated using Spearman’s correlation
coefficient. At ≤10%, a strong positive correlation exists between Rt and acc(φ) over
TS, where r = 0.991. However, this result is statistically nonsignificant because the
p = 0.087. This result is due to the small number of ensembles that were taken into
consideration in the calculation of the correlation coefficient; that is, the performance
of only three ensembles were adopted in the calculation. Conversely, a very strong
positive correlation is identified when Rt >10%, where r = 0.964 and p < 0.0005.
Examining the correlation between the entire ranges of Rt and acc(φ) values confirms
the existence of a very strong positive correlation with rs = 0.994 and p < 0.0005.
Table 4.1 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the Adult dataset
validation Testing validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M) Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 75.85 73.97 76.53 74.33 55 80.55 79.44 80.73 79.69
5 77.79 76.62 78.28 77.04 60 80.66 79.51 80.79 79.77
10 79.23 77.90 79.63 78.32 65 80.68 79.57 80.90 79.83
15 79.54 78.37 80.03 78.75 70 80.71 79.58 80.91 79.84
20 79.91 78.65 80.27 78.99 75 80.76 79.62 80.97 79.88
25 80.09 78.84 80.43 79.17 80 80.78 79.66 80.96 79.93
30 80.15 78.95 80.45 79.25 85 80.86 79.72 81.04 80.00
35 80.31 79.09 80.58 79.38 90 80.96 79.74 81.10 80.01
40 80.38 79.20 80.61 79.48 95 80.94 79.77 81.10 80.06
45 80.46 79.27 80.67 79.56 100 80.88 79.80 81.08 80.07
50 80.43 79.37 80.63 79.62
4.4.1.2 Census dataset
Figure 4.5 illustrates the relationship between Rt and acc(φ) in the Census dataset
over V and TS. This relationship exhibits a pattern similar to that displayed by the
relationship found in the Adult dataset. The figure and Table 4.2 show the following
distinct behaviours between acc(φ) and Rt:
• When Rt ≤ to 10%: Where acc(φ) sharply increases as Rt increases, where
where IR(1%,10%) = 0.53%.
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• When Rt > 10%: Where acc(φ) gradually increases, where IR(15%,100%) =
0.03%.
Given that the discovered association is monotonic in nature, Spearman’s corre-
lation coefficient is employed on the basis of the information provided in Table 4.2.
A very strong positive correlation is found between Rt and acc(φ), where rs = 1 and
p < 0.0005. Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used to test the association between
acc(φ) and Rt in the two sections of the curve when Rt ≤ 10% and Rt > 10%. Similar
to the Adult dataset, the Census dataset shows a nonsignificant correlation between Rt
≤ 10% and acc(φ), where r = 0.980, p = 0.126. A strong correlation between Rt >
10% and acc(φ) is identified, where r = 0.983, p < 0.0005.
Fig. 4.5 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the Census dataset
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Table 4.2 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the Census dataset
validation Testing validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M) Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 85.30 83.57 85.39 83.63 55 92.48 91.48 92.57 91.56
5 88.28 87.17 88.37 87.24 60 92.62 91.63 92.71 91.71
10 90.12 88.89 90.23 88.97 65 92.76 91.76 92.85 91.85
15 90.69 89.49 90.74 89.57 70 92.90 91.88 93.00 91.97
20 91.02 89.89 91.09 89.97 75 92.99 91.98 93.10 92.08
25 91.36 90.22 91.46 90.31 80 93.10 92.07 93.18 92.16
30 91.60 90.48 91.67 90.57 85 93.14 92.15 93.26 92.25
35 91.77 90.72 91.88 90.81 90 93.23 92.22 93.32 92.32
40 92.00 90.96 92.09 91.03 95 93.29 92.29 93.39 92.39
45 92.14 91.15 92.24 91.23 100 93.33 92.35 93.44 92.44
50 92.32 91.31 92.41 91.39
4.4.1.3 Connect4 dataset
In the Connect4 dataset, a monotonic relationship again arises, with the dataset reflect-
ing two distinct behaviours (as shown in Figure 4.6 and Table 4.3) between acc(φ)
and Rt:
• When Rt ≤ to 20%: Where acc(φ) sharply increases, where IR(1%,20%) =
0.57%.
• When Rt > 20%: Where acc(φ) gradually increases, where IR(25%,100%) =
0.05%.
Rt and acc(φ) are very strongly positively correlated, where rs = 1 over TS
at a significance of p < 0.0005. A strong positive correlation is also identified in
the two sections at Rt ≤ 20% and Rt > 20%, where (r = 0.993; p = 0.001) and
(r = 0.955; p < 0.0005), respectively.
4.4.1.4 Cover Type dataset
Figure 4.7 depicts the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the
Cover Type dataset, and Table 4.4 shows the improvement in acc(φ) at an increasing
Rt. A monotonic relationship is yet again identified, similar to observations on the
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Fig. 4.6 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the Connect4 dataset
Table 4.3 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for The Connect4 dataset
validation Testing validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M) Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 73.30 64.60 73.23 64.41 55 81.54 78.33 81.16 77.92
5 74.88 70.64 74.35 70.22 60 81.71 78.51 81.33 78.11
10 77.06 73.08 76.57 72.67 65 81.82 78.71 81.47 78.27
15 78.60 74.57 78.16 74.19 70 82.01 78.84 81.59 78.40
20 79.45 75.52 79.20 75.17 75 82.12 79.01 81.67 78.55
25 79.97 76.22 79.60 75.87 80 82.24 79.12 81.79 78.67
30 80.48 76.74 80.08 76.38 85 82.26 79.22 81.87 78.77
35 80.90 77.17 80.41 76.82 90 82.26 79.31 81.90 78.87
40 81.04 77.51 80.69 77.14 95 82.45 79.40 81.96 78.94
45 81.19 77.82 80.88 77.44 100 82.42 79.45 81.98 79.02
50 81.35 78.13 81.06 77.72
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previously discussed datasets. Rt and acc(φ) exhibit a very strong positive correlation
over TS, as determined by Spearman’s correlation coefficient, where rs = 0.999 with a
significance of p < 0.0005. Similar to the previously discussed datasets, the increase
in acc(φ) is inconstant during the rise in Rt. Thus, two distinct behaviours of acc(φ)
are observed (Figure 4.7 and Table 4.4):
• When Rt ≤ to 20%: Where acc(φ) sharply increases as Rt increases, where
IR(1%,20%) = 0.65%.
• When Rt > 20%: Where acc(φ) gradually increases, where IR(25%,100%) =
0.03%.
A strong positive correlation over TS is also identified using Pearson’s correlation
coefficient at Rt ≤ to 20% and Rt > 20%, where (r = 0.923; p = 0.025) and (r =
0.936; p < 0.0005), respectively.
Fig. 4.7 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the Cover Type dataset
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Table 4.4 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the Cover Type dataset
validation Testing validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M) Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 81.58 77.12 81.42 76.96 55 96.29 92.02 96.19 91.91
5 88.21 82.76 87.90 82.62 60 96.40 92.25 96.29 92.14
10 91.31 85.71 91.14 85.58 65 96.52 92.45 96.39 92.35
15 92.92 87.42 92.78 87.30 70 96.60 92.63 96.50 92.52
20 93.91 88.60 93.77 88.47 75 96.68 92.81 96.59 92.71
25 94.59 89.47 94.50 89.35 80 96.74 92.94 96.67 92.84
30 95.08 90.10 94.97 89.97 85 96.80 93.07 96.71 92.97
35 95.44 90.63 95.33 90.52 90 96.85 93.18 96.77 93.09
40 95.74 91.07 95.65 90.97 95 96.91 93.30 96.83 93.20
45 95.94 91.44 95.84 91.33 100 96.94 93.40 96.83 93.30
50 96.13 91.76 96.05 91.65
4.4.1.5 FARS dataset
The relationship between acc(φ) and Rt in the FARS dataset is illustrated in Figure
4.8. This relationship pattern differs from those found in the four previous datasets in
that it corresponds to a weak linear relationship between acc(φ) and Rt (Figure 4.8).
Table 4.5 indicates that the acc(φ) over V and TS slightly increases between Rt
= 1% and Rt = 10%, after which no improvement in acc(φ) occurs with rising Rt.
This moderate relationship is confirmed by the correlation analysis, where rs = 0.521
and p < 0.015 over TS. The accuracy improvement rate for this dataset is minimal
compared with those obtained for the previous datasets, where IR(1%,100%) = 0.002%
over V and TS .
4.4.1.6 HIGGS dataset
Given the huge size of the HIGGS dataset and memory constraints, the relationship
between acc(φ) and Rt in this dataset is only partially explored . Figure 4.9 depicts
the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS, where Rt increases from 1%
to Rtmax, which is equal to 25%. Rtmax is selected depending on the available memory
in the computing environment where the experiment is performed. The specifications
of the computing environment are described in Chapter 3.
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Fig. 4.8 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the FARS dataset
Table 4.5 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the FARS dataset
validation Testing validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M) Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 96.41 96.29 96.46 96.36 55 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
5 96.54 96.53 96.61 96.59 60 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
10 96.56 96.55 96.62 96.62 65 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
15 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62 70 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
20 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62 75 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
25 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62 80 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
30 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62 85 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
35 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62 90 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
40 96.57 96.57 96.62 96.62 95 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
45 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62 100 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
50 96.57 96.56 96.62 96.62
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Figure 4.9 and Table 4.6 indicate a monotonic relationship between acc(φ) and Rt.
IR(1%,25%) = 0.06, and a very strong positive correlation is identified, where rs = 1
over V and TS with a significance of p < 0.0005.
Fig. 4.9 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for HIGGS dataset
Table 4.6 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the HIGGS dataset
validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 71.14 68.91 71.13 68.90
5 71.85 70.09 71.83 70.07
10 72.11 70.45 72.09 70.43
15 72.28 70.60 72.26 70.58
20 72.41 70.65 72.38 70.63
25 72.53 70.64 72.50 70.62
4.4.1.7 IJCNN01 dataset
The relationship between acc(φ) and Rt in the IJCNN01 dataset is similar to the
relationship patterns identified in the Adult, Census, Connect4 and Cover Type datasets.
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This dataset reflects a monotonic relationship between acc(φ) and Rt, where the former
continuously improves with increasing Rt (Figure 4.10). Table 4.7 lists the values that
reflect the acc(φ)–Rt relationship at each Rt.
Again the behaviour of the enhancement in acc(φ) with increasing Rt can be
divided into two different behaviours:
• When Rt ≤ to 20%: Where acc(φ) sharply increases, where IR(1%,20%) =
0.20%.
• When Rt > 20%: Where acc(φ) gradually increases, where IR(25%,100%) =
0.02%.
The correlation analysis confirms a very strong association between acc(φ) and
Rt, where rs = 0.999 over TS with a significance of signi f icant p < 0.0005. The
same holds for both sections of the curve at Rt ≤ to 20% and Rt > 20%, where
(r = 0.942; p = 0.017) and (r = 0.951; p < 0.0005), respectively.
Fig. 4.10 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the IJCNN01 dataset
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Table 4.7 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the IJCNN01 dataset
validation Testing validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M) Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 86.29 84.35 90.01 88.49 55 93.78 91.96 95.01 93.38
5 89.58 87.90 92.01 90.68 60 93.88 92.08 95.06 93.46
10 90.48 89.08 92.71 91.54 65 93.96 92.17 95.13 93.52
15 91.37 89.76 93.38 92.01 70 94.02 92.26 95.11 93.54
20 91.93 90.27 93.89 92.37 75 94.15 92.34 95.19 93.59
25 92.27 90.65 94.13 92.61 80 94.21 92.43 95.24 93.63
30 92.73 90.99 94.37 92.84 85 94.26 92.48 95.31 93.67
35 92.94 91.26 94.52 92.98 90 94.30 92.55 95.35 93.71
40 93.29 91.52 94.68 93.12 95 94.41 92.61 95.36 93.72
45 93.38 91.64 94.78 93.19 100 94.46 92.64 95.36 93.76
50 93.60 91.82 94.87 93.30
4.4.1.8 KDD99 dataset
Figure 4.11 shows the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the
KDD99 dataset. This is the only dataset that exhibits a slight difference in the shapes of
the relationship patterns over V and TS. Figure and Table 4.8 indicate a linear relation-
ship between Rt and acc(φ) over the V dataset, where IR(1%,34%) = 0.002. Over TS, a
monotonic relationship between Rt and acc(φ) is identified, with IR(1%,34%) = 0.01.
Although the patterns over V and TS differ in terms of shape (Figure 4.11), the
correlation analysis does not show a huge difference between the patterns. rs = 0.994
over V, and rs = 0.976 over TS with a significance of signi f icant p < 0.0005.
Table 4.8 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the KDD99 dataset
validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 93.92 93.91 92.18 92.18
5 93.97 93.96 92.22 92.24
10 93.99 93.98 92.63 92.55
15 93.99 93.98 92.63 92.58
20 93.99 93.98 92.65 92.59
25 93.99 93.98 92.66 92.61
30 93.99 93.98 92.66 92.61
34 93.99 93.98 92.65 92.60
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Fig. 4.11 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the KDD99 dataset
4.4.1.9 Poker dataset
The Poker dataset reflects a unique pattern of the acc(φ)–Rt relationship. Figure 4.12
suggests that the relationship pattern on this dataset is similar to those identified in
the Adult and Cover Type datasets. However, a deeper examination of the figure
and a consideration of the information in Table 4.9 reveal that acc(φ) continuously
improves with growing Rt until acc(φ) peaks at Rt=70%. Beyond this point, acc(φ)
gradually deteriorates. This pattern [i.e. improvement in acc(φ) with increasing Rt
up to a certain point, then declining acc(φ)] is not observed in the previous datasets.
The curve shown in Figure 4.12 can be classified into four sections, depending on the
behaviour of acc(φ):
• When Rt ≤ to 20%: acc(φ) fluctuates with increasing Rt.
• When 20%<Rt≤40% : acc(φ) sharply increases, where IR(25%,40%) = 1.19%.
• When Rt 40%<Rt≤70%: acc(φ) gradually increases, where IR(45%,70%) =
0.10%.
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• When Rt > 70%: Where acc(φ) gradually decreases, where IR(25%,100%) =
−0.03%.
The decline in acc(φ) is reflected in the correlation analysis, where rs = 0.751 with
a significance of p < 0.0005 over V and TS. Conversely, a strong positive correlation
is identified when ≤ to 20% and 20%<Rt≤40%, where r = 0.921; p = 0.026 and
r = 0.998; p = 0.002, respectively. The correlation is statistically nonsignificant at Rt
> 70% r =−0.804; p = 0.54.
Fig. 4.12 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the Poker dataset
4.4.1.10 Shuttle dataset
The pattern of the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt is very similar to that identified
in the FARS dataset. Figure 4.13 and Table 4.10 show that the acc(φ) over the V
dataset slightly improves when Rt increases from 1% to 30%. Beyond this value,
acc(φ) no longer shows effects from rising Rt. The pattern over the TS dataset is
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Table 4.9 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the Poker dataset
validation Testing validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M) Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 58.69 51.73 58.65 51.73 55 91.45 75.89 91.45 75.87
5 58.32 59.82 58.32 59.80 60 91.15 76.12 91.16 76.11
10 61.48 63.19 61.49 63.17 65 91.26 76.42 91.29 76.41
15 61.02 64.58 61.00 64.57 70 91.42 77.02 91.45 77.01
20 63.46 65.50 63.52 65.49 75 90.94 77.72 90.95 77.71
25 67.99 67.30 68.03 67.28 80 90.34 77.32 90.39 77.30
30 74.74 69.08 74.75 69.07 85 90.48 78.04 90.50 78.02
35 80.87 71.02 80.88 71.01 90 90.03 78.51 90.06 78.49
40 85.78 72.77 85.81 72.76 95 90.00 78.56 90.03 78.54
45 88.83 74.03 88.90 74.02 100 90.24 79.63 90.23 79.61
50 90.46 75.22 90.48 75.19
similar to that over V, except that acc(φ) constantly improves with an Rt growth of up
to 65%. After this, acc(φ) remains steady until Rt=100% is reached.
A moderate positive correlation is found between Rt and acc(φ), where rs = 0.687
with a significance of p < 0.001 over V, and rs = 0.686 with p < 0.0005 over TS. The
overall IR(1%,100%) = 0.004 over V and TS.
Table 4.10 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the shuttle dataset
validation Testing validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M) Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 99.63 99.64 99.65 99.64 55 99.98 99.96 99.99 99.95
5 99.88 99.78 99.87 99.73 60 99.99 99.96 99.98 99.95
10 99.96 99.87 99.95 99.82 65 99.99 99.96 99.99 99.95
15 99.97 99.91 99.95 99.86 70 99.98 99.96 99.99 99.96
20 99.97 99.93 99.95 99.89 75 99.98 99.96 99.99 99.96
25 99.97 99.94 99.95 99.91 80 99.98 99.96 99.99 99.96
30 99.97 99.95 99.95 99.92 85 99.98 99.97 99.99 99.96
35 99.98 99.96 99.97 99.93 90 99.98 99.97 99.99 99.96
40 99.98 99.96 99.97 99.93 95 99.98 99.97 99.99 99.97
45 99.98 99.96 99.98 99.94 100 99.98 99.97 99.99 99.97
50 99.98 99.96 99.98 99.94
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Fig. 4.13 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the Shuttle dataset
4.4.1.11 Skin dataset
Figure 4.14and Table 4.11 illustrate the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt over V and
TS for the Skin dataset. A slight increase in acc(φ) is observed with a 5% growth in
Rt, after which minimal enhancement and levelling off in acc(φ) occur with increasing
Rt. The curve that describes the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt can generally be
divided into two distinct sections, depending on the type of influence exerted by Rt on
acc(φ). The sections are as follows:
• When Rt ≤ to 5%: acc(φ) sharply increases, where IR(1%,5%) = 0.29%.
• When Rt > 5%: acc(φ) slightly increases, where IR(10%,100%) = 0.003%.
The correlation analysis confirms a very strong correlation between acc(φ) and Rt,
where rs = 0.993 over TS with a significance of p < 0.0005.
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Fig. 4.14 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the Skin dataset
Table 4.11 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the Skin dataset
validation Testing validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M) Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 98.80 98.28 98.79 98.28 55 99.90 99.86 99.88 99.84
5 99.66 99.45 99.65 99.43 60 99.90 99.86 99.88 99.84
10 99.75 99.65 99.74 99.64 65 99.91 99.87 99.89 99.85
15 99.81 99.72 99.79 99.71 70 99.91 99.87 99.89 99.85
20 99.83 99.76 99.81 99.75 75 99.92 99.88 99.89 99.86
25 99.85 99.79 99.83 99.78 80 99.92 99.88 99.90 99.86
30 99.86 99.81 99.84 99.79 85 99.92 99.88 99.90 99.87
35 99.87 99.82 99.84 99.80 90 99.92 99.89 99.90 99.87
40 99.88 99.83 99.86 99.82 95 99.92 99.89 99.90 99.87
45 99.89 99.84 99.87 99.83 100 99.92 99.89 99.90 99.87
50 99.89 99.85 99.87 99.83
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4.4.1.12 SUSY dataset
The relationship between acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the SUSY dataset is
illustrated in Figure 4.15. The pattern is similar to that found in the HIGGS database
for multiple reasons. First, because of memory constraints, only part of the relationship
pattern is explored from Rt=1% to Rt=40%. Second, acc(φ) marginally improves with
growing Rt, where the overall IR(1%,40%) = 0.03. This value can be calculated using
the information presented in Table 4.15. Finally, a very strong positive correlation is
identified, where rs = 1 over V and TS with p < 0.0005.
Fig. 4.15 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the SUSY dataset
4.4.1.13 Web dataset
Figure 4.16 and Table 4.13 illustrate the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt over V
and TS in the Web dataset, which exhibits a monotonic relationship. The relationship
pattern is similar to those identified in most of the datasets discussed in this chapter.
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Table 4.12 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the SUSY dataset
validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 79.39 78.00 79.40 77.99
5 79.65 78.70 79.67 78.69
10 79.79 78.91 79.79 78.89
15 79.87 79.00 79.87 78.98
20 79.92 79.03 79.91 79.01
25 79.95 79.04 79.95 79.02
30 79.99 79.03 79.98 79.01
35 80.02 78.98 80.01 78.96
40 80.02 78.92 80.02 78.91
The influence of Rt on acc(φ) forms two distinct sections on the curve depicted in
Figure 4.16. These sections are listed below.
• When Rt≤ to 15%: acc(φ) sharply increases as Rt increases, where IR(1%,15%) =
0.83%. In this section, acc(φ) and Rt are very strongly correlated, where
r = 0.954; p = 0.046.
• When Rt > 15%: acc(φ) slightly increases, where IR(20%,100%) = 0.02%.
A very strong correlation is also found between acc(φ) and Rt, where r =
0.950; p < 0.0005.
To statistically verify the relationship over the entire range of Rt values, Spearman’s
correlation is calculated. The computation indicates a very strong correlation between
acc(φ) and the entire Rt range, where rs = 1 over TS with signi f icant p < 0.0005.
4.4.2 Effects of Rt on acc(φ) over all the examined datasets
This section presents an overall view of the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt. This
perspective is determined on the basis of the investigation presented in the preceding
section.
Figure 4.1 presents three hypothesized patterns for the relationship between acc(φ)
and Rt. The analysis of the effects of Rt on acc(φ) in the 13 datasets reveals a need
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Fig. 4.16 Relationship between Acc(φ) and Rt over V and TS for the Web dataset
Table 4.13 Acc(φ) and acc(M) over V and TS for the Web dataset
validation Testing validation Testing
Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M) Rt Acc(φ) acc(M) Acc(φ) acc(M)
1 83.71 79.13 83.71 79.15 55 96.92 96.40 97.25 96.79
5 89.27 87.09 89.42 87.37 60 96.99 96.49 97.33 96.92
10 93.93 91.65 94.20 92.02 65 97.06 96.58 97.41 97.02
15 94.90 93.40 95.30 93.78 70 97.15 96.66 97.50 97.12
20 95.60 94.38 95.91 94.76 75 97.16 96.74 97.51 97.20
25 96.25 95.01 96.54 95.39 80 97.22 96.81 97.58 97.29
30 96.39 95.45 96.69 95.83 85 97.26 96.87 97.61 97.36
35 96.48 95.73 96.79 96.11 90 97.29 96.91 97.67 97.41
40 96.62 95.94 96.95 96.33 95 97.34 96.96 97.74 97.47
45 96.67 96.14 97.03 96.53 100 97.38 97.01 97.78 97.53
50 96.86 96.28 97.18 96.69
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to incorporate a new pattern into the figure. The new pattern represents any datasets
wherein acc(φ) increases with rising Rt up to a certain point, after which acc(φ) starts
to decline. Figure 4.17 is the refined image of the patterns exhibited by the acc(φ)–Rt
relationship.
Fig. 4.17 Possible patterns of the relation between Rt and acc(φ)
The 13 examined datasets fall under three out of the four categories displayed in
Figure 4.17. The first category is the P2 pattern, which covers all the datasets where
acc(φ) increases with growing Rt, regardless of whether the increase is continuous
or stops at a certain Rt and stabilises. The second category is the P3 pattern, which
consists of all the datasets where acc(φ) shows no Rt-induced effects or an increase in
Rt negligibly contributes to acc(φ). In this study, if the absolute difference between
acc(φ) at Rt=1% and acc(φ) at Rtmax is less than 0.5%, then the improvement in
accuracy is considered negligible or insignificant. The third category is pattern P4,
which includes all the datasets where acc(φ) improves up to a particular Rt and then
decrease. Table 4.14 lists the identified relationship patterns and the datasets belonging
under each pattern.
Drawing an adequate visual representation of the patterns identified in the 13
datasets and linking these to the patterns defined in Figure 4.17 necessitate a repro-
duction of all the charts presented in the preceding sections. The reproduction can
be accomplished by using the same scales for the x-axis (Rt) and y-axis (accuracy).
Figures 4.18 to 4.21 show the 13 datasets grouped under the three pattern categories.
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Fig. 4.18 Datasets that exhibit the P2 pattern
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Table 4.14 Categorisation of the examined datasets on the basis of the relationship












Fig. 4.19 Other datasets that belong to the P2 category
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Fig. 4.20 Datasets that fall under the P3 category
Fig. 4.21 Datasets that fall under the P4 category
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4.4.3 Effects of Rt on ensemble time
The results presented in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 show that using an Rt smaller than
Rtmax can produce an ensemble that performs comparably with the ensemble generated
using Rtmax. In this section, we verify whether using a small Rt is more efficient
than constructing an ensemble by using Rtmax. As expected, increasing Rt adds to
the time required to construct an ensemble of classifiers (Figure 4.22). The same
relationship between Rt and ensemble time is identified for all the 13 datasets. This
section provides the chart for the Adult dataset, and the rest of the charts can be found
in Appendix A.
Fig. 4.22 Relationship between Rt and ensemble time for the Adult dataset
4.5 Summary
The empirical results in this chapter confirm that Rt influences acc(φ), but this influ-
ence differs from one dataset to another. Our results also negate the widely accepted
idea that having more training data instances generally improves classification perfor-
mance. This case does not always hold for ensembles of classifiers.
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In sum, the identified relationship between acc(φ) and Rt in the 13 datasets
exhibits three different patterns (Table 4.14). Fundamentally, nine datasets exhibit
an increasing monotonic relationship between acc(φ) and Rt to a certain Rt. This
association categorises the datasets under P2. In three datasets, acc(φ) is unaffected
by the growth in Rt, a pattern that is defined as P3. Pattern P4, which is initially
unexpected before the experiment, is reflected only by the Poker dataset. In this
pattern, acc(φ) continuously improves with increasing Rt until it peaks at a certain Rt,
after which it declines even with further Rt growth. Further investigation is required
in the future to understand the reasons behind the variation in the relation between
acc(φ) and Rt for different datasets.
Depending on our investigation, when dealing with large datasets, partitioning a
single dataset by maximizing data subset size is not the ideal solution because this
approach does not necessarily enhance ensemble performance. By contrast, using
a suitable data subset size (smaller than Rtmax) can produce an efficient ensemble
with performance comparable to that gained under the maximum possible size of data
subsets.
The succeeding chapter introduces an algorithm that identifies the patterns of
the relationship between Rt and acc(φ) and determines the best Rt value for use in
dividing a single large dataset.
CHAPTER 5
IDENTIFYING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RELATIVE
SUBSET SIZE AND ENSEMBLE ACCURACY
5.1 Introduction
Most existing machine learning algorithms were developed under the assumption
that all of the available data of a problem under study would be loaded into the main
memory. However, this assumption is unrealistic in the case of big data, which is too
big to be loaded into the main memory and hence requires the use of a divide-and-
conquer strategy. In the context of big data mining, such a technique entails dividing a
single big dataset into manageable subsets in order to overcome memory limitation.
In terms of classification problems, an ensemble of classifiers represents one of
the best methods of utilising the divide-and-conquer technique to learn from big data.
People generally believe that building an ensemble from a large data subset results
in more accurate classification, but this is not always the case, according to some
researchers [65] [24] [66]. Two important questions arise when the ensemble method
is used for classifying a big dataset. First, can an ensemble of classifiers constructed
from small data subsets performs as well as or similar to an ensemble constructed from
data subsets that are each equal in size to the whole available training dataset? Second,
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what is the possible relationship between the size of data subsets and the accuracy of
an ensemble?
Therefore, in this chapter, an algorithm is proposed to identify the learning pattern
of the relations between the accuracy of an ensemble of classifiers (acc(φ)) and the
relative size of the data subsets (Rt) used to train the base classifiers. The aim of
the proposed algorithm is to facilitate a better understanding of the data in terms of
learning behaviour and decide when it is appropriate to use as much data as possible
in building an ensemble and when it is not. This algorithm will also be helpful in
deciding the best data subset size of a given dataset to use when an ensemble is being
constructed.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 describes the pro-
posed algorithm to identify the relation pattern between acc(φ) and (Rt). Section 5.3
illustrates the algorithm’s design and the pseudocode, while Section 5.4 describes our
experimental design and setup. Section 5.5 presents the results, and the last section
summarises the study and outlines the conclusions.
5.2 A Novel Algorithm for Identifying the Relation Be-
tween Relative Subset Size and Ensemble Accuracy
In this chapter, learning patterns are represented by the relation between the ensemble
accuracy acc(φ) and the relative data subset size (Rt), and they should roughly fall into
one of the three patterns illustrated in Figure 4.2 [24]. These patterns can be described
as follows: In the first pattern (P1), acc(φ) has an inverse correlation with Rt; in the
second pattern (P2), acc(φ) has some degree of correlation with Rt; and in the last
pattern (P3), acc(φ) does not show any correlation with Rt.
In machine learning, it is generally assumed in the case of a single base classifier
and an ensemble of classifiers that increasing the size of the training dataset improves
overall classifier accuracy. However, in practice, this assumption does not always hold,
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and different behaviour and relations may occur. As previously stated, the aim of the
proposed algorithm is to detect the relation pattern between acc(φ) and (Rt) in a few
search steps and thus, to understand how an ensemble of classifiers may behave as the
size of the data subsets varies .
Figure 5.1 shows the stages of the proposed algorithm. The proposed approach is
an iterative method consisting of five stages, each of which is repeated multiple times
until the termination criteria are met, as follows:
Stage 1: Choose a Rt: In the first iteration, the algorithm will begin with a predefined
initial Rt (Rt0). In consecutive iterations, the value of the Rt is identified by
some adaptive rules, as described in Section 5.3.5.
Stage 2: Divide training dataset: In this stage, the training dataset (Tr) is divided into N
subsets, where the size of each subset is equal to the Rt set in the previous stage.
The method used to partition the Tr is illustrated in Section 5.4.
Stage 3: Build an ensemble: In this stage, an ensemble of classifiers (φ ) is constructed
through the generation of a model from each data subset using a machine
learning algorithm.
Stage 4: Evaluate the ensemble: In this stage, the ensemble is eventuated over V.
Stage 5: Check the termination criteria: Following the ensemble evaluation in the pre-
vious stage, the termination criteria are checked to decide whether the process
should be terminated or whether the Rt should be varied and a new iteration
started.
It should be noted that several factors must be considered to achieve the aim of the
proposed algorithm. These factors can be classified into two categories according to
their effect. The first category involves ensemble-related factors, such as the number
of subsets (N), the number of base classifiers (M), the partitioning method and the
fusion strategy, all of which have a direct effect on the ensemble’s accuracy. The
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Fig. 5.1 Main stages of the proposed Algorithm for detecting the learning pattern
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second category includes algorithm-related factors, such as step size, initial step size
and memory limit, which have a direct influence on the performance of the detection
algorithm. Most of the factors that relate to the former category have been studied
in literature on ensemble methods [99] [112] [94], and for that reason, they will not
be discussed in detail as part of this study. Since our focus in this chapter is on the
proposed algorithm, the algorithm-related factors, which also represent the inputs of
the algorithm, will be discussed in detail here.
5.3 Design of the Proposed Method
In order to achieve the goal of the proposed algorithm, there is a need to observe the
acc(φ) with different Rt values while fixing the number of base classifiers (M). Fixing
M in all the iterations during the algorithm’s lifetime is a very important factor in
eliminating any influence of M on the acc(φ).
Fundamentally, the proposed method is an iterative approach that starts with
the construction of a homogeneous ensemble from data subsets with a size equal
to Rt0. It should be pointed out that different types of base classifier can be used to
generate methodologically different models in order to build a heterogeneous ensemble.
However, this study only uses one type of base learner for simplicity. Subsequently,
the performance of the ensemble on the validation dataset (V) is then taken as a
representation of the relationship between acc(φRti)) and Rti, where (i) is the number
of the iteration . This procedure will be repeated through variations of Rt values until
no more improvement in the ensemble performance is observed or until one of the
termination conditions is met.
The proposed algorithm is implemented through an ensemble of classifiers, and
the ensemble’s framework is described briefly alongside the experimental procedure
in Section 5.4.2. The detailed algorithm design is discussed in the sections below.
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5.3.1 Inputs Parameters
1. Memory safe limit (MSL): The relation between the data subset size and the
memory required to build an ensemble of classifiers is not a linear one. Therefore,
predicting the amount of memory required to build an ensemble for a specific
Rt is extremely difficult as it involves many other uncertain factors such as OS,
Kernel, other factors, etc. MSL is used as precaution to prevent the algorithm
from crashing due to physical memory constraints. The MSL is used to calculate
the maximum amount of memory (Memmax) that can be used by the proposed
algorithm. In iteration, if the consumed memory for an ensemble exceeds this
limit, the algorithm will be terminated in the following way
Memmax = AM−MSL (5.1)
where AM is the size of the available memory.
2. Lower relative subset size Rtlow: This parameter is the smallest relative size of







3. Initial step size (α): This parameter will be used to vary the value of Rt from
one iteration to another.
4. Tolerance(θ ): This parameter is the greatest range of variation allowed when the
accuracy of two ensembles is compared. Therefore, if acc(φ1) - acc(φ2)≤ θ ,
then acc(φ1)≈ acc(φ2).
5. β : This parameter is the number of successive Rt points that has an equal acc(φ )
and needs to be identified before the algorithm is terminated.
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5.3.2 Outputs
As previously stated, in order to achieve the goal of the proposed algorithm, there is a
need to observe the acc(φ) with different Rt values. The output of this algorithm is
a set of points which represent the accuracy of the ensemble of classifiers at various
Rt(s). These Rt values are selected by the algorithm, as described in the following
section (section 5.3.3). The output points can be used to draw a scatter plot which
represents the relation between acc(φ) and Rt, as shown in section 5.5.
5.3.3 Incrementing the Data Subset Size
As there is a need to observe the acc(φ) with different Rt values, a variable step
size is used to increment the Rt in each iteration. The process of incrementing the
Rt depends on the growth ratio (g) of the Acc(acc(φ)) between two ensembles in
three consecutive iterations. If g is found to be approximately constant between three
consecutive iterations, then the step size used to calculate the next Rt will be multiplied
by 2 (α = α×2). If g is found to be approximately constant again, then the step size
will be multiplied by 3 and so on until one of the termination criteria is met. This
incrementing process is illustrated in algorithm 2 lines 17 to 27.
The growth ratio (g) of the Acc(acc(φ)) between two ensembles g can be calculated
as described below in equation 5.3:




• g(φRt i,φRt i−1) : is the accuracy growth ration between the two ensembles φRt i
and φRt i−1.
• φRt i: An ensemble of classifiers where the size of the data subsets are equal to
Rti.
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• ∆acc(φRt i,φRt i−1) : the difference between the accuracy of the two ensemble
φRt i and φRt i−1.
5.3.4 Termination Criteria
1. The memory consumption of an ensemble reaches the specified Memmax.
2. The proposed method finds β successive Rt that have similar accuracy.
3. If the Rti for the next iteration is greater than 100%.
Checking the termination Criterion process is illustrated in Algorithm 2 line 9.
5.3.5 Pseudocode:
The proposed method is described in detail in Algorithm 2.
5.4 Experimental Setup
5.4.1 Datasets
Thirteen datasets were used in the experiment to test and evaluate the proposed
algorithm. These datasets were obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository
[54], the KEEL Dataset Repository [1] and the LIBSVM Dataset Repository [15].
Table 3.2 lists the main characteristics of the datasets used. Detailed information about
these datasets is presented in Section 3.3.
5.4.2 Experimental procedure
1. Rtlow is selected depending on the size of the Tr, and the required number of
models (M) can be calculated as described in 5.3.1.
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm for Identifying the Relation Patterns between Rt and
Acc(φ)
Inputs :
1. N: a set that contains references to all available subsets.
2. TS: testing dataset.
3. V: validation dataset.
4. MSL: Memory Safe Limit.
5. Rtlow: lower relative subset size.
6. α: initial step size.
7. θ : tolerance.
8. β : number of successive Rt points that needs to be identified before the algorithm is terminated.
Output :
A prediction of the pattern of the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt.
Start :
Declare counters i = 0 and k = 01
set step_Increment= j =12







if M is even number then5
M = M +16
end7
Let N = M8
Let Rti = Rtlow9
Calculate the available memory(AM)10
Memmax = AM−MSL11
Divide Tr into N data subsets using Rti12
Acc(φRt i) and mem(φRt i)← Build and evaluate φ(Rti)13
while ( mem(φRt i)< Memmax and k ≤ β and Rti ≤ 100%) do14
i++15
Rti = Rti−1 + step16
if (Rti > 100) then17
Rti = 10018
end19
Divide Tr into N data subsets using Rti20
Acc(φRt i) and mem(φRt i)← Build and evaluate φ(Rti)21
if ( mem(φRt i)≤Memmax) then22
Calculate gi ← g(φRt i,φRt i−1)23
if (i≥ 2) then24
if (gi ≈ gi−1) then25
j++26
Let step = α× j27










Draw the detected pattern for the relation between Acc(φ) and Rt38
End39
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Table 5.1 Datasets Used after the Creation of Validation Datasets
Dataset Training Validation Testing No. of
Instances Instances Instances Attributes
Adult 34,536 9,768 16,281 60
Census 245,389 59,859 99,762 31
Connect4 48,173 9,458 20,268 43
Cover Type 366,037 156,873 58,102 39
FARS 89,648 14,010 30,021 30
HIGGS 5,390,000 2,310,000 3,300,000 28
IJCNN01 60,138 14,997 91,701 7
KDD99 1,361,892 1,469,530 311,029 47
Poker 574,004 143,502 307,503 11
Shuttle 54,331 8,700 14,500 10
Skin 216,974 34,308 73,518 4
SUSY 2,800,000 700,000 1,500,000 19
Web 64,839 14,925 14,951 262
2. If M is an even number, then equation 5.4 needs to be applied to avoid a tie
situation in the combination phase of the ensemble.
M = M +1 (5.4)
3. As the proposed algorithm is an iterative method, the following steps (step 3 to
step 9) will be repeated in all the iterations.
4. Tr is partitioned into N datasets using the partitioning method described previ-
ously in section 4.3.3. In this case, the size of each data subset is equal to Rti,
N = M, and i is the number of the iteration.
5. A base classifier is generated from each data subset. In this chapter, the C4.5 de-
cision tree[73] is used to induce models. Specifically, the j48 learning algorithm,
which is the Weka [34] implementation of the C4.5 decision tree[73], is used.
6. An ensemble of the classifiers is constructed, where the majority voting is used
as a decsion fusion strategy.
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7. A hold-out [47, p.9] strategy is adopted to evaluate the generated ensemble over
the Validation (V) and Testing (TS) datasets. In this case, the ensemble accuracy
was used as a performance measure for the created ensemble.
8. The amount of memory used during the construction and evaluation of the
ensemble mem(φ) is calculated.
9. At the end of each iteration, the termination conditions are checked. If none of
these conditions is met, the Rti is incremented as described in section 5.3.3, and
the steps from 3 to 9 are repeated until one of the termination criteria happens.
5.4.3 Evaluation Method
In order to evaluate our detection algorithm, the predicted relation pattern is compared
to the true pattern that represents the true relation between acc(φ) and Rt. The
predicted curve results from evaluating the ensemble at each Rt selected by the
algorithm on the V. Conversely, the true curve is formed by evaluating the ensemble
with a wide range of Rt values on the testing dataset. This range of Rt values begins
with Rtlow and increases to Rtmax, with a step size of 5%. Rtmax = 100% for most
of the datasets examined; the only exceptions were in the KDD, SUSY and HIGGS
datasets due to memory constraints, where the Rtmax values were 34%, 40% and 25%,
respectively.
The aim in the evaluation process is to prove the ability of the proposed method
to terminate the algorithm where no more improvement is expected to occur in the
acc(φ). To achieve this goal, the ensemble accuracy of the last Rt in the predicated
curve (acc(φRtstop)) is compared to the ensemble accuracy of the maximum possible
Rt on the true curve (acc(φRtmax)). In addition, this comparison is statistically tested
to find out whether or not there is a significant difference between (acc(φRtstop)) and
(acc(φRtmax)).
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The Wilcoxon’s Signed-Rank test [102] for matched pairs is used to compare
between acc(φRtstop) and acc(φRtmax) over TS in 10 runs, to find out whether there is
significant difference between the performances of φRtstop and φRtmax using significant
level =0.05. This test is a on-parametric test which is used as alternative of the paired
t-test, because it was difficult to fulfilled the normality condition of acc(φ) over the 13
examined datasets. This test is used as described in [39][P. 233-238] and the SPSS
software is used to preform the test.
5.5 Experimental Results and Evaluation
Extensive experiments were conducted on the 13 datasets to evaluate the ability
of the proposed algorithm in order to identify the relation patterns between acc(φ)
and Rt. The proposed algorithm requires multiple input parameters. Therefore, our
investigation started with an exploratory experiment to understand the effect of these
input parameters on the algorithm and to identify the best values for these parameters
in the datasets examined. Then, the results of the proposed algorithm was statistically
analysed.
5.5.1 Effect of the Input Parameters on the Algorithm
In Section 5.3.1, five different input parameters were mentioned. The values of MSL
and Rtlow depend on the available physical memory, whereas the remaining three
parameters (α ,θ and β ) can be tuned independently from the memory constraints. To
identify the effect of the input parameters on the proposed algorithm, MSL and Rtlow
were set according to the amount of available memory, which was 20 GB, while the
values for α ,θ and β were varied and then analysed as follows:
1. The MSL was set to 500 MB; thus, from equation 5.1, the Memmax = 19980
MB. .
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2. Rtlow: Our lower relative subset size will be 1%. From equation 5.2, the number
of required models (M) can be calculated, and it will be equal to 100. As
specified in Section 5.4.2, majority voting is used as a fusion strategy, so equation
5.4 should be used to correct the value of M and avoid a tie situation. Using
equation 5.4, M = 101.
3. α: Varied from 1% up to 6%.
4. Tolerance (θ ): Varied from 0.5% up to 2.5%.
5. β : It will be varied from 2 up to 5.
Our extensive experiments indicate the tolerance needed to be less than or equal to
0.5. Increasing the tolerance value too much might lead the algorithm to be terminated
before the relation pattern can be adequately detected. The best illustration of this
situation is the Poker dataset. Figure 5.2 depicts the predicted curve for the relation
between Acc(acc(φ)) and Rt when θ = 2.5.
Fig. 5.2 The pattern identified by the proposed algorithm on the Poker dataset where
θ = 2.5, α = 3 and β = 3
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By contrast, decreasing the tolerance value to a very small value will lead to an
unnecessary increase in the number of steps required to detect the relation pattern. The
Connect4 dataset is one of the best datasets to show this situation. Figure 5.3 shows
that when θ is decreased to 0.05, the algorithm needs 25 steps to detect the relation
pattern, whereas it needs only 6 steps when θ = 0.5.
Fig. 5.3 The pattern identified by the proposed algorithm on the Connect4 dataset
where θ = 0.5 on the left chart and θ = 0.05 on the right chart. α and β were equal
to 3 in both charts
With regard to the α and β , our extensive experiments demonstrate that the suitable
α and values β were 3 in all the examined datasets.
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5.5.2 Results
Reporting all the results of the 13 datasets with variations in the input parameters is a
huge task. Thus the representative results of our extensive experiment will be reported
and discussed in this section.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 illustrate the detected pattern of the relation between acc(φ)
and (Rt), which was generated by the proposed method, compared with the true
relation curve, as described in Section 5.4.3. Datasets are grouped in the former figures
depending on the type of patterns identified in the previous chapter 4. The 13 datasets
examined belong to two groups of patterns which was identified earlier in chapter 4.
eight and five datasets belong to P2 and P3, respectively. The datasets categorized as
P2 are Adult, Census, Connect4, Cover type, IJCNN01, poker , Skin and Web. FARS,
KDD99, shuttle, SUSY and HIGGS are categorised as P3. For any dataset belonging to
the P2 category, the curve detected by the proposed method provides a hint regarding
the best relative subset size (Rt) that needs to be chosen when an ensemble is being
constructed from one of these datasets. For datasets that belong to the P3 category, our
method gives an indication after a few steps that increasing the subset size will not
improve the ensemble’s accuracy.
After displaying the type of the patterns in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, it is important to
evaluate the detected pattern, as discussed in section 5.4.3, to test the ability of the
proposed method to stop when there is no more enhancement in the is expected to
occur. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show acc(φRtstop) compared to acc(φRtmax) as an averaged
accuracy of 10 runs over V and TS where Memmax =20GB ,Rtlow = 1% , α = 3 , β = 3
and θ =0.5.
It is clear that the difference between acc(φRtstop) and acc(φRtmax) , noted by
∆acc(φ)), was less than or equal to the predefined tolerance (θ =0.5) in 9 out of
the 13 examined datasets. This indicates that the proposed method was able to stop in
cases where no more improvement in the acc(φ) was expected to take place in 69 %
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Fig. 5.4 Detected pattern of the relation between acc(φ) and (Rt) for datasets that
belong to Pattern P2
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Fig. 5.5 Detected pattern of the relation between acc(φ) and (Rt) for datasets that
belong to Pattern P3
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of the examined datasets. On the other hand, the only exception was in the Census,
Connect4, Cover Type and IJCNN01 datasets, where ∆acc(φ) was greater than θ in
both V and TS. These datasets are highlighted in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.
Table 5.2 Results of the proposed algorithm for the 13 datasets over V, where
Memmax=20GB ,Rtlow = 1% , α = 3 , β = 3 and θ =0.5
Dataset Rtstop Rt(max) Acc(φRtstop) Acc(φRtmax) |∆acc(φ)|
adult 49% 100% 80.71 81.15 0.44
Census 49% 100% 92.29 93.32 1.03
connect4 34% 100% 80.84 82.56 1.72
Covert Type 52% 100% 96.14 96.90 0.76
FARS 34% 100% 96.55 96.55 0.00
HIGGES 22% 25% 72.46 72.52 0.06
IJCNN01 37% 100% 93.17 94.57 1.40
KDD99 34% 34% 93.99 93.99 0.00
Poker 100% 100% 88.93 88.93 0.00
Shuttle 34% 100% 99.95 99.97 0.02
Skin 34% 100% 99.86 99.91 0.05
SUSY 34% 40% 80.01 80.03 0.02
Web 55% 100% 96.82 97.25 0.43
Table 5.3 Results of the proposed algorithm for the 13 datasets over the TS, where
Memmax=20GB ,Rtlow = 1% , α = 3 , β = 3 and θ =0.5
Dataset Rtstop Rt(max) Acc(φRtstop) Acc(φRtmax) |∆acc(φ)|
adult 49% 100% 80.72 81.17 0.45
Census 49% 100% 92.35 93.43 1.08
connect4 34% 100% 80.35 82.00 0.65
Covert Type 52% 100% 96.05 96.83 0.78
FARS 34% 100% 96.62 96.62 0.00
HIGGES 22% 25% 72.42 72.49 0.07
IJCNN01 37% 100% 94.55 95.34 0.79
KDD99 34% 34% 92.65 92.65 0.00
Poker 100% 100% 89.93 89.93 0.00
Shuttle 34% 100% 99.96 99.98 0.02
Skin 34% 100% 99.85 99.91 0.06
SUSY 34% 40% 80.00 80.02 0.03
Web 55% 100% 97.24 97.71 0.47
These four datasets, where the proposed method stopped whenever acc(φRtstop)
was greater than θ , were examined further. As a result, it was found that the proposed
method is able to detect the point of no more enhancement in acc(φ), which is expected
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to happen when the value of α is increased. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the suitable α for
each of these datasets, in addition to all of the other information illustrated in Tables
5.2 and 5.3.
Table 5.4 Results of the proposed algorithm for the 4 datasets that need further exam-
inations over the V, where Memmax=20GB ,Rtlow = 1% , β = 3 and θ =0.5, with α
varied
Dataset α Rtstop Rt(max) Acc(φRtstop) Acc(φRtmax) |∆acc(φ)|
Census 4 73% 100% 92.96 93.32 0.36
connect4 6 67% 100% 82.07 82.56 0.49
Covert Type 6 73% 100% 96.61 96.90 0.29
IJCNN01 6 73% 100% 94.25 94.57 0.32
47
Table 5.5 Results of the proposed algorithm for the 4 datasets that need further ex-
aminations over the TS, where Memmax=20GB ,Rtlow = 1% , β = 3 and θ =0.5, α
varied
Dataset α Rtstop Rt(max) Acc(φRtstop) Acc(φRtmax) |∆acc(φ)|
Census 4 73% 100% 93.06 93.43 0.37
connect4 6 67% 100% 81.53 82.00 0.47
Covert Type 6 73% 100% 96.52 96.83 0.31
IJCNN01 6 73% 100% 95.19 95.34 0.15
Table 5.6 illustrates that less than 10 steps were needed to determine the pattern
relation in most of the examined datasets. The only case in which the number of
steps exceeded 10 was in the Poker dataset, which required 14 steps. A possible
explanation for this increase in I can be noted from Figure 5.4, which shows that
the acc(φ) continuously improved until Rt = 70% for both datasets. In addition, the
Table 5.6 shows that the proposed method in nine datasets was terminated due to the
identification of three successive equally performing ensembles, while the method
ended in the HUGGES, KDD99 and SUSY datasets due to Mem(max) being reached.
While the proposed method was ended due to reach 100% in the Poker dataset.
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Table 5.6 The number of steps (I) required to identify the relation pattern using the
proposed method and the termination criteria for each of the 13 examined datasets















Previously, the ability of the proposed method to stop where no more enhancement
acc(φ) was expected to occur was confirmed by comparing Acc(φRtstop) to Acc(φRtmax).
In this section, the Wilcoxson test is used to determine whether there is a significant
difference between (acc(φRtstop)) and (acc(φRtmax)) when running 10 times over TS .
Detailed information about the Wilcoxson test can be found in Chapter 3.
Table 5.7 shows the Rtstop, Rtmax , |∆acc(φ)|, z statistic, and the related p-value
for each dataset. The statistical results obtained by applying the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test in our experiment confirm that there was no significant difference between
(acc(φRtstop)) and (acc(φRtmax)) in 5 of the 13 datasets when the significance level is
0.05. These five datasets are the FARS, KDD99, Poker, Shuttle, and SUSY datasets,
where the p-values were equal to 0.414, 1, 1, 0.360, and 0.670, respectively. The table
also reveals an expected result, but one that does not often occur when using statistical
tests. That is, the p-value in the cases of KDD99 and the Poker datasets was equal
to 1, and z = 0. The reason the p-value was equal to 1 in both datasets was because
Rtstop was equal to Rt(max), which means the compressions were done between two
identical ensembles, and that this was reflected in the statistical test results.
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No significant difference was found between acc(RtStop) and acc(Rtmax) in the
present experiment means, that the proposed method succeeded in terminating the
algorithm where no more enhancement in the acc(φ) was expected by increasing the
Rt.
Table 5.7 The results of the statistical analysis
Dataset Rtstop Rt(max) |∆acc(φ)| z p-value
adult 49% 100% 0.45% -2.805 0.005
Census 73% 100% 0.37% -2.809 0.005
connect4 67% 100% 0.47% -2.803 0.005
Covert Type 73% 100% 0.31% -2.809 0.005
FAR 34% 100% 0.00% -0.816 0.414
HUGGES 22% 25% 0.07% -2.836 0.005
IJCNN01 73% 100% 0.15% -2.81 0.005
KDD99 34% 34% 0.00% 0 1.000
Poker 100% 100% 0.00% 0 1.000
Shuttle 34% 100% 0.02% -2.099 0.360
Skin 34% 100% 0.06% -2.848 0.004
SUSY 34% 40% 0.03% -0.426 0.670
Web 55% 100% 0.47% -2.823 0.005
On the other hand, the statistical analysis results show that there was a significant
difference between (acc(φRtstop)) and (acc(φRtmax)) in 8 of the datasets at a significance
level of 0.05. These results suggest that the proposed method was terminated where
there was a possible improvement in the acc(φ) by increasing the Rt. Although
the statistical results confirm that there was a possibility of enhancing acc(φ) by
increasing the Rt, this enhancement (represented by |∆acc(φ)|)) for all eight of the
datasets was within the predefined tolerance (θ = 0.5%). Thus, this difference in the
performance can be considered an insufficient enhancement when considering the
predefined tolerance. In that case, the proposed method can be considered to have
succeeded in stopping at the suitable Rt where no more improvement in the accuracy
would occur.
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5.5.3 Efficiency Investigations
Table 5.8 shows α , the total number of iterations (I), and the required time (T ) taken
to identify the relationship patterns for the 13 datasets used. It is apparent from this
table that T varies from one dataset to another. For instance, there is a need for about
23 hours to detect the relation between acc(φ) and Rt in the HIGGES dataset, while
only 1.41 minutes were required to identify the relationship patterns in the Shuttle
dataset. As a result of this wide variation in T , there is a need to break down T to its
basic components to facilitate an understanding of the reasons behind this variation in
times from one dataset to the next .
Table 5.8 The average required times (T ) of 5 runs in minutes and number of iterations
(I) to predict the relation pattern using the proposed method for all the 13 datasets
examined (α)
Dataset α I T
adult 3 7 3.99
Census 4 9 44.76
connect4 6 6 2.23
Covert Type 6 7 161.66
FAR 3 6 3.29
HIGGES 3 5 1383.29
IJCNN01 6 7 5.67
KDD 3 6 783.41
Poker 3 14 174.92
Shuttle 3 6 1.41
Skin 3 6 4.47
SUSY 3 6 488.01
Web 3 8 100.12
Fundamentally, T is the sum of the time required to create and evaluate all the
ensembles of the classifiers that were constructed during the lifetime of the proposed
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Where T (φ)i is the ensemble time for the ith iteration which can be calculated
T (φ) as shown in 5.6.
T (φ) = Tp +TTr +Tee. (5.6)
Where
• Tp : Partitioning Time, which is the time required to partition Tr into N subsets
using Rti.
• TTr : is the training (modelling) time, which is the time required to train the data
subsets to create a base classifiers by using the machine learning algorithm;
Tee : denotes the ensemble evaluation time, which pertains to the time required to
evaluate an ensemble over the TS and V datasets;
As can be seen in equations 5.5 and 5.6, T is mainly affected by the T (φ), which
can be influenced by many factors such as the size of data subsets, the partitioning
method used, and the learning algorithm used to induce models. To highlight the effect
of T (φ) and its basic elements on the time of the proposed method, the detailed T (φ)i
for each iteration are presented in Tables 5.9 and 5.10 for the datasets that required the
longest and shortest times.
Table 5.9 The breakdown of (T ) in minutes to its basic elements as an average of 5
runs in HIGGS dataset (α)
i Rti TP TTr Tee T (φ)i
1 1 0.31 6.32 5.98 12.61
2 4 1.19 23.92 6.83 31.95
3 7 2.12 62.65 7.10 71.87
4 13 4.36 219.98 7.00 231.25
5 22 6.89 1021.74 6.98 1035.61
Total 14.88 1334.52 33.89 1383.29
The results obtained from both former tables show that TTr is the factor that most
contributed to the T (φ) in each iteration. Thus, in the HIGGS dataset, TTr represents
96.47% of T which is represented in Table 5.9 as the total of T (φ)i . In the same way,
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Table 5.10 The breakdown of (T ) in minutes to its basic elements as an average of 5
runs in Shuttle dataset (α)
i Rti TP TTr Tee T (φ)i
1 1 0.004 0.127 0.062 0.193
2 4 0.010 0.128 0.052 0.189
3 7 0.016 0.122 0.047 0.186
4 13 0.032 0.146 0.048 0.226
5 22 0.049 0.171 0.052 0.272
6 34 0.076 0.221 0.043 0.340
Total 0.186 0.914 0.305 1.405
TTr represents 65.05% of the T for the shuttle dataset as shown in Table 5.10. The data
from both tables also shows that T (φ) had a direct relation with Rt, and this is very
obvious in the HIGGS dataset, which is very big compared to the shuttle dataset.
The results discussed above provide further support to what was mentioned pre-
viously regarding the factor that influences the T (φ), and as a consequence, the T .
Fundamentally, the proposed method in this chapter provides a generic approach
that helps to identify the pattern of the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt without
specifying a particular type of learning algorithm or partitioning strategy. Thus, if a
researcher proposes an efficient method for building an ensemble of classifiers, the
new ensemble approach can be adopted in our proposed method without the need for
any modification in the design of the proposed method.
5.6 Summary
The results of our previous chapter 4 and the results of this study suggest that the
relation between acc(φ) and Rt for a given dataset often belongs to the P2 or P3
categories.
In this chapter, a method was proposed to identify the relation pattern between the
accuracy of an ensemble of classifiers, acc(φ ), and the relative size of the data, (Rt).
The algorithm was evaluated empirically using 13 big datasets. The results show that
the proposed method can detect the relation pattern in less than 10 steps in 92% of
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the datasets investigated. This method can also be used to provide a suggestion for
choosing the best data subset size when an ensemble of classifiers that is needed to
deal with a big dataset is being developed.
In regard to the efficiency of the proposed method, the results show that the time
required to identify the pattern of the relationship is dependent on the time needed
to construct and evaluate an ensemble of classifiers for the provided dataset using
different Rt.Thus any enhancement in constructing time of the ensemble will be
reflected positively in the proposed method.
Furthermore, the Wilcoxson test was to determine whether there is a significant
difference between Acc(φRtstop) to Acc(φRtmax) using 5 runs over TS. The results of this
test show that there is no significant difference between Acc(φRtstop) and Acc(φRtmax) in
FARS, KDD99, Poker, Shuttle, and SUSY datasets, while there is a significant differ-
ence between Acc(φRtstop) and Acc(φRtmax) in the remaining 8 datasets at a significance
level of 0.05. Finding no significant difference between Acc(φRtstop) and Acc(φRtmax)
means that the proposed method succeeded in terminating the algorithm where no
more improvement in the acc(φ) is expected. Also, the findings of the significant
difference between Acc(φRtstop) and Acc(φRtmax) can be ignored in cases where the
absolute difference between them are within the predefined tolerance, which was the
case for the eight datasets where a significant difference between Acc(φRtstop) and
Acc(φRtmax) was identified.
In further work, it will be interesting to reduce the Rt to a very small value, such as
0.1%, 0.01% or 0.001%, especially for datasets that belong to the P3 pattern, in order
to understand how the relation between acc(φ) and Rt will be affected in the case
of using a very small Rt. Currently, the input parameters for the proposed algorithm
were chosen depending on the empirical results of our experiments. Further work
needs to be done to design an adaptive rule for choosing the best input values for each
dataset. Furthermore, the current experiments were conducted on a single machine.
Accordingly, more improvements to the proposed detection algorithm are needed to
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develop a new version of the algorithm that is compatible with a parallel computing
environment; this will reduce the time required to identify the relationship pattern.
CHAPTER 6
SELECTIVE MODELLING FOR BUILDING EFFECTIVE EN-
SEMBLES
6.1 Introduction
Model selection, ensemble selection and ensemble pruning constitute the process of
selecting a small set of classifiers from a large pool of all available classifiers to produce
an efficient and effective ensemble [69]. This process can be performed dynamically
or statically. Dynamic model selection is carried out by selecting a specific set of
classifiers for each testing instance. By contrast, static model selection uses the same
selected set of classifiers to predict entire testing instances.
As discussed in previous chapters, using an ensemble of classifiers to address the
problem of mining a big dataset requires employing the ‘divide-and-conquer’ strategy,
which necessitates the division of a single large dataset into numerous subsets of
manageable sizes. A model is then constructed from each of these subsets, and an
ensemble selection method is used to select the set of classifiers that best improves
ensemble performance. Finally, the predictions of the selected models are combined
using a fusion method designed to generate ensemble predictions.
Applying traditional ensemble selection methods in dealing with a big dataset
is a challenging task. Obstacles appear to be that numerous subsets are required.
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This requirement, in turn, necessitates the construction of a large number of models.
Training these massive numbers of data subsets entails considerable expense in terms
of time and resources. Traditional ensemble selection methods depend on the principle
of selecting models from a pool of models that contain all possible models. The
primary drawback of these approaches lies in the creation of a pool that contains all
possible models; this task can result in time and resource wastage because only some
of the generated models are selected to form the final ensemble.
To enable the conservation of time and resources, this chapter proposes a selective
modelling (SM) method, whose aim is to minimise the time and resources during the
construction of model pools. Time and resources reduction is made possible by the
iterative building of the models pool and sustained construction more models until no
further improvement than a pre-set tolerance in ensemble performance is observed.
6.2 A Novel Selective Modelling Algorithm for Mining
Big dataset
As previously explained, the main problem encountered in most existing techniques of
model selection is their reliance on an existing pool of models that consists of at least
one model for each available data subset. Given the excessive time and resource costs
associated with creating a pool of classifiers, especially for big datasets, the proposed
SM method is developed in a way that allows the combination of creating models pool
creation and model selection concurrently in each iteration.
The process of the SM method starts after partitioning a big training dataset into
manageable data subsets and putting them into data subsets pool (DP). The proposed
SM is an iterative method that consists of 4 main stages. These stages are depicted by
Figure 6.1 and can be summarised as follows:
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Fig. 6.1 Selective modelling process
Stage 1: Subset selection & modelling In this stage, several data subsets are randomly
selected from the DP, and then a base classifier from each of the selected data
subsets is built using a machine learning algorithm.
Stage 2: Model evaluation & ranking The models created in the previous stage are
evaluated using a validation dataset (V), whilst weak classifiers are discarded
and remaining classifiers are added to the model pool (MP). The models in the
MP are then ranked using a pairwise diversity measure.
Stage 3: Model selection & ensemble evaluation The models that are ranked highest
in the preceding stage are used to construct an intermediate ensemble. The
intermediate ensemble is subsequently evaluated on V. After this step, the
ensemble evaluation and selection criteria are employed to facilitate the decision
of the proposed method on whether to retain the selected models as members of
the ensemble or remove them.
Stage 4: Checking termination criterion The last stage entails checking the algorithm
termination criterion to decide on whether to terminate the process or create
another iteration. Generally, the algorithm will continue to work until no further
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improvement in ensemble performance is observed. The final ensemble is
evaluated on a testing dataset (TS).
Each of the previously described stages consists of several steps. These steps are
described in more detail later in section 6.2.3.
6.2.1 Relationship between Ensemble Accuracy and Diversity
This section presents the experimental and (previous) literature-based exploration
of the influence of diversity between ensemble members and ensemble accuracy
Acc(φ ). This investigation aims to determine whether diversity is to be considered as
an effective selection criterion in the proposed approach. Fundamentally, generating
a set of diverse models is an important element in creating an accurate ensemble of
classifiers. Although many researchers agree on the theoretical importance of diversity
for an ensemble of classifiers, no unified and formal definition of diversity has been
found.
Diversity measures are generally divided into two categories: pairwise and non-
pairwise measures. Kuncheva [48] summarised and studied 10 of the most commonly
used diversity measures. Although extensive experimental studies were conducted in
[46, 48, 77, 76, 82], the researchers did not found a strong correlation between the
aforementioned diversity measures and the Acc(φ ) on all the examined datasets. Other
studies, such as Ko et al.[43], have put forward new diversity measures, but in most
cases, no single measure exhibited a strong correlation with ensemble accuracy.
In light of previous studies, the coincident failure diversity (CFD) [70] has been
considered to be arguably the best theoretical representation of the diversity among
classifiers [6] and therefore is chosen to examine the relationship between CFD and
Acc(φ ) under an increasing number of models in our research.
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6.2.1.1 Experimental Design and Procedure
This experiment is intended to determine the relationship between CFD and Acc(φ ).
Achieving this aim requires observation of the association between CFD and Acc(φ )
whilst ensemble size is increased. The detailed experimental procedure is described in
the succeeding section.
CFD, is proposed by Partridge and Krzanowski [70]. It is defined by [48] in the
manner illustrated in equation 6.1.
CFD =








L−1 pi if p0 < 1
(6.1)
Where L is the number of base classifiers in the ensemble, and pi denotes the probability
that i randomly chosen classifiers will fail on a randomly chosen instance. Maximum
diversity occurs when CFD=1, which indicates that the members of the ensemble
create unique misclassifications. Minimum diversity is generated when CFD = 0,
which means that all the member of the ensemble are identical.
6.2.1.1.1 Experimental procedure
1. Six datasets were used to examine the relationship between Acc(φ ) and CFD.
These datasets are Adult, Census, Cover Type, FARS, Poker and Web datasets.
The detailed characteristics of these datasets are explained in Section 3.3.
2. To create a DP, a training dataset (Tr) is partitioned into 91 disjoint data subsets
using sampling without a replacement technique. Each data subset contains 1.1
% from the instances in the Tr.
3. An MP is created by generating a base classier for each subset in the DP by
using the j48 learning algorithm, which is the Weka [34] implementation of the
C4.5 decision tree[73].
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4. The individual models in the MP are evaluated over V, and any classifier that
performs to a degree inferior to the accuracy of a random guess (50%) for binary
classification problem is removed from the MP
5. An initial ensemble is built by randomly choosing three models from the MP.
6. The ensemble performance and its diversity are evaluated over V and TS on the
basis of accuracy as a performance measure. Equation 6.1 is used to calculate
the CFD diversity, and majority voting is adopted as an ensemble fusion strategy.
7. Two other classifiers are randomly chosen from the MP.
8. A new ensemble of classifiers is constructed, and steps 6 and 7 are repeated until
no further improvement is achieved or models are no longer available in the MP.
6.2.1.2 Experimental Results
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the relationship between Acc(φ) and CFD over V and TS for
the six examined datasets. Figure 6.2 illustrates that CFD is somewhat correlated with
Acc(φ) the Adult, Cover Type and Poker datasets. This correlation varies in strength
and direction of relationship from one dataset to another. On the other hand, Figure
6.3 indicates that Acc(φ) is unaffected by the change in CFD value on the Census,
FARS and Web datasets.
To more accurately examined the relationship between CFD and Acc(φ), the Pear-
son correlation test [19] is conducted. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 list the Pearson correlation
test results for the six datasets evaluated over V and TS, respectively. Both tables show
a statistically significant relationship between Acc(φ) and CFD on the Adult, Cover
Type and Poker datasets. Acc(φ) is strongly correlated with CFD over the Adult and
Cover Type datasets but moderately correlated with that on the Poker dataset.
By contrast, no statistically significant relationship is found between Acc(φ) and
CFD on the Census dataset. The test is also inapplicable to the FARS and Web datasets
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Fig. 6.2 Relationship between Acc(φ) and CFD over the validation and testing datasets
for the Adult, Cover Type and Poker datasets. The diversity chart is on the left, whereas
the accuracy chart is on the right.
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Fig. 6.3 Relationship between Acc(φ) and CFD over the validation and testing datasets
for the Census, FARS and Web datasets. The diversity chart is on the left, whereas the
accuracy chart is on the right.
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because their ensemble performance is constant under an increasing number of models
(Figure 6.3).
Table 6.1 Results of correlation analysis for the used datasets over the validation
dataset
Dataset r P value Pearson strength
Adult 0.740 <0.005 Strong
Census -0.073 0.733 Not significant
Cover Type 0.891 <0.005 Very strong
FARS NA NA NA
Poker -0.459 0.003 Moderate
Web NA NA NA
Table 6.2 Results of correlation analysis for the used datasets over the testing dataset
Dataset r P value Pearson strength
Adult 0.931 <0.005 Very strong
Census 0.350 0.093 Not significant
Cover Type 0.864 <0.005 Very strong
FARS NA NA NA
Poker -0.452 0.003 Moderate
Web NA NA NA
Interestingly, although a statistically significant relationship exists between Acc(φ )
and CFD on the Adult, Cover Type and Poker datasets, the direction of the relationship
is non-homogeneous over the three datasets. Acc(φ ) and CFD are positively related
on the Adult and Cover Type datasets and inversely related over the Poker dataset.
6.2.1.3 Summary
As mentioned earliest in this section 6.2.1, this brief investigation aims to decide on
whether diversity can be regarded as a selection criterion in the proposed method. The
experimental results show that using CFD as a selection criterion in the developed SM
is difficult. Given that the relationship between CFD and Acc(φ ) is unclear over the
six examined datasets, CFD is excluded as a contribution evaluator criterion in our
approach.
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6.2.2 Design of the Selective Modelling Algorithm
6.2.2.1 Inputs
The proposed algorithm requires nine input parameters. These parameters are as
follows:
1. DP: A set that contains references to all available data subsets. These subsets
are created by partitioning a single huge training dataset.
2. TS: Testing dataset.
3. V: Validation dataset.
4. Accuracy tolerance (θ ): In the proposed algorithm, the accuracy tolerance is
a percentage range value that represents the amount of acceptable difference
between two compared accuracy levels. θ affects two stages out of the four
previously illustrated in Figure 6.1. These stages are model selection & ensemble
evaluation (stage 3) and termination criterion check (stage 4). During the model
selection steps in stage 3, a wide θ increases the chances that a selected model
from an MP will be used as a member of the final ensemble. A narrow θ
constrains the selection step, thereby restricting the number of models in the
final ensemble. θ also influences stage 4, wherein a huge θ can terminate the
algorithm in a few iterations. A small value increases the number of iterations
before algorithm termination.
5. The size of the initial ensemble |φinit |: This refers to the smallest number of
models required to construct an ensemble. The value of |φinit | is related to the
fusion strategy used in the constructed ensemble. Because the majority voting
approach is adopted as a fusion strategy, three is the minimum number of models
required to construct an ensemble.
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6. Minimum accuracy of individual models (accmin) : This value represents the
lower bound for the acceptable accuracy of a model. During the model evaluation
step in the second stage of the SM process , any model that performs lower than
that of (accmin) is discarded.
7. Number of models to be added at each iteration (π): In the proposed algorithm,
ensemble size is expanded in each iteration. The value of π indicates the number
of models added to an existing ensemble of classifiers at each iteration. This
parameter affects stage 3, specifically in model selection tasks. a very big π is
undesirable because the aim of SM is to gradually construct the final ensemble.
The value of π is also influenced by the employed fusion strategy. In addition,
it is used to regulate the number of models within the ensemble to generate an
even or odd number of models at each iteration.
8. γ : This refers to the percentage of the minimum number of models to be checked
before the termination criterion is applied. This parameter affects stage 4, and
it is used as a protection from algorithm termination in early stages. A large γ
value increases the number of required iterations for the algorithm.
9. λ : This pertains to the minimum number of successive ensembles with equal
accuracy to be identified for the purpose of creating a checking point. The value
of λ also affects the required iterations for the algorithm in stage 4.
6.2.2.2 Outputs:
The output of the SM algorithm is an ensemble of classifiers that consists of a few
number of models and has a performance better or at last similar to the performance
of the full ensemble that consists of all the available models.
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6.2.2.3 Models selection Criteria:
For ensemble selection task, the ensemble performance is used as a selection criterion.
At any iteration during the algorithm lifetime, If adding new models reduces the
ensemble performance, then the latest added models should be discarded. Otherwise,
the newly added models should be kept as members of the ensemble. As a result of
the investigation in section 6.2.1, the diversity is not used as a selection Criteria.
6.2.2.4 Termination criterion:
Generally, the algorithm will be terminated if the process of adding new models to the
ensemble is not enhancing the performance of the ensemble anymore. The details of
how to measure the ensemble performance during the algorithm lifetime is illustrated
in the next section.
6.2.3 Detailed Algorithm and Pseudocode:
Previously Figure 6.1 shows the 4 main stages for the SM algorithm. In this section the
detailed steps for each main stage are presented and the pseudocode for the selective
modelling algorithm is also presented. Figure 6.4 shows the conceptual framework for
the SM algorithm. The presented framework is divided into four main steps as detailed
below:
Stage 1: Data subsets selection and modelling:
At the beginning of each iteration, the number of models available in the MP is
checked. If the number of models in MP is bigger or equal to π , there is no need
to select a new batch of subsets; consequently, there is no need to build any new
models. On the other hand, if the size of MP is less than π , then the following
steps need to be performed:
(a) Select P subsets randomly from DP, where P = the number of processors.
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Fig. 6.4 Conceptual Framework for Selective Modelling
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(b) Build a base classifier (a model) from each of the selected subsets in
parallel, using a machine learning algorithm.
Stage 2: Models evaluation & Ranking:
(a) The generated models from the previous steps are evaluated on V.
(b) Weak classifiers will be discarded. Any model that performs on V less
than (accmin) will be discarded.
(c) The remained classifiers are added to MP.
(d) Make sure that MP contains models greater than or equal to π before
moving to the next step. Otherwise, go back to step 1 (in stage 1) and
select a new batch of subsets.
Stages 1 and 2 are expressed by lines 11 to 24 in Algorithm 3 .
Stage 3: Models selection & Ensemble evaluation:
Before applying any model selection technique, there is a need to construct the
initial ensemble (θinit). If the θinit is not constructed, then step (a) is required to
be performed. otherwise move to steps b and c.
(a) Construct the initial ensemble (φ init): The (|φinit |) is determined as input
argument to the proposed algorithm. To construct the θinit , the following
steps are need to be followed:
i. Choose the most accurate model (MAM) from MP to be the first
member of the φinit .
ii. Calculate the pairwise diversity between the MAM and the other
models in MP. In the proposed method the Double-fault [32] (DF)
pairwise diversity measure is used.
iii. Rank the models in MP according to their DF diversity from MAM.
iv. Choose the most (|φ init| – 1) diverse models from MP. It should be
noted that the diversity is used to select a possible candidate for the
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constructed ensemble, but the final selection criteria for the member of
the ensemble is decided using the ensemble accuracy. The ensemble
selection criteria is described in step Stage 3:c.
v. Construct and evaluate the φ init on V.
vi. Begin a new iteration.
Algorithm 4 illustrates the detailed steps for the initial ensemble
creation.
(b) Increase the size of the ensemble: After constructing and evaluating the
φinit , the |φinit | will be gradually increased by π models at each iteration.
The process of expanding the ensemble is continued until either the algo-
rithm termination criterion is fulfilled or all the available subsets in DP
have been checked. The following steps are required to enlarge the size of
the ensemble. These steps are also expressed in the algorithm 3 lines 28 to
38:
i. Calculate the diversity between each model in MP and the last con-
structed ensemble.
ii. Rank the models in MP according to their diversity.
iii. Select the most π diverse models and add them to the ensemble.
iv. Construct and evaluate the ensemble on V.
(c) Checking the selection criteria: After adding new models to the φinit ,
the performance of the new ensemble is compared to the performance of
the preceding ensemble. If adding the new models reduces the ensemble
performance, then the latest added models should be discarded. Otherwise,
the new added models should be kept as members of the ensemble. This
step is illustrated in the algorithm 3 lines 40 to 50:
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Stage 4: Termination criterion:
The proposed algorithm will continue until the process of adding more models
to the ensemble is not improving its performance any more. Fundamentally the
termination criterion should be checked at the end of each iteration, but in order
to prevent the algorithm from being terminated in very early stages the checking
of the termination criterion will only be started after the selection of a specified
number of models. This number of models is determined as an input parameter γ .
During the algorithm life cycle, a series of checkpoints for observing the en-
semble performance is identified. The algorithm termination criterion check is
applied at each checkpoint to decide whether to stop or to continue the selective
modelling algorithm. A checkpoint consists of several successive ensembles
that have similar performance. The required number of successive ensembles
for a checkpoint is determined by input parameter λ . The performance at the
checkpoint is calculated as an average of the performance of the enclosed ensem-
bles. The algorithm will be terminated if the performance of two checkpoints
is approximately equal. Algorithm 5 highlights the main tasks required for
checking the termination criteria of the selective modelling algorithm.
6.3 Experimental Setup
6.3.1 Datasets
As indicated in this section, 13 datasets are used to evaluate the proposed SM algorithm.
The main characteristics of the used datasets are summarised in Table 6.3. Detailed
information about these datasets is presented in Section 3.3.
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Algorithm 3: Selective Modelling
Inputs :
1. N: a set that contains references to all available subsets.
2. TS: Testing dataset.
3. V: Validation dataset.
4. θ : accuracy tolerance.
5. |φinit |: initial ensemble size.
6. Accmin: the minimum accuracy for individual models.
7. π: number of models to be added at each iteration.
8. γ : the minimum no. of models needed to be checked before examining the stopping condition.
9. λ : the minimum no. of successive ensembles with equal accuracy needed to be achieved before ending the algorithm.
Output :
An ensemble of classifiers that consists of a few number of models and has a performance at last similar to the
performance of the full ensemble.
Start :
Let φinit = false.1
Let φupdate = false.2
Let φcount = 0.3
Let MpoolSorted = false.4
Let p = number of available processors.5
Let the maximum possible number of models (Mmax) = |N|.6
Let checkedM= 0.7
Let equalAcc =0.8
Let checkPoints is a list that contains the Acc(φ) on V for the all possible stopping points for the algorithm.9
while termination criterion is not true do10
if |MP|< π then11
if (|MP|+ |N|)≥ π then12
Select p subsets randomly from N.13
Generate, in parallel, a base classifier(m) from each of the p selected subsets.14
Evaluate the p models on the V.15
Discard any base classifier which its acc(mi)< Accmin.16
Add the remaining models to MP.17
if |MP|< π then18






if φinit is not completed then25
Construct the initial ensemble.26
end27
if ensemble not Updated then28
if MP not Sorted then29
Sort the models in MP in descending order according to their diversity.30
MpoolSorted = true.31
end32
Select the highest π models from the MP, and add them to the φ .33




Evaluate the φ on the V.38
if ensembleCounter ̸= 1 then39
if selection criteria is true; then40
Evaluate the φ on the TS.41
MpoolSorted = false.42






Remove the last π models added to the φ .49
end50
else51
Evaluate the φ on the TS.52
MpoolSorted = false.53
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Algorithm 4: Creating the initial ensemble
Inputs :
1. MP: a set that contains references to the available models.
2. |φinit |: initial ensemble size.
Output :
An initial ensemble of classifiers where the size of the created ensemble = |φinit |.
Start :
while φinit is not completed and MP is not empty do1
if φinit is empty then2
let MAM = the most accurate model in MP.3
add MAM to the φ .4
checkedM++.5
Calculate the pairwise diversity between MAM and the models in MP.6
Rank the models in MP according to their diversity.7
Mpoolsorted = true.8
else9
let MDM = the most diverse model in MP.10
add MDM to the φ .11
checkedM++12
end13






Algorithm 5: Termination Criterion Method
Inputs :
1. Mmax : the maximum possible number of models.
2. checkedM: the number of models that have been checked by the selective Modelling algorithm.
3. checkPoints List: contains the validation accuracy for all the check points before calling this method.
4. γ : the minimum no. of models that needed to be checked before examining the stopping condition.
5. λ : the minimum no. of successive ensembles with equal accuracy that needed to be achieved before ending the
algorithm
Output :
A Boolean value which represents whether or not to terminate the algorithm.
Start :
if checkedM ≥ (Mmax× γ) and equalAcc = λ then1
let avr = the average of the validation accuracy of the last λ ensembles.2
let LastCheckP = the last entry in the checkPoints List.3
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Table 6.3 Main characteristics of the datasets used in the experiment
Dataset Training Validation Testing No. of
Instances Instances Instances Attributes
Adult 34,536 9,768 16,281 60
Census 245,389 59,859 99,762 31
Connect4 48,173 9,458 20,268 43
Cover Type 366,037 156,873 58,102 39
FARS 89,648 14,010 30,021 30
HUGGS 5,390,000 2,310,000 3,300,000 28
IJCNN01 60,138 14,997 91,701 7
KDD99 1,361,892 1,469,530 311,029 47
Poker 574,004 143,502 307,503 11
Shuttle 54,331 8,700 14,500 10
Skin 216,974 34,308 73,518 4
SUSY 2,800,000 700,000 1,500,000 19
Web 64,839 14,925 14,951 262
6.3.2 Experimental procedure
• The values of the input parameters are illustrated in Table 6.4. These values are
obtained by testing different values for these parameters in several runs of the
algorithm over a small set from the 13 datasets.








• A DP is created by dividing a Tr into 91 disjoint datasets by sampling without
replacement as a partitioning method.
• The Weka [34] implementation (j48) of the traditional C4.5 decision tree [73] is
used as a learning algorithm to generate base classifiers.
• Majority voting is used as a fusion strategy.
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• To estimate ensemble accuracy, the Hold out [47, p. 9] evaluation strategy is
adopted. The derived accuracy (see Results section) is an average of 10 runs.
• In each run, the original dataset is divided into training and validation datasets,
with 70% of the original dataset size used for training and the remaining 30%
employed for validation. Sampling without replacement is also carried out as a
partitioning method.
• The performance of the proposed algorithm is then evaluated and statistically
tested, as described in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.3 Evaluation Method
To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed SM algorithm, the perfor-
mance of the constructed ensemble that uses the SM is compared with the performance
of the following:
• The full ensemble: An ensemble that consists of all the available models (FE).
• An ensemble that is constructed using the forward search selection strategy (FS):
Forward search or forward stepwise selection is a traditional ensemble selection
method that proceeds as follows [77, 12, 94, 86]: Start with an empty ensemble.
Then, at each iteration, add the model that maximises the ensemble performance
on a validation dataset. Continue selecting more models until all the available
models are examined. The implementation of the forward search algorithm in
this experiment is similar to that described earlier, with one exception; instead
of selecting the model that maximises ensemble accuracy, random selection is
performed to select π models in each iteration. This step is intended to save
time in the evaluation of the created ensemble; such savings translates to a huge
difference, especially in situations wherein a very large MP is used.
The Friedman test [20] is also carried out to statistically compare the performance
of the proposed method and that of other ensemble methods over the 13 datasets.
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The critical difference (CD) diagram [20] is used to graphically summarise whether a
significant difference exists between the proposed algorithm and the other methods.
Significance is considered at the 5% level. Detailed information on the statistical tests
is provided in Section 3.4.
6.4 Experimental Results and Evaluation
The empirical results derived with the proposed SM algorithm are discussed in this
section. To examine the quality of classification made by the ensemble that is con-
structed using SM, the performance of the constructed ensemble is compared to that
of two other ensembles: 1) an ensemble that contains all available models (FE) and 2)
an ensemble that is constructed using FS. The performance of SM is comprehensively
discussed in Section 6.4.1.
In addition to the performance comparison, the efficiency of the proposed method
is compared with that of the two mentioned ensembles in Section 6.4.2.
6.4.1 Performance of Selective Modelling
This section reports the experimental results on accuracy. The classification accuracy
of the ensembles (Acc(φ)) that are constructed by SM, FS and FE are illustrated
using the 13 datasets mentioned in Section 6.3. To obtain reliable statistics over these
findings, each result represents an average of 10 runs. The averaged ensemble accuracy
Acc(φts) over TS of the 13 datasets, are shown in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5 shows the number of models (M) in each ensemble, Acc(φ) and standard
deviations. The proposed SM was more accurate than the two other ensembles on
seven out of the 13 datasets. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 indicate an improvement in Acc(φts)
over the algorithm’s lifetime on seven datasets where the SM achieved the highest
accuracy amongst the three ensembles.
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Fig. 6.5 Datasets wherein SM achieves the highest accuracy in the comparison of
ensemble methods
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Fig. 6.6 Datasets wherein SM achieves the highest accuracy in the comparison of
ensemble methods
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Table 6.5 Average testing ensemble accuracy and number of models over 13 datasets
FE FS SM
Datasets M acc(φ)FE M acc(φ)FS M acc(φ)SM
adult 91 82.43 ±0.38 83 83.16 ±0.30 26 83.75 ±0.30
Census 91 93.95 ±0.18 88 94.29 ±0.17 23 94.48 ±0.02
Connect4 91 72.28 ±0.87 88 73.82 ±0.94 27 74.54 ±0.55
Cover Type 91 81.40 ±0.13 91 81.68 ±0.14 29 81.75 ±0.21
FARS 91 96.62 ±0.00 91 96.62 ±0.00 23 96.62 ±0.00
HIGGS 91 71.05 ±0.04 91 71.17 ±0.02 29 71.12 ±0.04
IJCNN01 91 91.89 ±0.40 72 93.48 ±0.49 26 95.37 ±0.16
KDD99 91 92.11 ±0.02 91 92.11 ±0.01 23 92.11 ±0.03
Poker 91 57.09 ±2.30 79 61.70 ±1.85 39 60.35 ±0.02
Shuttle 91 99.68 ±0.10 91 99.66 ±0.10 23 99.71 ±0.08
Skin 91 98.73 ±0.03 91 98.78 ±0.03 23 99.33 ±0.06
SUSY 91 79.38 ±0.01 91 79.39 ±0.01 26 79.38 ±0.04
Web 91 96.65 ±0.01 89 96.94 ±0.13 23 96.65 ±0.00
Furthermore, SM performed at a level equal to the performance of FE and FS
over the FARS and KDD99 datasets. Figure 6.7 shows Acc(φts) over the algorithm’s
lifetime on the aforementioned datasets.
The SM algorithm performed at a lower level than FS did on four datasets (HUGGS,
Poker, SUSY and Web) but did not register an accuracy level lower than that of FE.
The worst performance of SM ensembles occurs in the evaluation against FS on the
Poker dataset with ∆(Acc(φ)SM,Acc(φ)FS) = -1.34%. SM performance is also lower
on the HUGGS, SUSY and Web datasets, but its difference from the other models
is minimal; that is, it differs from ∆(Acc(φ)SM,Acc(φ)FS) by –0.05%, –0.01% and
–0.29%, respectively . Figure 6.8 illustrates the four datasets wherein SM exhibits a
performance worse than that of FS.
6.4.1.1 Assessment of Selective Modelling Performance
As previously stated, the accuracy of SM on the 13 examined datasets is higher than
that of the other two ensembles on seven datasets (Figures 6.5 and 6.6). However,
its performance is lower than that of FS on four datasets ( Figure 6.8); nevertheless,
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Fig. 6.7 SM achieves a performance equal to that of FE and FS on two datasets
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Fig. 6.8 The performance of SM is worse than that of FS on 4 datasets
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it consistently exhibits a higher performance than does FE. So it is important to
understand the reason for this different behaviour across varied datasets.
Three main factors distinguish the SM method from the FS selection method in
terms of accuracy. These factors are the 1) removal of weak classifiers, 2) ranking
and 3) termination criteria, which are described in detail in Section 6.2. To examine
the effects of these elements on ensemble accuracy, the comparison was extended by
adding two different versions from each of the selection methods analysed in Section
6.4.1. The extension proceeds as follows:
• FE: This is the same ensemble used previously.
• Forward search selection without removal of weak classifiers (FSoutRWC): This
is also the same ensemble previously adopte d.
• Forward search selection with removal of weak classifiers (FSwithtRWC): Weak
classifiers are removed in a similar manner as that done for the SM discussed in
Section 6.2.
• SM with ranking (SMwithRNK): This modelling method is that proposed in this
chapter and the approach used in the preceding chapter.
• SM without ranking (SMoutRNK): This approach is the proposed method but
without the ranking phase described in Section 6.2.
Table 6.6 shows the averaged testing ensemble accuracy Acc(φts) over the 13
datasets for 10 runs, the number of models in each ensemble and the rank of each
ensemble method on each dataset.
As indicated in Table 6.6, although introducing the removal of weak classifiers
in the FS improves the performance of forward search selection (FSwithRWC) on
the Adult, Census, IJCNN01 and Skin datasets, the introducing also results in lower
performance than that achieved by FSoutRWC over the Connect4, Poker, Shuttle and
Web datasets. While removing weak classifiers does not affect the performance of
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FS over the remaining five datasets. The loss of accuracy upon the removal of weak
classifies need to be investigated in further study. While the removal of weak classifiers
does not influence performance on five other datasets (Cover Type, FARS, HUGGS,
KDD99 and SUSY) because no weak classifiers require removal, as indicated in the
definition of weak classifiers in Section 6.2. This can be confirmed from Table 6.6,
where M is constant on any dataset that exhibits equal performance for FSwithRWC
and FSoutRWC.
As discussed in section 6.2, taking model ranking into consideration prevents
SMoutRNK from achieving a performance that surpasses that of SMwithRNK (Table
6.6), suggesting that using ranking in the proposed SM enhances performance or at
least prevents a decline in such performance.
To facilitate the comparison of ensemble performance on different datasets, the
Friedman test and the CD diagram [20] are used, as described in Section 3.4. Figure
6.9 shows the CD diagram for the accuracy levels ranked in Table 6.6.
Fig. 6.9 CD diagram of the average ranks for different ensemble performance levels
over 13 datasets (derived from the results in Table 6.6).
The results reveal the grouping of ensemble classifiers into two. The first group
comprises SMwithRNK, SMoutRNK, FSwithRWC and FSoutRWC, indicating that no
significant statistical difference in performance exists amongst these classifiers on the
13 datasets. The second group consists of FSwithRWC, FSoutRWC, SMoutRNK and
FE, also indicating no significant statistical difference in accuracy on all the datasets.
The only significant difference is that between the proposed method (SMwithRNK)
and FE. Fundamentally, SMwithRNK is the best ensemble in terms of accuracy, with
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the classifier achieving an average rank of 2. By contrast, FE is the worst ensemble,
having a rank of 4.23.
6.4.2 Efficiency of Selective Modelling
Given that SM is an iterative method (see section 6.2 ), the time required to create an
ensemble of classifiers by using SM is the sum of iteration time and the time needed
to create a DP, as shown in equation 6.2.





where TSM is the SM time, Tp denotes the partitioning time, I represents the number of
iterations and T (i) is the time for the ith iteration.
Iteration time can be calculated thus:
T (i) = TTr +Tee +Toth (6.3)
where:
TTr is the training (modelling) time, which is the time required to train the data subsets
selected from a DP to create a base classifier by using the machine learning
algorithm;
Tee denotes the ensemble evaluation time, which pertains to the time required to
evaluate an ensemble over the TS and V datasets;
Toth represents other times, which refer to the times required to access files, calculate
DF diversity, rank the models in an MP and check the termination criterion.
Table 6.7 and Figure 6.10 show the averaged total time for the same ensembles
whose accuracy levels over the 13 datasets are summarised in Table 6.6. Clearly, the
SM algorithm, in both versions, with and without ranking, performs more rapidly than
FS and FE do on almost all the datasets.
FS with and without the removal of weak classifiers exhibits the worst efficiency
level. That FS exhibits a performance lower than that of FE is unsurprising because it
requires considerably more iterations than do FE and SM. Given that FS needs a much
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Table 6.7 Average time (in minutes) required by the different ensemble methods that
illustrated in Table 6.6 and the standard division for the 13 datasets
FE FSoutRWC FSwithRWC SMwithRNK SMoutRNK
adult 0.23 ±0.01 0.44 ±0.02 0.28 ±0.01 0.16 ±0.02 0.14 ±0.01
Census 0.81 ±0.03 2.23 ±0.02 1.13 ±0.03 0.62 ±0.03 0.57 ±0.03
Connect4 0.23 ±0.01 0.58 ±0.02 0.37 ±0.04 0.18 ±0.04 0.18 ±0.03
Cover Type 1.10 ±0.01 4.46 ±0.18 4.04 ±0.17 0.90 ±0.02 0.76 ±0.02
FARS 0.37 ±0.01 0.95 ±0.03 0.55 ±0.01 0.26 ±0.13 0.25 ±0.01
HIGGS 20.19 ±0.39 70.23 ±04.53 63.85 ±2.63 13.79 ±0.46 12.04 ±0.36
Ijcnn 0.55 ±0.01 0.79 ±0.05 0.57 ±0.01 0.31 ±0.04 0.31 ±0.04
KDD99 6.36 ±0.18 37.85 ±1.76 33.56 ±1.71 5.40 ±0.19 4.30 ±0.15
Poker 1.84 ±0.05 6.03 ±0.04 4.40 ±0.32 2.96 ±0.95 1.67 ±0.48
Shuttle 0.19 ±0.01 0.50 ±0.02 0.50 ±0.02 0.13 ±0.01 0.12 ±0.01
Skin 0.54 ±0.01 1.61 ±0.07 0.88 ±0.03 0.36 ±0.01 0.32 ±0.02
SUSY 9.41 ±0.24 31.74 ±1.40 28.36 ±1.11 5.88 ±0.60 5.04 ±0.48
Web 0.29 ±0.02 0.63 ±0.15 0.35 ±0.04 0.22 ±0.01 0.20 ±0.01
longer time than that required by the other two ensembles, the investigation in this
section is focused on the efficiency levels of SM and FE.
Although SMoutRNK is the fastest amongst the compared ensembles, our focus in
this section is the efficiency of SMwithRWC because it is the most accurate method
amongst the approaches (see section 6.4.1). SMwithRWC was faster than FE on
12 out of the 13 examined datasets. The highest improvement rate was registered
on IJCNN01, where SMwithRWC performed faster than FE by 44%. The lowest
improvement occurs over KDD99, where the proposed method was more rapidly than
FE by about 15%. The only exception was the Poker dataset, in which SMwithRWC
exhibits a performance lower than that of FE by 60%. This variation in the behaviour of
SMwithRWC compared with FE needs further analysis to determine why SMwithRWC
is efficient over 12 datasets and inefficient on one. This issue is discussed in Section
6.4.2.1.
Figure 6.11 shows the CD diagram for the ranked average time shown in Table
6.7 where SM based (SMoutRNK and SMwithRNK) methods are statistically faster
than FS-based methods. Although the CD diagrams reflect that the efficiency of
SMoutRNK is superior to that of SMwithRWC, the diagram also confirms that no
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Fig. 6.10 Total time (in minutes) for the 13 examined datasets
significant difference in time exists between the two methods. Additionally, the
diagram illustrates that no significant difference in time is found between SMwithRWC
and FE; however, a statically significant difference in time exists between FE and
SMoutRNK.
6.4.2.1 Factors Affecting the Time of the Selective Modelling
Table 6.7 shows the time elapsed in generating an ensemble of classifiers by using four
different model selection methods in comparison to FE. As indicated in the previous
section, the proposed SMwithRWC method is more efficient than FS over all the
examined datasets, except the Poker dataset, wherein FE is faster than SMwithRWC.
Elucidating the factors behind this exception necessitates a breakdown of the total
time for both methods to its basic elements. The time spent by the SM method can be
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Fig. 6.11 CD diagram of the average ranks for different ensemble methods over 13
datasets (derived from the results in Table 6.7).
broken down using equations 6.2 and 6.3, whereas that spent by FE can be calculated
using equation 6.4.
TFE = Tp +TTr +Tee +Toth (6.4)
Table 6.8 illustrates the broken down total times of FE and SMwithRWC. Funda-
mentally, the TTr derived with SMwithRNK was smaller than the TTr obtained with FE
over all the used datasets. The lower training time for SMwithRNK is due to the small
number of models and the principle of building models when they are needed (see
Section 6.2). Conversely, Tee varies as follows: Tee was slower with SMwithRNK than
with FE over eight out of the 13 datasets; the time was equal to FE on the Connect4
dataset. Tee entails a longer time with SMwithRNK than that required by FE over four
datasets (Cover Type, HUGGS, KDD99 and Poker).
Although SMwithRNK need more evaluation time than FE on four datasets, its
total time was lower on all of them, except the Poker dataset. An extensive examination
reveals that SMwithRNK exhibits a performance worse than that of FE in terms of
time under conditions wherein the difference between the evaluation time in the two
methods is larger than that between their training times, as indicated in equation 6.5.
In other words, SMwithRNK will exhibit a performance worse than that of FE with
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Table 6.8 Detailed average times (in minutes) for FE and SMwithRNK for 13 used
datasets
FE SMwithRNK
M I TTr Tee Toth M I TTr Tee Toth
adult 91 1 0.16 0.05 0.02 25 12 0.08 0.03 0.04
Census 91 1 0.42 0.20 0.19 23 11 0.23 0.17 0.21
Connect4 91 1 0.15 0.07 0.01 25 15 0.08 0.07 0.03
Cover Type 91 1 0.73 0.22 0.14 29 14 0.24 0.40 0.26
FARS 91 1 0.19 0.09 0.09 23 11 0.09 0.07 0.10
HUGGS 91 1 12.35 6.02 1.83 29 14 4.05 6.50 3.24
Ijcnn 91 1 0.35 0.16 0.04 24 12 0.18 0.08 0.05
KDD99 91 1 3.60 1.60 1.15 23 11 1.23 2.19 1.99
Poker 91 1 1.16 0.58 0.09 49 27 0.89 1.70 0.37
Shuttle 91 1 0.13 0.05 0.02 23 11 0.07 0.04 0.03
Skin 91 1 0.32 0.16 0.05 23 11 0.17 0.12 0.07
SUSY 91 1 5.58 2.88 0.95 26 12 1.87 2.40 1.61
Web 91 1 0.15 0.04 0.09 23 11 0.08 0.03 0.10




∆(FE(TTr),SM(TTr)) : is the difference between the training time in FE and in
SMwithRNK.
∆(FE(Tee),SM(Tee)) : is the difference between the time of evaluation in FE and in
SMwithRNK.
Evaluation time is related to M and I; the higher the number of models in an
ensemble, the longer the time required to evaluate these model and calculate the final
decision of the ensemble. Moreover, a high number of iterations results in more time
required because evaluating the created ensemble is needed at the end of each iteration.
Table 6.8 shows that the ensemble created from the Poker dataset with the use of
the proposed method consists of 49 models, which accounts for about 53% of the
maximum possible number of models ( 91). The table also indicates that SMwithRNK
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requires 27 iterations (representing about 60% of the maximum I) to build the final
ensemble from the Poker dataset; this value is nearly twice the required number of
iterations for the other dataset. As a result of requiring a large number of M and I,
SMwithRNK performs worse than does the FE ensemble.
To evaluate the influence of TTr and Tee on the total time of the SMwithRNK and
FE ensemble methods as described in equation 6.5, the same experiment is repeated
multiple times on the Poker dataset (see Section 6.3) but with a gradual increase
in DP size from 91 to 591 models. Then, an ensemble is built from each DP by
using FE and SMwithRNK. Table 6.9 illustrates the average time required by 10 runs
to create an ensemble of classifiers from the Poker dataset with different DP sizes.
Although Tee in the proposed method remains less than that in FE even after DP size is
increased, the total time required by SMwithRNK decreases with increasing DP size.
This improvement in SMwithRNK is due to the huge difference between the training
times of both methods; this difference confirms the relationship between TTr and Tee
described in equation 6.5.
Table 6.9 Average time (in minutes) spent to create an ensemble from the Poker dataset
by using FE and SMwithRNK under varying DP sizes
DP
FE SMwithRNK
M I TTr Tee TFE M I TTr Tee TSM
Poker
91 91 1 1.16 0.58 1.84 49 27 0.89 1.70 2.96
191 191 1 2.39 1.21 3.70 59 30 1.00 2.34 3.77
291 291 1 3.69 1.86 5.66 62 36 1.01 2.52 3.99
391 391 1 4.91 2.46 7.49 86 47 1.36 4.60 6.58
491 491 1 6.17 2.99 9.31 103 55 1.64 6.27 8.62
591 591 1 7.46 3.61 11.23 119 65 1.88 8.39 10.58
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, an SM algorithm is proposed as an alternative to traditional model
selection methods for building an efficient ensemble of classifiers when large datasets
are used. Static and dynamic ensemble selection methods depend on the principle of
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Fig. 6.12 The time improvement of SMwithRNK over the changing of the DP size in
Poker Dataset
selecting models from a pool of models that contains all possible models. Creating
such a pool is very costly in terms of time and resources, particularly when dealing
with big datasets that need to be divided into numerous subsets.
The proposed SM is an iterative method that aims to save time and resources in
building an ensemble of classifiers from a large dataset. This time saving advantage is
achieved by the iterative combination of MP creation and selection. The main idea
in SM is to build what is needed. That is, instead of creating models from all the
available datasets in a DP, the SM algorithm iteratively generates models to reduce the
number of unused models. As a result, it save resources which is useful when dealing
with extreme large dataset.
The performance and efficiency of the proposed method is compared to two other
ensemble methods: FE and FS strategy . The proposed SM method creates more
accurate ensembles of classifiers than did the other two methods on 54% of the
examined datasets. It also consistently attains an accuracy higher than that of the FE
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ensemble. Additionally, SM can generate an ensemble of classifiers more rapidly than
can FS on all the examined datasets; the same holds in the comparison between SM
and FE on 92% of the examined datasets. The extended investigation in Section 6.4.2.1
illustrates that the proposed SM method surpasses FE in cases wherein large datasets
that required partitioning into numerous data subsets is used.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
7.1 Introduction
This chapter begins with a summary of the entire research and presents the conclusions
drawn from the findings. It concludes with a list of the research limitations and
suggested directions for future investigations.
7.2 Summary
This study aimed at developing methods that facilitate a resolution to the problem
of mining big datasets on the basis of ensemble methods. To realise this aim and its
associated objectives a framework for an ensemble of classifiers has been proposed
and implemented to carry out three sets of experiments. This section summarises the
works that have been conducted in the entire study to answers the predefined research
questions in Section 1.4 as follows:
Q 1: Does the size of partitioned data subsets affect ensemble accuracy?
As divide-and-conquer strategy is adopted to handle the problem of mining large
dataset, we started our research by investigating experimentally whether the size
of the partitioned data subset (Rt) has any relationship with ensemble accuracy
acc(φ). In Chapter 4, we examined the relationship between Rt and acc(φ) in
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thirteen datasets. The experimental results presented in section 4.4 confirm that
Rt can have some influence in acc(φ) in several patterns. However, the pattern
of the influence of Rt on acc(φ) was not regular in all the examined datasets.
Thus there was a need to categorize the pattern of this relationship which it was
our second research question.
Q 2: Is it possible to categorise the patterns that underlie the relationship be-
tween the size of partitioned data subsets and ensemble accuracy?
Three patterns out of the four conceptually hypothesised patterns for the rela-
tionship between Rt and acc(φ) are identified in Chapter (4) and depicted by
Figure 4.17. These three patterns are :
(a) The first identified pattern represent a monotonic relationship up to certain
Rt (in most cases this Rt between 10% and 30% of the size of Training
dataset Tr) after this certain Rt the improvement in the acc(φ) become
negligible. This pattern is illustrated in Figure 4.17 as P2. Nine of the
thirteen examined datasets were found to belong to this pattern.
(b) The second identified pattern is P3, which represents no relationship or
very weak linear relationship between Rt and acc(φ). Three out of the
thirteen evaluated datasets were found to belong to this category.
(c) The last identified category is (P4), which represents a monotonic relation-
ship between Rt and acc(φ) up to a particular Rt; after that Rt the acc(φ)
starts to descend . Poker dataset was the only dataset that found to have
this pattern of relationship.
Having identified these three patterns do exit in big data, the next logical task is
to develop an algorithm to do so efficiently and effectively.
Q 3: How can the aforementioned patterns be identified for big datasets?
In Chapter 5, a method to identify the relationship between acc(φ ) and Rt
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is proposed. The aim of the proposed method is to facilitate an improved
understanding of the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt and help to decide
when using as much data as possible in the construction of an ensemble of
classifiers is appropriate and when it is not. The proposed method is also helpful
in deciding the best data subset size (for a specified available memory capacity)
of a given dataset to use when an ensemble is being constructed
The experimental results discussed in Section 5.5 show that the proposed method
can detect the relational pattern in a few iterations. Also, the proposed method
was able to stop at Rt, where no more enhancement in acc(φ ) occurs with the
increase in Rt. The Rt where the algorithm is terminated can be considered as
the best Rt to be use when partitioning the examined dataset.
Q 4: How are model section techniques used to build an efficient and effective
ensemble of classifiers when dealing with a big dataset?
When a large training dataset is divided into a big number of subsets, the process
of creating a model (classifier) from all the available data subsets becomes a
very expensive task in term of time and resources. In Chapter 6, the selective
modelling (SM) method is proposed to reduce the time and resources required
during the process of creating models pool (MP). The proposed SM is an
alternative method to the traditional model selection methods to build an efficient
ensemble of classifiers when a large number of datasets are required. The SM
aims to save time and resources in building an ensemble of classifiers from a
large dataset. This aim advantage is achieved by the iterative combination of
MP creation and selection. The main idea in SM is to build what is needed.
Instead of creating models from all the available datasets in a data pool, the
SM algorithm iteratively generates models to reduce the number of generating
unused models.
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The experimental results in Section 6.4 show that SM can outperform the en-
semble constructed from all the available models in the 13 examined datasets.
The extended investigation in Section 6.4.2.1 illustrates that the proposed SM
method surpasses other compared methods, especially in the cases where large
datasets must be partitioned into numerous data subsets.
7.3 Research Novelty
The novelty of our research can be summarised as follows:
• This research empirically investigated the relationship between ensemble accu-
racy and the size of partitioned data subsets when dealing with big datasets. It
also categorizes the patterns exhibited by this relationship. Most the available
studies, such as [3, 55, 92, 17], focus on the effects of sampling ratio on small
datasets, whereas the current research probes into this matter in relation to huge
datasets and analyses the influence of partitioned data subsets. To the best of
our knowledge, no other study has classified the patterns that are manifested by
the relationship between ensemble accuracy and partitioned data subset size. A
pilot study (see appendix B.1) for identifying and categorising these patterns
was published in the 2013 IEEE International Conference on Big Data [24].
• Developed a novel an algorithm that can identify the patterns of the relationship
between ensemble accuracy and partitioned data subset size. This algorithm
adds to the novelty of the study given that no other research has attempted
to categorise the patterns reflected by the ensemble accuracy–data subset size
relationship. This algorithm was published in the The 9th IEEE International
Conference on Big Data Science and Engineering (IEEE BigDataSE-15) [25].
A copy from the published paper is available in appendix B.2.
• Also a selective modelling method is developed that handles the problem of
dealing with large datasets. This method is an efficient alternative to traditional
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ensemble selection methods because it is applicable to very large datasets. Its
novelty stems from the fact that it does not require the construction of a model
pool that contains an entire set of possible models, which as is essential in
conventional model selection.
7.4 Conclusions
The main findings of this research can be summarised as follows:
• Maximising the size of the partitioned data subset does not necessarily lead
to better results when analysing large datasets
The main finding from the experimental study presented in Chapter 4, is there
are three patterns of relationships between acc(φ) and Rt. These three identified
patterns show that maximising Rt (as much as possible) is not necessary in
most of the examined datasets to produce an accurate and efficient ensemble of
classifiers. For example, all nine datasets that belong to pattern P2 show that
acc(φ) is no longer improved after certain level of Rt, that mostly between 10%
and 30% of training data Tr. Thus, constructing an ensemble of classifiers with
the use of the maximum possible Rt will not produce a more accurate and more
efficient ensemble than that created with the use of that certain Rt. Furthermore,
datasets that belong to P3 give good support to our finding, where acc(φ) does
not gain any enhancement with the increase in Rt; which means the maximum
Rt is not necessary at all for the datasets that belong to this pattern.
This finding shows the importance of the proposed method in Chapter 5, that
identified the pattern of the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt.
• Identifying the pattern of the learning relationship between acc(φ) and Rt
can help to determine the best sub set size when partitioning a big training
dataset.
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The proposed method (in chapter 4) to identify the pattern of relationship be-
tween acc(φ) and Rt can be used to determined the best Rt when dividing a big
dataset. This advantage is due to fact that the proposed method is iteratively
examined influence of increasing Rt on acc(φ) and it is terminated at a Rt
where no more improvement on acc(φ) is expected to occur. This Rt where the
algorithm has stopped can be considered as the best partitioning size of the data
subset for the examined dataset.
• Traditional model selection is not efficient when dealing with large datasets.
The large number of models, which is a consequence of dividing a large training
dataset to a large number of data subsets, represents a challenge in the application
of model selection techniques. Traditional model selection techniques depend
on the principle of selecting models from a pool of models (MP) containing all
possible models. In the case of a large number of data subsets, creating MP
will be an expensive task in terms of time and resources. Moreover, creating
a MP might result in wastage in time and resource because only some of the
generated models are selected by the used model selection method to form the
final ensemble predication.
7.5 Limitations and Further Work
The aim and the objectives of this study were achieved by carrying out series of
experiments illustrated in chapters 4,5 and 6. However this study has some aspects
that can still be improved as follows:
• All the experiments conducted in this research employ a homogeneous ensemble
of classifiers. It will be interesting to know if the proposed methods can produce
similar oe even better results in the case of using heterogeneous ensembles by
using different types of classifiers.
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• Decision tree was as a base learner for our ensemble, more other algorithms are
could be explored.
• Although the majority voting was adopted in our ensemble as a decision fusion
strategy for its simplicity, the effect of other strategies could be investigated in
further research.
• In chapter 4, the 13 examined datasets were placed into 3 categories depending
on the pattern of the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt for each dataset. Further
investigation is required in the future to understand the reasons behind the
variation in the patterns of the relationship between acc(φ) and Rt for different
datasets.
• In chapter 4, the smallest Rt used in the study of the relationship between Rt and
acc(φ) was equal to 1%, it will be interesting in further work to reduce the Rt
to a very small value, such as 0.1%, 0.01% or 0.001%, especially for datasets
that belong to the P3 pattern, in order to understand how the relation between
acc(φ) and Rt will be affected in the case of using a very small Rt.
• In the two proposed methods in chapter 5 and 6, the input parameters for the
proposed algorithms were chosen after trying multiple values for these inputs to
find out what the best values for these input parameters. Further work needs to
be done to design an adaptive rule for choosing the best input values for each
examined dataset.
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APPENDIX A
EXTENDED RESULTS FOR CHAPTER 4
A.1 Correlation test result
The detailed correlation analysis results is provided in Figure A.2.
A.2 Effects of Rt on ensemble time
In section 4.4.3 the effects of increasing Rt on ensemble time on adult dataset was
illustrated. In this section the charts the depict the influence of Rt on ensemble time
for the other datasets are presented in Figures.
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Fig. A.1 Results of correlation analysis for all the examined datasets using Pearson
and Spearman correlation
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Fig. A.2 Relationship between Rt and ensemble time for the Census and Connect4
datasets
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Fig. A.3 Relationship between Rt and ensemble time for the Cover type and HIGGS
datasets
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Fig. A.4 Relationship between Rt and ensemble time for the IJCNN01 and KDD99
datasets
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Fig. A.5 Relationship between Rt and ensemble time for the Poker and Shuttle datasets
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Fig. A.6 Relationship between Rt and ensemble time for the Skin and SUSY datasets
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Abstract—When dealing with big data, “divide and conquer”
is the most commonly used strategy in practice to partition a
big dataset into such smaller subsets that each subset can be
handled by a computer or a node of cluster or cloud computing
systems. However, among many existing partitioning or sampling
techniques, it is not clear which one is suitable and how the
size of subset may affect the performance of further analysis.
In this paper, after presenting a generic framework of ensemble
approach for learning from big data, we focus our investigations
on systematically evaluating the effect of partitioning strategies
and subset size on ensemble performance. The experimental
results have demonstrated that three investigated partitioning /
sampling strategies behaved statistically similar but the subset
size may affect the performance of the ensemble in very drasti-
cally different ways, which are grouped into three patterns, rather
than just one default perception - the bigger the better.
Keywords—Big data, partitioning, subset size, ensemble learn-
ing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the quantity of data collected through various
digital media and activities can quickly become so large that
any existing computers alone cannot load the data into their
memory all together for analysis. Therefore, a big dataset has
to be divided into smaller and manageable subsets to overcome
the limit of memory. However, although there exist many data
partitioning and sampling strategies, there is no systematic
study on them examining firstly how these techniques perform
when dealing with big data, and secondly how the size of
subset may influence the performance of machine learning
and data mining methods. In practice, the second aspect is
more important as machine learning methods may have quite
different performance in dealing with smaller datasets and big
datasets. Studies such as, distributed data mining [1], parallel
data mining [2], incremental data mining [3] and ensemble
methods [4] have shown the ability to deal with small datasets,
but most of them do not show the same performance when
dealing with single massive dataset. A very plausible reason
is that the learning algorithms employed by these methods
are developed under the assumption of having the whole data
loaded into the main memory, and obviously this assumption
cannot be upheld when dealing with large datasets that cannot
be loaded into the main memory all together.
In this paper, we firstly propose a generic ensemble
framework that consists of three phases for partitioning big
data, generating models from the partitioned data subsets, and
combining the generated models to produce a final answer.
Then we focus our empirical investigations on the effect of
diffident partitioning methods and subset size on ensemble
accuracy in dealing with big datasets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 briefly describes some related works. Section 3 presents
an ensemble framework. The empirical investigation design
and experimental results are presented in sections 4 and 5
respectively. Then the discussion is given in section 6 and
conclusions in Section 7.
II. RELATED WORK
As previously mentioned, partitioning a big dataset into
smaller subsets that are manageable is a basic strategy used
by different data mining methods. Some researchers, such as
Oates and Jensen [5] and [6], have shown that increasing the
size of a training set does not greatly increase classification
accuracy. Another research proposed by Hall and Chawla [7]
showed some promising results in relatively small datasets.
Their proposed method was to build a single decision system
after learning is done independently on N disjoint subsets of
data in parallel computing. In addition, Nittaya and Kittisak
Kerdprasop [3] proposed an algorithm to partition the training
dataset into manageable and learning effective subsets and
tested the algorithm using the incremental data mining method.
They found that the size of a subset should be between
10% and 50% of the whole data set. Moreover, Tsang et
al. [4] proposed a SVM ensemble and sampling technique
that was used to partition the dataset and showed that the
use of orthogonal constraints in the SVM ensemble leads
to better performance than bagging. An algorithm proposed
by Patil and Bichkar [8] using a round robin partitioning
method to classify large data sets, showed that the proposed
algorithm achieved equivalent performance to the performance
on a complete dataset. COMET is the MapReduce algorithm
[9] for learning from large datasets. COMET builds multiple
ensembles on distributed blocks of data and merges them into
a mega ensemble. Their study showed that COMET compares
favourably to subsampling Random Forests run serially on a
single block of data. However their study fixed the subset size
to 100K which was chosen by running IVoting algorithm for
1000 iteration. It is not clear whether different subset size
affects the performance of the classification and in what ways
if it does. So there is still need to investigate the effect of
different subset sizes on the ensemble accuracy and find out
how to choose the best subset size when partitioning a big
dataset.
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Fig. 1. Proposed Ensemble Framework
III. PROPOSED ENSEMBLE FRAMEWORK
In this research, an ensemble method framework is pro-
posed as shown in Figure 1 to deal with very large datasets. It
consists of three phases partitioning, modelling and combining
which will be described in detail below. The operations of the
framework are described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Proposed Ensemble Algorithm





Fusion strategy F .
The relative size of a subset Rt as a percentage of







The mean accuracy of individual models
(Acc(mi)).
Ensemble time (TMφ) = Partitioning Time
(TMp)+ Learning Time (TMln) + Classification Time
(TMc).
Declare counter i=0
Call P ( Tr , Rt ) , and receive a set of N training
subsets SUB= {t0, t1, t2, ..., tN−1}
while i less than N do
Call L (ti ) and receive a base classifier mi.
add mi to the ensemble Φ.
end
Evaluate Φ with V and Ts using F and receive




In this phase a given large dataset will be divided into
smaller subsets. However, there is no study to show which
partitioning method should be used, and how they may affect
the results of mining data as a whole.
In our experiments, three commonly used data partitioning
methods, Sequential non-overlapping partitioning, Round robin
partitioning and Sampling without replacement are examined.
1) Sequential non-overlapping partitioning: This
method simply, divides the data instances of a
training dataset (Tr) into a given number of subsets












instances, where |Tr| is the size
of Tr . After calculating the size of subsets, data






instances goes to the first subset and
so on until the end of the file of Tr. Algorithm 2
illustrate the procedure for this partitioning method.
Algorithm 2: Sequential non-overlapping partitioning
Input : Training Dataset Tr.
The relative size of a subset Rt as a percentage of
the whole size of the Tr
Output: a Set of partitions, SUB
= {t0, t1, t2, ..., tN−1}
Start:
Declare counter i =0, as counter to keep track of
created file.












where |Tr| is number of instances in Tr.
while not reach the end of Tr do
Create a subset ti
if (i = (N − 1)) then
Read the rest of the instances.
Save them into subset ti
end
Read the first |t| unseen instances from Tr.
save them into ti
end
End
2) Round robin partitioning method: In round robin
partitioning, the first instance of a training dataset
goes to the first subset, the second to the second
subset, and so on until the last subset. If the last
subset is reached, then the method starts over from
the first subset [10]. Algorithm 3 shows how to
round robin partitioning method works.
3) Sampling without replacement: Sampling is a
technique used to create subsets by selecting a
random instance from a dataset. Random selection
means that all the data instances have the same prob-
ability of being selected at any time. In sampling
without replacement, if an instance was chosen to be
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Algorithm 3: Round robin partitioning method.
Input : Training Dataset Tr.
The relative size of a subset Rt as a percentage of
the whole size of the Tr
Output: A set of partitions, SUB
= {t0, t1, t2, ..., tN−1}
Start:
Declare counter i =0, as counter to keep track of
created file.
Declare counter j =0, as counter to keep track of
training instances.






Calculate noInstances = |Tr| , where |Tr| is number
of instances in Tr.
while j < noInstances do
reset counter i.
while i < N do
xj = Read data instance (j) from Tr.




a member of a subset, this instance cannot be chosen
to be a member of any other subset during the
sampling process. Algorithm 4 describes sampling
without replacement method.
B. Modelling Phase
The modelling phase is the second stage of constructing an
ensemble. In this phase a learning algorithm is chosen to learn
from each subset of the data generated in the partitioning phase
and then to create a data model. In principle, any learning
algorithm can be used in this phase.
In this study a core vector machine (CVM) [11] is used as
the base classifier because it performs very well with large
datasets and its source code is available for free from the
authors website for research purposes [12].
Core Vector Machine (CVM) Algorithm
Tsang et al. proposed CVM as an enhanced version of the stan-
dard SVM to accelerate the learning process. A standard sup-
port vector machine (SVM) has O(|Tr|3) time and O(|Tr|2)
space complexities where |Tr| is the size of the training
dataset. While CVM has a linear time complexity in |Tr| and
space complexity independent of |Tr|, this enhancement was
achieved by formulating “a kernel (including the soft-margin
one-class and two-class SVMs) as the equivalent minimum
enclosing ball (MEB) problem and then obtain approximately
optimal solutions efficiently with the use of core sets”[11].
Tsang and his colleagues have proven experimentally that their
proposed CVM algorithm achieves a similar performance to
standard SVM but is much faster especially with large datasets.
In 2007, BVM with enclosing balls was introduced [13]as
a faster version of CVM.
As mentioned earlier, other types of learning algorithms
can be used, and the base learners choice depends on the
Algorithm 4: Sampling without replacement
Input : Training Dataset Tr.
The relative size of a subset Rt as a percentage of
the whole size of the Tr
Output: a Set of partitions, SUB
= {t0, t1, t2, ..., tN−1}
Start:
Declare counter i =0, as counter to keep track of
created file.
Declare availableSubSets , as array that contains
pointers to available subsets.












where |Tr| is number of instances in Tr.
while i < N do
create subset ti
size of ti, |ti| = 0
add ti into availableSubSets
end
while not reach the end of Tr do
x = Read data instance from Tr.
select a random subset t form availableSubSets
save x into subset t
|t| = |t|+ 1
if |t| = N then




suitability for the data. This choice and other related issues
in this phase will not be discussed in this paper as they are
not the focus of the study at this stage.
C. Combining Phase
The combining phase is the last phase of the ensemble’s
operation. The aim of this phase is to produce the final result
of the ensemble by combining the predictions of individual
models. Majority voting will be used as a fusion strategy in
this experiment. Similar to the modelling phase, other types
of fusion strategies can be used, their effect on the ensemble
performance will not be discussed in this paper, as the focus
of this paper is on partitioning phase.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. The aim of the experiments
In this paper, the experiments are designed and carried
out with an aim to examine the effect of three partitioning
strategies on the ensemble performance when mining large
datasets using the proposed ensemble method. In addition, the
influence of the subset’s size on the ensemble performance will
be examined too.
B. Experimental Design:
1) Datasets: Five datasets of different sizes were used to
evaluate the performance of our ensemble. The main char-
acteristics of these datasets are listed in Table I. The Cover
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type dataset is available from the UCI Machine Learning
Repository. In our experiments the used adult dataset is a
preprocessed version of the original adult dataset which is
available from the UCI Repository. The details of the prepro-
cessing process for the adult dataset can be found in [14]. The
Web and IJCNN01 datasets are available on Libsvm website
1. In addition, IJCNN01 is the preprocessed version of the
original IJCNN01; full information about the preprocessing
process can be found in [15]. The KDDCUP-99 dataset was
downloaded from [12], and the description of the dataset is
available from the KDD website 2.
All 5 datasets come with separate testing datasets. For
evaluation purposes, a validation set was created from each
training set. The size of validation dataset is 30% of the
training set. Table II shows the characteristics of used datasets
after the creation of the validation dataset.
TABLE I. DATASETS USED
Dataset Training Testing No. of Numeric categorical
Instances Instances Attributes Attributes Attributes
Adult 32,561 16,281 123 0 123
Web 49,749 14,951 300 0 300
IJCNN01 49,990 91,701 22 2 20
Cover type 522,910 58,102 54 51 3
KDDCUP-99 4,898,431 311,029 127 120 7
TABLE II. DATASETS USED AFTER THE CREATION OF VALIDATION
DATASETS
Dataset Training Validation Testing No. of
Instances Instances Instances Attributes
Adult 22,793 9,768 16,281 123
Web 34,825 14,924 14,951 300
IJCNN01 34,993 14,997 91,701 22
Cover type 366,037 156,873 58,102 54
KDDCUP-99 3,428,902 1,469,529 311 127
2) Experiment procedure and setups: :
1) Three series of experiments were conducted, one for
each partitioning method. Figure 2 illustrates how
each experiment is performed.
2) For each experiment, five datasets will be used.
3) Although for each of the five datasets a separate test-
ing dataset is provided for testing the performance
of our ensemble system, a validation dataset will
be created from each training dataset to be used to
estimate the learning performance of our ensemble
before testing.
4) For a given dataset, each experiment will be repeated
several times by varying the relative size of the
subset Rt in a systematic manner as shown in the
following points.
5) In all the experiments, the relative size of the
subset should be chosen to create an odd number
of partitions to avoid a potential tie situation when
using majority voting as a fusion strategy.
6) The relative size of a subset Rt, is varied from
a given minimum Rtmin = 1%, to maximum
Rtmax = 49% subject to the above requirements
in the 5th and 6th steps. The value of Rt varied as
follow Rt = 4%,6%,7%, 8%, 12%, 15%, 16%, 20%,
21%, 22%, 23%, 24%, 34%, 35%, 36%, 37% 38%,
1http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/
2http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/kddcup99.html
39%, 40%, 41%, 42%, 43,% 44%, 45%, 46%, 47%
and 48%.
7) CVM and majority voting will be used as the base
classifier and the fusion strategy in each experiment
respectively.
8) For each experiment, the results of the ensemble and
individual models in training, validation, and testing
datasets will be calculated. Also, the ensemble time
will be recorded.
9) Statistical significance test will be carried out to
analyse the results of experiments.
Fig. 2. The experiment procedure
3) Evaluation Methods:
1) Accuracy and Efficiency
The accuracy is used as a performance measure in
this study. In addition partitioning time is recorded
as a measure of efficiency but it is not discussed
in this stage of the research due to the three used
partitioning strategies have very similar time.
2) Statistical significance analysis
McNemar’s [16] test is used in this experiment to
compare between the classification errors of two
classifiers (ensembles) to find out if they are sta-
tistically different or not. In addition, Friedman test
[17], will be used later to compare between more
than two classifiers over multiple datasets.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the impact of subset size and partitioning
strategy on the Acc(Φ), We run our proposed ensemble on each
dataset for different runs by varying the Rt and the partitioning
strategy. The results for each dataset are presented by three
charts, one for each partitioning strategy. For each strategy
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we monitored the ensemble accuracy Acc(Φ), and the mean
accuracy of individual models of the ensemble ((Acc(mi)))
on testing and validation datasets. The experimental results
section is divided into thee subsections. Firstly the effect of
Rt on Acc(Φ), then comparison of the accuracy of the three
partitioning methods and finally statistical analysis section.
A. The effect of Rt on Acc(Φ)
Fig. 3. Adult dataset experimental results, accuracy of ensemble, the mean
accuracy of individual models within the ensemble on validation and testing
datasets, against the size of subset
1) Result of Adult dataset:
• Relationship between Acc(Φ) and Rt
On the adult dataset, the highest Acc(Φ) was achieved
in the three partitioning methods when a small Rt
was used as a size for the subsets. Figure 3 shows
the Acc(Φ) on testing and validation datasets for
adult dataset when the three partitioning methods were
used. The left chart in Figure 3 illustrates the result
when the sequential non-overlapping partitioning was
used, and it shows that the Acc(Φ) on the testing
dataset fell from 84.82% to 82.77% when the subset
size was increased from 4% to 48% respectively. In
the same manner, the middle graph and the right
shows that the Acc(Φ) decreased when the subset size
increased and round robin partitioning and sampling
without replacement were used, respectively.
• Relationship between Acc(Φ) and (Acc(mi))
Another important result that can be observed from
Figure 3 is that the Acc(Φ) achieved better perfor-
mance than the mean of the accuracy of individual
models of the ensemble ((Acc(mi))) in all the exam-
ined cases.
Fig. 4. Web dataset experimental results, accuracy of ensemble, the mean
accuracy of individual models within the ensemble on validation and testing
datasets, against the size of subset
2) Results of web dataset:
• Relationship between Acc(Φ) and Rt
The effect of the size of subset on Acc(Φ) in the web
dataset was completely different from its effect on
the adult dataset. Figure 4 illustrates the relationship
between Acc(Φ) and Rt for the three used partitioning
strategies.
When round robin and sampling without replacement
were used, the Acc(Φ) had a proportional relationship
to Rt. The only difference between the behaviour of
the two partitioning methods on this dataset is that in
round robin partitioning, the Acc(Φ) increased as a
result of increasing Rt up to Rt = 34%. Then after
that point, (Rt = 34%) the Acc(Φ) became steady and
no improvement was achieved by the growth of Rt.
When sampling without replacement was used, the
Acc(Φ) continued to increase by the increase of Rt.
The big difference occurred when the sequential non-
overlapping partitioning was used, which shows that
Acc(Φ) was not affect by Rt at all and that the Acc(Φ)
was steady when the value of Rt varied from 4% to
48%.
• Relationship between Acc(Φ) and (Acc(mi))
Figure 4 also shows that when round robin and
sampling without replacement were used, the Acc(Φ)
achieves still better performance than the mean of the
accuracy of individual models ((Acc(mi))). While in
sequential non-overlapping partitioning, although the
Acc(Φ) was steady and did not improve during the
experiment, the ((Acc(mi))) has a direct relationship
to Rt and ((Acc(mi))) where (Acc(mi)) = 95.47%
when Rt =4% up to 97.62% when Rt=48%. In ad-
dition the ((Acc(mi))) achieved better performance
than the Acc(Φ) between Rt = 21% and Rt=48%.
Fig. 5. IJCNN dataset experimental results, accuracy of ensemble, the mean
accuracy of individual models within the ensemble on validation and testing
datasets, against the size of subset
3) Results of IJCNN dataset:
• Relationship between Acc(Φ) and Rt
Figure 5 shows that when the sequential non-
overlapping partitioning was used, the Acc(Φ) on
the testing dataset increased from 94% to 98% when
Rt also increased from 4% to 48%. When round
robin partitioning was used, Acc(Φ) on testing and
validation datasets varied up and down, with no
obvious pattern or trend, starting from Rt = 4% up
to 34%; after 34%, the Acc(Φ) become steady and
was not affected by the Rt, whatever its size. When
sampling without replacement was applied, there was
an improvement to Acc(Φ) on validation and testing
datasets by increasing of Rt, as illustrated by the right
chart in Figure 5.
• Relationship between Acc(Φ) and (Acc(mi))
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By focusing on the relationship between Acc(Φ)
and mean of the accuracy of individual models
((Acc(mi))), Figure 8 shows that our ensemble per-
forms better than ((Acc(mi))) on the sequential non-
overlapping and sampling methods. When round robin
was used, the Acc(Φ) achieved nearly similar per-
formance to ((Acc(mi))) in almost all cases except
between Rt = 21% and 34% where ((Acc(mi)))
showed better performance than Acc(Φ).
Fig. 6. Cover type dataset experimental results, accuracy of ensemble, the
mean accuracy of individual models within the ensemble on validation and
testing datasets, against the size of subset
4) Results of Cover type dataset:
• Relationship between Acc(Φ) and Rt
The relationship between Acc(Φ) and Rt for this
dataset is very similar to the relationship between
Acc(Φ) and Rt on adult dataset. The highest Acc(Φ)
was achieved when a small Rt was used. Figure 6
shows the Acc(Φ) on testing datasets fell dramatically
from 78.86% to 62.94% when Rt varied from 4% to
48% when the sequential non-overlapping partition-
ing was used. The same relationship pattern appears
when round robin partitioning and sampling without
replacement were used.
• Relationship between Acc(Φ) and (Acc(mi))
Figure 6 also illustrates that Acc(Φ) achieves better
performance than the mean of the accuracy of indi-
vidual models ((Acc(mi))) in all the examined cases
in the three partitioning strategies.
Fig. 7. KDDCUP-99 intrusion dataset experimental results, accuracy of
ensemble, the mean accuracy of individual models within the ensemble on
validation and testing datasets, against the size of subset
5) Results of KDDCUP-99 intrusion dataset:
• Relationship between Acc(Φ) and Rt
In this dataset, the Acc(Φ) for the testing and vali-
dation dataset in all three partitioning strategies has
not been affected by the relative size of the subset Rt.
The Acc(Φ) was steady during the whole experiment
as Figure 7 shows.
• Relationship between Acc(Φ) and (Acc(mi))
Figure 7 also illustrates that Acc(Φ) achieved bet-
ter performance than the mean of the accuracy of
individual models ((Acc(mi))) in all the examined
cases in which the round robin and sampling with-
out replacement were used. While sequential non-
overlapping partitioning was used on testing and val-
idation datasets, the Acc(Φ) achieved better perfor-
mance than (Acc(mi)) from Rt=4% up to Rt=40%.
The (Acc(mi)) achieved better performance from
Rt=42% than the Acc(Φ).
B. Comparing the accuracy of the three partitioning methods
1) Adult dataset: Figure 8 shows that the sequential non-
overlapping partitioning and round robin partitioning yield
similar pattern on the testing dataset, while sampling without
replacement achieves lowest accuracy compared to the previ-
ous two partitioning strategies.
2) Web dataset: By comparing the performance of the three
partitioning methods depending on testing accuracy, it is clear
from Figure 8 that round robin and sampling without replace-
ment have very similar performance, whereas the sequential
non-overlapping partitioning yields lowest performance and
has no effect on accuracy of ensemble on the test data.
3) IJCNN dataset: Figure 8 shows that the round robin
partitioning achieved the worst accuracy in general, compared
to the other two strategies. Sampling without replacement
achieved better accuracy in most cases.
4) Cover type dataset: By comparing the accuracy of the
three partitioning methods depending on testing accuracy, it
is clear from Figure 8 that the sequential non-overlapping
partitioning and sampling without replacement have very sim-
ilar accuracy, while the round robin partitioning achieves the
lowest accuracy when a small subset size is used, and the
highest accuracy when large subsets are used compared to the
other two partitioning strategies.
5) KDDCUP-99 intrusion dataset: By comparing the ac-
curacy of the three partitioning methods depending on testing
accuracy, it is clear from Figure 8 that round robin and
sampling without replacement have very similar accuracy and
much better accuracy than that achieved by the sequential non-
overlapping partitioning.
C. Statistical analysis
We statistically evaluated our ensembles using two non-
parametric approaches: the McNemars and Friedman tests.
1) McNemar’s Test: McNemars test [16] is suitable to test
two classifiers on a single domain. In this set of experiments
McNemars test was used to determine if the classification
errors of two ensembles with different Rt are statistically
different.
For all datasets and for each partition , we compared the
ensemble created from the smallest Rt of 4% denoted by
ensemble4 and the largest Rt of 48% denoted by ensmble48.
In most of the 15 examined cases the results of McNemars
test provide strong evidence to reject the null hypothesis with
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Fig. 8. Compare the effect of different partitioning methods on
Adult,Web,IJCNN, Cover Type and KDDCUP-99 datasets
a P value less than 0.0005, which means that the ensemble
created from the training datasets with Rt = 4% is significantly
different than the ensemble created from the training datasets
with Rt = 48%.
Four cases did not present enough evidence to reject the
null hypothesis: the Web dataset when the sequential non-
overlapping partitioning was used and in the intrusion dataset
when all the three partitioning methods were used.
2) Friedman Test: The Friedman test can be used to
evaluate multiple classifiers for multiple datasets [17]. In this
set of experiments the Friedman test was used to determine
if the three partitioning strategies used in this experiment are
statically different.
The results show that there is not a statistical difference in
the performance of the three partitioning methods on the five
datasets with p=0.819.
VI. DISCUSSION
Our results confirm that subset size affects the ensemble
accuracy Acc(Φ) in different ways, which can be roughly
classified into three groups of patterns as shown in Figure9.
In P1, Acc(Φ) decreased when increasing the subset size (Rt).
In P2, the Acc(Φ) increases with the growth of Rt. In P3, the
Acc(Φ) does not improve or decrease with the increase of Rt.
Fig. 9. Possible conceptual relationship patterns between Acc(Φ) and Rt
Figure 10 show the true relationship patterns between the
relative subset size Rt and Acc(Φ)in the three partitioning
Fig. 10. Relationship patterns between Acc(Φ) and Rt which were observed
in our experiments
strategies examined in this experiment for all the used datasets.
It is clear from Figure 10 that the relationship between Rt
and Acc(Φ)in Adult and Cover type datasets is similar to
pattern P1, while in web and IJCNN datasets their relationship
is similar to pattern P2 and the relationship in the intrusion
dataset is similar to P3.
In this experiment we intended to find out possible relation
between the pattern group and dataset. It seems that the number
of instances and number of attributes are not the only factors
that determine the relationship pattern. Adult and Cover types
belong to the same pattern, while they are very different in
terms of number of instances and number of attributes. Also,
Web and IJCNN belong to the same pattern; although they have
a similar number of instances, but a huge difference between
their numbers of attributes. For these reasons, there is a need
for further investigation to find how to determine the pattern
of the relationship and how to find the suitable subset size.
In addition, our results show that sampling without replace-
ment and round robin partitioning achieves better accuracy in
80% of the examined datasets. Table III shows the best par-
titioning strategy for each dataset depending on their Acc(Φ)
on testing datasets.
TABLE III. BEST PARTITIONING STRATEGIES FOR EACH DATASET
Dataset Best partitioning strategies
Adult sequential non-overlapping and round robin
Web round robin and sampling without replacement
IJCNN01 round robin and sampling without replacement
Cover type sequential sampling without replacement
KDDCUP-99 round robin and sampling without replacement
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we explored the relationship between parti-
tioning methods and Acc(Φ). For this task we examined three
partitioning strategies: sequential non-overlapping partitioning,
round robin partitioning and sampling without replacement.
Although sampling without replacement and round robin par-
titioning achieved better accuracy in 80% of the examined
datasets, as shown in Table III, the results of the statistical
test do not present enough evidence to conclude if there is a
significant difference in the performance of the three partition-
ing strategies on the five examined datasets. Nevertheless in
practise, sampling should be considered in the first place if
there is no specific knowledge about the other two.
We also investigated the relationship between the relative
size of the subset (Rt) and the ensemble accuracy (Acc(Φ)).
We found that Rt can have effect on Acc(Φ). As illustrated
in Figure 9, this effect can be represented by one of three
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relationship patterns between Rt and Acc(Φ). Our results show
that the well accepted idea that having more training data
instances generally leads to the best classification performance
is not always true, as the best accuracy for in Adult and Cover
Type datasets were achieved by having small subset sizes.
The relationship patterns of a dataset cannot be detected by
the number of its instances and attributes because it is found
they are not the only factors that affect the behaviour of the
relationship between Acc(Φ) and Rt for a dataset.
Further study should include more investigation to discover
the relationship type between ensemble accuracy (Acc(Φ)) and
the relative size of a subset (Rt), as the number of instances
and number of attributes do not provide an interpretation for
this relationship. For that reason, it is necessary to repeat
the experiment on larger datasets and apply some vertical
petitioning techniques and conduct an in-depth and detailed
analysis to find out how to determine the best size of a subset
and what type of partitioning strategies is suitable for a dataset.
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Abstract—Divide-and-Conquer is probably the most com-
monly used strategy to deal with a big data that is too big
to be loaded into any computing systems memory as a whole
for analysis. It partitions such a big dataset into many smaller
subsets that can be loaded into computer memory separately
to induce models, which can be combined by machine learning
ensemble methods. However, it is not clear that how the size of
subsets may affect the learning performance of individual models
and their ensemble. This paper proposes an ensemble based
algorithm to quickly detect their relational patterns in terms
of ensemble accuracy and the size of partitioned data subset.
An ensemble framework of the algorithm is implemented and
tested on 12 relatively big benchmark datasets. The experimental
results indicate that it is able to identify the relation patterns
accurately and efficiently in less than 10 steps. The identified
patterns show that in most cases it is not necessary to use the
whole big dataset for analysis as few smaller subsets are already
sufficiently representative of the underlying problem, which is
obviously a useful knowledge in big data analysis.
Keywords—Big data, partitioning, subset size, ensemble learn-
ing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid improvements in data storage technologies, com-
munication infrastructure and the availability of reliable and
efficient computing hardware at an affordable cost for individ-
uals and organisations have resulted in the exponential growth
of available data. IBM states that 2.5 quintillion bytes of data
are created from our daily activities [1]. The International
Data Corporation (IDC) estimates that the amount of generated
data is growing by 40% a year into the next decade [2]. A
massive amount of data is also produced from our simple
daily activities. For example, Walmart handles more than a
million customer transactions each hour [3]. Facebook handles
more than 250 million photo uploads and the interactions of
800 million active users with more than 900 million objects
(pages, groups, etc.) each day [3]. Furthermore, billions of
people around the world use their smartphones and devices
daily. The availability of this enormous amount of data makes
the process of analysing such data a challenging task. As a
result, researchers in the field of machine learning and data
mining were motivated to develop new techniques and methods
to analyse big data effectively and efficiently.
Most existing machine learning algorithms have been
developed under the assumption of having the whole data
loaded into the main memory. However, this assumption is
unrealistic in the case of dealing with big data, the divide-
and-conquer technique needs to be employed. In the context
of big data mining, this technique entails dividing a single
big dataset into manageable subsets to overcome memory
limitations. For a classification problem, an ensemble, i.e. a
committee of classifiers, represents one of the best methods
that utilise the divide-and-conquer technique to learn from
big data. The questions in this problem are how a single
big dataset should be divided and whether an ensemble of
classifiers constructed from subsets can perform equally well
or similar to an ensemble constructed from the whole dataset.
People generally believe that building an ensemble from a
large dataset results in more accurate classification, but this is
not always the case according to some researchers [4] [5] [6].
Therefore, new techniques are needed to help understanding
more about the data in terms of learning behaviour and decide
when to use as much data as possible in building an ensemble
and when not to.
In this study, an algorithm is proposed to identify the learn-
ing relation of patterns between the accuracy of an ensemble
of classifiers (acc(φ)) and the relative size of data (Rt) used to
train classifiers. This algorithm will be helpful in deciding the
best subset size of a given dataset to use when an ensemble is
constructed.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II
review briefly related works. Section III describes the proposed
algorithm to identify the relation pattern between acc(φ) and
(Rt). Section IV presents an ensemble framework that uses
the detection algorithm. Section V describes our experimental
design and setup. Section VI presents the results, and the last
section summarises the study and gives the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
As mentioned previously, the ensemble method is one of
the best strategies that take advantage of the divide and conquer
principle. Many ensemble frameworks have been proposed in
recent years to overcome the problem of learning from big
datasets. Ensemble on random patches [7] is an example of an
ensemble framework that was proposed by Louppe and Geurts
to solve the problem of having a very strong memory constraint
or having a very big dataset. Louppe and Geurts constructed
an ensemble from random patches of data created through
random selection of subsets of both instances and attributes
from the original dataset. The authors of the random patches
(RP) algorithm showed that their proposed method achieves
comparable performance in terms of ensemble accuracy, with
less memory requirement, compared with other randomised
2015 IEEE Trustcom/BigDataSE/ISPA
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schemes. COMET [8] is MapReduce algorithm; it is an exam-
ple of a distributed data mining technique that uses the ensem-
ble framework to learn from a massive dataset. Experimental
results show that COMET obtains results comparable to those
of subsampling random forests that work serially on a single
dataset. A SVM ensemble for large datasets was also proposed
by Tasng et al. [9], and it demonstrated robust performance and
a much faster training time than bagged SVMs. In addition,
Chawla et al. [10] proposed a distributed ensemble framework
that can be used for big datasets. Their proposed method
performed at least as the performance of bootstrap bagging
[11]. A distributed version of Ivotes, which was originally
proposed by Breiman [12], was developed by Chawla et al.
[13]; this version can be used to deal with the problem of
having a large dataset. The proposed method achieves better
classification accuracy than the prediction of a single classifier.
Although all the aforementioned studies represent signif-
icant contributions in the field of learning from big data,
none of them have analysed the influence of data subset size
on the performance of the ensemble during learning from a
big dataset. The authors in the foregoing studies used either
sampling (with or without replacement) or partitioning of
a single training dataset into a number of disjoint subsets,
whereas some of them, such as [10], used both methods. In
this study, an algorithm is proposed to identify the effect of
data subset size on ensemble accuracy.
III. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR IDENTIFYING
LEARNING PATTERNS
In this context, learning patterns are represented by the
relation between the ensemble accuracy acc(φ) and the relative
subset size (Rt), and they should roughly fall into one of the
three patterns illustrated in Figure 1[5]. These patterns can be
described as follows: In the first pattern (P1), acc(φ) has an
inverse correlation with Rt, while in the second pattern (P2),
acc(φ) has some degree of correlation with Rt and in the last
pattern (P3), acc(φ) does not show any correlation with Rt.
The results of our previous work [5] and the results of this
study suggest that the relation between acc(φ) and Rt for a
given dataset often belongs to the P2 or P3 categories.
In machine learning, it is generally assumed for single
base classier and an ensemble of classifiers that increasing
the size of the training dataset improves the overall classifier
accuracy. However, in practise this assumption does not always
hold, and different behaviour and relations may occur. As
previously stated, the aim of our algorithm is to detect the
relation pattern between acc(φ) and (Rt) in a few search steps
and thus understand how an ensemble of classifiers may behave
as the size of the training data varies.
Fig. 1. Possible conceptual relationship patterns between Acc(Φ) and Rt [5]
Figure 2 shows the stages of the proposed algorithm. It
works by choosing an initial Rt (Rti=0), which is then used
to divide a given training dataset into smaller subsets. Then,
these subsets are used to induceM classifiers, which belong to
the same type of learning algorithm, to build a homogeneous
ensemble of classifiers. It should be pointed out that different
types of base classier can be used to generate methodologically
different models to build heterogeneous ensemble. But this
study only uses one type of base learner, i.e Decision tree,
for simplicity. The outputs of the ensemble on the validation
dataset is then taken as the representation of the relationship
between acc(φRti)) and the Rti. This procedure will be
repeated through a variation of Rt values until one or more
of the stopping conditions is met. The numbers and the actual
value of the selected Rt are determined by some heuristic
and adaptive rules, as depicted in algorithm 1. This algorithm
is implemented through an ensemble of classifiers, and the
ensemble’s framework is described in the next section.
Fig. 2. The stages of the proposed algorithm for detecting the learning pattern
It should be noted that, several factors should be considered
to achieve the aim of the proposed algorithm. These factors can
be classified into two categories according to their effect. The
first category is ensemble-related factors, such as the number
of subsets (N), number of base classifiers (M), partitioning
method, fusion strategy and others, which have a direct effect
on the ensemble accuracy. The second category is algorithm-
related factors, such as the step size, initial step size and mem-
ory limit, which have a direct influence on the performance of
the detection algorithm. Most of the factors that belong to the
former category have been studied in the ensemble methods
literature [14] [15] [16], and for that reason they will not be
discussed in detail in this paper. As our focus in this paper is
on the proposed algorithm, the algorithm-related factors that
also represent the inputs of the algorithm will be discussed
elaborately in this section.
A. Algorithm Inputs
1) Memory safe limit (MSL): The relation between the
data subset size and the memory required to build
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an ensemble of classifiers is not a linear relationship.
Therefore, predicting the amount of memory required
to build an ensemble for a specific Rt is extremely
difficult. MSL is used as precaution to prevent the
algorithm from crashing due to the physical mem-
ory constraints. The MSL is used to calculate the
maximum amount of memory (maxmem) that can
be used by the proposed algorithm. At any time, if
the consumed memory for an ensemble exceeds this
limit, the algorithm will be terminated, where
max mem = AM −MSL (1)
where AM is the available memory.
2) Lower relative subset size Rtlow: This parameter is
the smallest relative size of the data subset, and it







3) Initial step size (α): This parameter will be used to
vary the value of Rt from one iteration to another.
4) Tolerance(θ): This parameter is the greatest range of
variation allowed when the accuracy of two ensem-
bles is compared. Therefore, if acc(φ)1 - acc(φ)2 ≤
θ, then acc(φ)1 ≈ acc(φ)2.
5) β: This parameter is the number of successive Rt
points that has an equal acc(φ) and needs to be
identified before the algorithm is terminated.
B. Stopping Conditions
1) The memory consumption of an ensemble reaches the
specified max mem.
2) The search algorithm finds K successive Rt points
and K = β.
3) Rti is greater than 100%.
IV. METHODOLOGY : ENSEMBLE OF CLASSIFIERS
An ensemble of classifiers is used in this study as a tech-
nique to address the problem of classifying a big dataset(D)that
cannot be loaded as whole in the main memory. An ensemble
of classifiers can be constructed in different ways, as described
in [17, p.279] as follows:
• Constructing an ensemble of classifiers by manipulat-
ing the training set, such as bagging [11] and boosting
[18].
• Constructing an ensemble of classifiers by manipulat-
ing the input features, such as random forest [19].
• Constructing an ensemble of classifiers by manipulat-
ing the learning algorithm to generate a heterogeneous
ensemble.
In principle, the ensemble framework that is used in this
study is similar to bagging. The only differences between
bagging and the used ensemble are in the size of the subsets
and the method of creating these subsets.
The ensemble works as follows. Firstly, it partitions the
big dataset into smaller, manageable subsets. Secondly, it
builds a model from each subset separately by using a single
Algorithm 1: An Algorithm for Identifying the Relation
Patterns between Rt and Acc(φ)
Start :
Declare counters i = 0 and k = 0.
set step Increment =1.







Let Rti = Rtlow
Calculate the available memory(AM).
max mem = AM −MSL
Acc(φRti) and mem(φRti) ← BulidEnsemble(Rti)
while ( mem(φRti) < max mem and k ≤ β and Rti ≤ 100%) do
i++.
Rti = Rti−1 + step.
if (Rti > 100) then
Rti = 100
end
Acc(φRti) and mem(φRti) ← BulidEnsemble(Rti) using the
ensemble framework
if ( mem(φRti) ≤ max mem) then
Calculate ∆i ← ∆acc(φRti, φRti−1)
if (i ≥ 2) then
if (∆i ≈ ∆i−1) then
j++
Let step = α× j.










Draw the detected pattern for the relation between Acc(φ) and Rt .
End
Fig. 3. Proposed Ensemble Framework [5]
learning algorithm to form a homogenise ensemble or by using
different learning algorithms to form a heterogeneous ensemble
. Lastly, it combines the predictions of these models to produce
the final result of the ensemble by using a fusion strategy.
Figure 3 illustrates the framework of the used ensemble. The
methods and techniques used in the partitioning, modelling and
combining phases of the ensemble are described as follows:
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A. Partitioning Phase
For the partitioning phase, there are two commonly used
approaches to create different numbers of smaller subsets
(N), which are derived from a single larger dataset: sampling
and partitioning. Sampling can be preformed with or without
replacement, while partitioning normally is used to divide the
original dataset into a set of N disjoint subsets. Sampling
with replacement generates subsets that have some overlaps
between them, hence the models trained with these subsets
can be highly correlated, or less diverse, which is no good for
building an ensemble. But it has to be used when sampling
without replacement will not generate enough disjoint subsets
for training, even though which may lead to more diverse
models.
This study aims to understand the patterns of the relation
between acc(φ) and (Rt), so observing acc(φ) with different
values of Rt while fixing the number of base classifiers is
needed. To address this issue, a combination of partitioning
into disjoint and sampling with replacement is used: Let D is
the training dataset, Rtlow is the lowest relative subset size and
N is the required number of subsets. N should be greater than
or equal to ⌈ 1
Rtlow
⌉ to ensure that all the training instances
are taken into consideration in the partitioning process.
• If N = ⌈ 1
Rtlow
⌉, then sampling without replacement
will be used to create N disjoint data subsets.
• If N > ⌈ 1
Rtlow
⌉, then sampling without replacement
will be used to create n disjoint data subsets where
n = ⌈ 1
Rtlow
⌉, and sampling with replacement will be
used to create the rest K data subsets where K = N-n.
Figure 4 illustrates the used partitioning method.
B. Modelling and Combining phases
The C4.5 decision tree algorithm [20] is used as a base
classifier. As a homogeneous ensemble of classifiers is in this
experiment, the same base classifier will be used to generate
the members of the ensemble. Model selection technique is
not used in this experiment, so number of models(M) is equal
the number of available data subsets (N).
M = N (3)
To combine the predications of the individual models,
majority voting is used. Because majority voting is used as
a fusion strategy, M should be an odd number to avoid the tie
situation. At any time, if M is an even number, then
M =M + 1 (4)
V. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND SETUP
A. Datasets
Twelve datasets were used in the experiment. These
datasets were obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repos-
itory [21], the KEEL dataset repository [22] and the LIBSVM
Dataset repository [23]. Table I lists the main characteristics
Fig. 4. Our Partitioning Method
of the used datasets. The following pre-processing steps were
performed on the datasets:
1) Create the testing and validation datasets if they were
not provided. The cross valuation method will not be
suitable in dealing with big datasets, so the hold-out
method was used to estimate the performance of the
ensemble. Some of the used datasets were originally
divided to training and testing datasets. In such cases,
a validation dataset was created by random selection
of 20% from the training dataset. In those cases in
which a single dataset file was provided, the testing
dataset was first created by selection of 30% of the
original file. The remaining 70% were divided into
two datasets to represent the training and validation
datasets, as described earlier.
The process of creating validation and testing datasets
was performed with the StratifiedRemoveFolds filter,
which is available in Weka [24], to ensure that the
generated datasets have the same class distribution as
the original dataset.
2) Attribute selection was applied on the training
dataset. The InfoGainAttributeEval filter, which is
available in Weka [24], was used to perform the
attribute selection.
3) The class distribution in each training dataset was bal-
anced by resampling of the instances of the minority
class with the use of the SMOTE filler, which is also
available in Weka [24].
4) The multiclass dataset was transformed to the binary
classification dataset as follows:
• Connect4 dataset: The class attribute in this
dataset [22] originally contains three different
classes. These class values represent whether
a player of the game of connect-4 6x7 grid is
going to win, lose or draw. To transform this
dataset into a binary classification problem,
the data instances that belong to the loss and
draw classes were given a single class value
called ”loss or draw”.
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• Shuttle dataset: The class attribute in this
dataset is a nominal attribute, and its values
vary between 1 and 7. All instances that
belong to the class value that is not equal to
1 are joined together under one class label.
More details about the original dataset and
class values can be found in [21] and [22].
• FARS dataset: This dataset contains statistical
data on car accidents in the US in 2001. The
class attribute contains eight nominal values
that describe the level of injury suffered. To
transform this dataset into a binary classifica-
tion problem, the class attribute is transformed
to describe the existence of the injury. More
details about the original dataset can be found
in [22].
• Poker dataset: The class attribute in this
dataset takes 10 different nominal values that
describe the poker hand obtained. To trans-
form this dataset into a binary classification
problem, the class attribute is transformed to
describe whether a players hand can be recog-
nised as a poker hand. More details about the
original dataset can be found in [22].
TABLE I. DATASETS USED AFTER THE CREATION OF VALIDATION
DATASETS
Dataset Training Validation Testing No. of
Instances Instances Instances Attributes
Adult [21] 34,536 9,768 16,281 60
Census [21] 245,389 59,859 99,762 31
Connect4 [22] 48,173 9,458 20,268 43
Cover Type [21] 366,037 156,873 58,102 39
FARS [22] 89,648 14,010 30,021 30
HUGGS [21] 5,390,000 2,310,000 3,300,000 28
IJCNN01 [23] 60,138 14,997 91,701 7
Poker [22] 574,004 143,502 307,503 11
Shuttle [22][21] 54,331 8,700 14,500 10
Skin [22] 216,974 34,308 73,518 4
SUSY [21] 2,800,000 700,000 1,500,000 19
Web [23] 64,839 14,925 14,951 262
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Extensive experiments were conducted on the 12 datasets
to evaluate the ability of the proposed algorithm to identify
the relation patterns between acc(φ) and Rt. The proposed
algorithm requires multiple input parameters. Therefore, our
investigation started with an explanatory experiment to under-
stand the effect of these input parameters on the algorithm
and to identify the best values for these parameters in the
examined datasets. Then, the validity of the proposed algorithm
was statistically analysed.
A. Effect of the Input Parameters on the Algorithm
In Section V, five different input parameters were men-
tioned. The values of MSL and Rtlow depend on the available
physical memory, whereas the remaining three parameters
(α,θ and β) can be tuned independently from the memory
constraints. To identify the effect of the input parameters on
the proposed algorithm, MSL and Rtlow were set according to
the amount of available memory, which was 20 GB, while the
values of α,θ and β were varied and then analysed as follows:
1) The MSL was set to 500 MB; thus, from Equation 1,
the max mem = 19980 MB.
2) Rtlow: Our lower relative subset size will be 1%.
From Equation 2, the number of required models (M)
can be calculated, and it will be equal to 100. As
specified in Section IV, majority voting is used as
a fusion strategy, so Equation 4 should be used to
correct the value of M and avoid a tie situation. Using
Equation 4, M = 101.
3) α: Varied from 1% up to 6%.
4) Tolerance (θ): Varied from 0.5% up to 2.5%.
5) β: It will be varied from 2 up to 5.
Our extensive experiments indicate that the tolerance should
be less than or equal to 0.5. Increasing the tolerance value will
stop the algorithm before the relation pattern can be adequately
detected. By contrast, decreasing the tolerance value to a very
small value will lead to an unnecessary increase in the number
of steps required to detect the relation pattern.
With regard to the α and β, our extensive experiments
demonstrate that the suitable α values were between 1% and
6%, whereas the value of β in most datasets was 3, except for
the census and web datasets, where the β was equal to 5.
B. The Evaluation of the Discovered Relation Patterns
In order to evaluate our detection algorithm, the predicted
curve is compared to the true curve that represents the true
relation between acc(φ) and Rt. The predicted curve results
from evaluating the ensemble at each Rt selected by the
algorithm on the validation dataset. On the other hand, the true
curve is formed by evaluating the ensemble with wide range
of Rt values on the testing dataset. This range of Rt values
begins with Rtlow and increases to Rtmax, with a step size of
2%. Rtmax = 100% for most of the examined datasets; the
only exceptions were in the SUSY and HUGGS datasets due
to memory constrains, where the Rtmax values were 40% and
25%, respectively. Our aim is to prove that there is no statistical
different between the ensemble accuracy of the last Rt in the
predicated curve (acc(φRtstop)) and the ensemble accuracy of
maximum possible Rt on the true curve (acc(φRtmax)).
In our experiment, McNemars test [25] was used, as
described in [26], to compare the errors of two ensembles with
two different Rt. The probability threshold to reject the null
hypothesis was p=0.05.
C. Results
Reporting all the results of the 12 datasets with variations in
the input parameters is unrealistic because of space constraints.
The representative results of our extensive study will be
reported and discussed in this section.
Figure 5 illustrates the detected relation between acc(φ)
and (Rt), which was generated by our proposed algorithm,
compared with the true relation curve, as described in section
VI-B. As can be seen from the Figure, the examined datasets
belong to two groups of patterns (described in section III).
Seven and five datasets belong to P2 and P3, respectively.
Datasets categorized as P2 are: adult, census, connect4, cover
type, IJCNN01, poker and web. While FARS, shuttle, skin,
SUSY and HUGGS are categorized as P3. For any dataset
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belonging to the P2 category, the curve detected by our
algorithm provides a hint for the best relative subset size (Rt)
that needs to be chosen when constructing an ensemble from
one of these datasets. For datasets that belongs to the P3
category, our algorithm gives an indication after a few steps
that increasing the subset size will not improve the ensemble
accuracy.
Table II shows the values of the input parameters, the
number of search points required and the search time. The
results obtained from Table II shows that in 83% of the
investigated datasets, the number of steps required to determine
the relation pattern was below 10 steps. The only two cases in
which the number of steps exceeded 10 steps were in the poker
and web datasets. A possible explanation for this increase in
the number of steps can be noted from Figure 5, which shows
that the ensemble accuracy continuously improved until Rt
=70% for both datasets.
TABLE II. RESULT OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM, WHERE
MAX MEM =20GB ,Rtlow = 1% AND (θ) =0.5
Dataset α β algorithm time number of steps
Adult 3 3 3:99 7
Census 3 5 65:52 9
Connect4 6 3 2:23 6
Cover Type 5 3 161:66 7
FARS 1 3 1:83 6
HUGG 2 3 1646:84 6
IJCNN01 8 3 5:85 6
Poker 3 3 174:92 14
Shuttle 1 3 1:14 6
Skin 6 3 8:77 6
SUSY 3 3 488:01 6
Web 2 5 254:05 11
Table III shows, for each dataset, the last Rt(Rtstop)
where the algorithm was terminated, the absolute difference
between the acc(RtStop) and acc(Rtmax) and the p-value
of McNemars test comparing acc(RtStop) and acc(Rtmax).
Looking at the absolute difference between the acc(RtStop)
and acc(Rtmax) for the 12 examined datasets, it is clear
that our proposed algorithm has stopped at points where no
more further improvement is likely to occur. The statistical
test results have also confirmed that, in 9 of the 12 datasets,
the proposed algorithm has stopped at RtStop, which shows
no statistically significant difference (p > 0.05) between
acc(φRtstop) and acc(φRtmax) at a significance level of 0.05.
The only three datasets in which a significant difference was
confirmed statistically are on cover type, SUSY and HUGGS
datasets. But the absolute differences between acc(RtStop)
and acc(Rtmax) of the datasets are very small (less than
1%) even smaller than the absolute differences of some of
the insignificant datasets, which implies that the statistical test
used may be inappropriate for these cases, because the p values
are also influenced by their large number of instances.
Another finding was that the required time to detect the
relation pattern was considerably different from one dataset
to another. These variations in duration can be explained by
the differences in the dataset characteristics, which led to the
different time durations required to build the ensemble for each
dataset; this topic is outside the scope of this paper.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an algorithm has been proposed to identify
the relation pattern between the accuracy of an ensemble
TABLE III. THE RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Dataset Rtstop |∆acc(Rtstop, Rtmax)| Rtstop VS Rtmax
Adult 43% 0.44 p value = 0.06
Census 88% 0.11 p value = 0.07
Connect4 67% 0.23 p value = 0.208
Cover Type 61% 0.49 p value < 0.0001
FARS 12% 0.01 p value = 0.625
HUGGS 23% 0.05 p value < 0.0001
IJCNN01 89% 0.13 p value = 0.225
Poker 97% 0.29 p value = 0.225
Shuttle 12% 0.01 p value = 0.625
Skin 67% 0.08 p value=0.125
SUSY 34% 0.05 p value < 0.0001
Web 81% 0.09 p value = 0.263
of classifiers, acc(φ), and the relative size of the data, (Rt).
The algorithm was evaluated empirically with 12 big datasets.
Results show that the algorithm can detect the relation pattern
in less than 10 steps in 80% of the investigated datasets. The
algorithm can also be used to provide a suggestion for choosing
the best data subset size when the ensemble of classifiers that
is needed to deal with a big dataset is developed.
In further work, it will be interesting to reduce the Rt to a
very small value, such as 0.1%, 0.01% and 0.001%, especially
for datasets that belong to the P3 pattern, to understand how
the relation between acc(φ) and Rt will be affected in the
case of using a very small Rt. At the moment, the input
parameters for the proposed algorithm were chosen depending
on the empirical results of our experiments. Further work
needs to be done to design an adaptive method to choose the
best input values for each dataset. Furthermore, the current
experiments were conducted on a single machine. Accordingly,
more improvements to the proposed detection algorithm are
needed to develop a new version of the algorithm that is
compatible with a parallel computing environment to reduce
the required time to find the relationship pattern.
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